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Abstract
The pwposc of this study was to research the effcct of money as a context on school students'
mental computational pcrfonnance and strategy choices across a range of ages. This study
adds to exisling research, which has compared students' mental computational methods with
their written methods, by the provision of the single common context of money. The c:,,ntcnt
topics of whole and other rational numbers (simple ftactions, decimals, and some
pm:entqcs) were covered. Forty-eight primary &c:hool students plus sixteen secondary
school students were involved in this study, with equal nwnbm of both genders from the two
primary schools and cne secondary achool in the Perth metropolitan area.
The method followed

~ii& both quantitativ_.,y scoring test

results-and qualitative--

through tape-recorded interviews. Students' prior experiences with money were documenlcd

and pcr.lbnnance data were collected on students' mental computation ability for the two sets
of math1:111atically identical items prmcnted in a money-context and context•ln:e. Student
strategy choices were also documenled. The semi-structured interviews consisted of nine
money experience questions such as, How often do yor, get pocket money or an allowance? In
addition, 10, 12, 13, and 13 pairs of mental computation items for YClllll 3, 5, 7 and 9
rcspccliv4.'ly. Wltero possible, common items were used a..~ss two or more year levels to
ascertain growth in mental computation skills.
Ovmill, results round that the context presentation did not make a difference to student
perf'onnance and there was no conclation found between )*ibnnance and student prcrerence
for one presenlation or the other. No pcrfonnance differences were foWld for gender. Year 3
recorded the lowest process scores, while Year 7 recorded the highest process scores although
all the items used al both Year 7 and Year !I were identical. The greatest growth in mental
computation perronnance was round to occur from Year 3 to Year 5 and from Year 5 to
Year·?. Further, for Year 3, results found that the context presentation had a negative impact
on student perfonnance. Some students were found to be using written methods mentally.
A..,alysis or individual items revealad that context had a positive influence in some cases.
However, despite the emphasis in modem curricula on the use of context, it appears that such
an approach may have little value i£usad in contrived ralher thM real situations.

Recommendations for teaching practice include promoting real experiences at school by
linking students' out-of-school experiences to classroom learning, such u exploring students'
pcck:et-monc:y purchasing power or promoting mental computation for a variaty or context
iv

tasks. It is considered ·likely that mental computation in classrooms tends to be noncontextual and it is recommended that teachCl'II should make more use or context. It is flllthcr ,
recommended that tcachCl'II use money as a context, with mental computation itc11111 presented
as pan of real shopping taska. Oral prescntalion would remove typical school method cues:_
a 'sheet' and pencil-with the only visual stimuli being the ~sand price labding. Class
shops could use simulatioll.'l for the junior grades, while older grades could organise real
money exchange experiences integrated with other cuniculum areas such as raising money
for charitable causes.
Research on the effect of other common contexts such as food, time, and other measurement
topics should also utilise real activities, with examples or such being readily found in the
media. The provision ofa variety or contexts is important for students as what coruititutcs a
meaningful contC11t may vary from individual to individual.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Reseatclie:n have noted that some students arc able lo B01ve mental computation items BCt in a

"

realistic context but not the Ame mathematically identical item presented out-or context
(Newton, 1992; Nunes, Schliemann and Carraher, 1993; van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 1999).
These rellCafcllcrs claimed that students' school perfnnnance docs not reflect students'
existing knowledge because school-taught methods arc so different from out-of-school
experiences., Consequently, students arc experiencing difficulties tranBferring knowledge
from one learning context to the other. Acconliug lo Hughes, Desforges and Mitchell (2000),
the aim of schooling is ''to make the lessons or school applicable to the larger world of
everyday life" (p. 9). However, school mathematics practice still commonly presents menial
compulation items in the abstract fonn--devoid of context.
1.1

Baclqro1111d 011 Coaln.tu1I or Real world Sctti.p

This section outlines recent changes within mathematics education. Current educational
pedagogy recommends that the provision of context can be a means £or promoting
mathematics as meaningful and relevant. The Western Australian document Curriculum
Framework (Curriculum Colllll:il, 1998) for example, emphasizes context throughout its new
mathematics strand 'Working Mathematically'. There is therefore, a need lo investigate the
importance of context and its impact on the mathematiClil cwriculwn. A history of the
supporting rcsean:h for tho provision of context within school mathematics is introduced and
discussed in this chapter.
In relation to context generally, Meyer, Dekker and Querelle (2001) note the pervasive use of
context in mathematics curricula in the past few years. Of the five roles they suggested that
context plays, the most common two: motivating students and; a chance to apply mathematics
are addressed in this chapter. The wthors also suggested six characteristics of high-quality
contexts. Two of these characteristics were "context should be real or at least, imaginable to
the student", and "contexts should be sensitive to cultural, gender and racial nonns"
(pp. S26-S27). Of these three aspects, gender was seriously studied for over a decade in

Australia{Leder, 1990).
The cpistemologist and constructivist psychologist, Piaget {1952), suggested that tho younger
a student is, the more a context needs to be provided to enable the connection IO meaning and
concrete thought, and IO engage the personal interest of the student. This learning theory
1

follows that as students become older they are able to engage in abstract thought because they
worked with many 'concrete' experiences earlier.

Internationally, lhe Dutch 'Realistic

Malhcrnalics Education' (RME) movement has highly recommended the provision of context
(Strcefland, 1991; Treffers, 1998; Trcffers & Beishuizen, 2000).
Lowrie and Owens (2000) outline how contexts for concepls and contexts for !earning relate
in lheir framework for space and measurement topics. While measurement topics included
physical representations and space topics included outside-of-classroom activitillll, problemsolving activities applied to them both equally.
Irwin's (2001) study or contextualised vmus decontextualised decimal fractions with 11- and
12-ycar-old New Zealand students found that:
students who wmked on the contextualised problems improved their rompctcntc
with decimals more than did a COl!lpllnlblc group or students who did not work on
conteJr.tualised problems. (p. 41S)
This wu found consistent for, and independent of, the students' mathematical ability levels.

Irwin chose to contextualise the decimal fractions using volume, length, and foreign
exchange rates involving more than two decimal places after intC?Viewing the students to
ascertain rwniliar contexts. Irwin (2001) found that "students used their everyday knowledge
to make sense of numbers" (p. 417) and that lower-ranked students were more likely to use
this everyday knowledge.

This may be because they were able to use 'convenient group reasoning', a tenn used by
Nunes ct al (1993) to explain the common sense thinking evoked by natural situations. This
thinking is claimed to encourage engagement at a d«J)Cf level; one that may lead to better
understanding.
Nunes ct al (1993) suggested that one reason why some students were able to solve
computation problems

set

in cont~! but not out-of-context, was that ''the problem-solving

routinllll arc different in the two situations" (p. 23). Griffiths and Clyne (1995) used the
following ~ample to illustrate how some people do not make the .:onnection between school
mathematics and real-world applications:
small boy was about lo enter Year 2. His aunt llllkcd him irhc was loollilli
forward lo this. "No" he said, "the maths will be too hard." ''Oh" she said, "what
sort ofl!llllhs do you think you11 be doing?'' "Sums like 30 and 30 and 30." "So
that is too hard is it?" "Yes" he said, and thought fot a n,om,:nt, "but if it was
inoney it would be 90 cents". (p. 271)
A

2

Irwin's (2001) findings substantiate Donaldson's (1978) claim thst ''thinking sustained by
daily hwnan sense can be at a higher level than thinking out of context in the aame subject"
(Nunes et al, 1993, p. 25). Irwin (2001) found that:
Students were compelled to think about~ rclationship ...what the decimal point
indicated instead of applying partially understood rules such 111 'lining up the
decimal points' or 'adding a zero'. (p. 417-418)

Irwin's (2001) study used peer collaboration and conflict. She recommended that, ''the
choice of appropriate contexts is essential if cognitive conflict is to occur'' as ''what amounts
to everyday knowledge for one group may not be .weryday knowledge for another group"
(p.418). For example, the students in Irwin's (2001) study were famililll' with monetary
exchange rates because "they or their parents traveled ... between countries or sent money
overseas" (p. 418). This suggests that cognitive conflict is less likely In occur for items
presented out-of-context. TI1e choice of which contexts 6"l appropriate is discussed in more
depth in the literature review.
1,2

Mental Compwtatlon

Mental computation involving money calculatiollll is probably the most common calculation
made by most people in their daily lives. KiI11Ch, Jungeblut, Jenkins and Kolstad (1993)
conducted a national-wide survey of 'quantitative literacy' skills, which involved embedding
numeracy tasks in texts. They found that the majority of American adults could perform
lower level tasks of the scale such as adding two nwnbera on a bank deposit statement. These
tasks involve operating on numbers, which represent money in a real-life context. That is, the
answer these adults achieve has real consequences. These low-level tasks follow Plunkett's
(1979) recommendation that, "it would be sensible to provide most people with meanB to add

or subtract numbers like 54.75 and 32.80 when they have no calculator available"

(p. 5).

Kirsch el al (1993) claimed that success at such tasks was because little prior knowledge and
few sequential steps were involved and that the task did not require an inference about the
of operation to apply to the numbers. Such a low-level task is quite suitable to be
performed using mental computation.
type

In the Western Australian Curriculum Framework (Cwriculum Council, 1998), the number

strand comprises four sub-strands, all of which are directly relevant to this study. The four
substrands are 'Understand Numbers', 'Understand Operations', 'Calculate' and 'Reason
about NumberPattemt' with the first three in a hierarchy. In order to 'Understand Numbers'
students need to ''read, write and ill!derstand the meaning, order and relative magnitudes of

'

numbers, moving flexibly between equivalent forms" (p, 192), For 'Understand Optrations',
students need to ''understand the meaning, use lllld connections between addilion,
multiplication, subtraction lllld division" (p. 194). In the sub-strand 'Calculate', "students
choose 1111d use a repertoire of mental and calculator strategies, meeting levels of accuracy
and judging the reasonableness of results" (p. 196).

In the sub-strand 'Reason about Number

Patterns', "students recognile, represent, describe and use patterns in numbers" (p. 198).
All of these sub-strands emphasise number sense or quantitative intuition (Sowder, 1992)
through the need to understand the relationships betw~ numbers and operations. Studies by
McIntosh (1998) have substantiated
number sense.

a

close link between mental computational skills and

In Western Australia, Jura! (1992) conducted a small inquiry-based comparative study.
Results were "consistent with research undertaken by Carraher, Carraher and Schliemann
(I98S) who also found that more than half of the children who used school-taught a18orithms
when solving mental probl= obtained a wrong answer'' (pp. S8-S9). One explanation for
this is the ineffectiveness of using written methods, such as decomposition when subtracting
mentally.
Historically, traditional mental mathemalics or mental arithmetic fofflled a larger part of the
curriculum. Once the lack ofundmtanding associated with learning by rote became clear,
less time was spent on mental arithmetic, to be replaced with more time spent on teaching
standard written algorithms. Some problemB associated with this change resulted in standard
written algorithms not being well understood, and nor are written methods the methods most
needed by adults in their daily lives (Plwtkett, 1979; Wandt & Brown, 19S7). Today, the
predominance of calculators as computational tools requiring computational estimation is
another factor that needs consideration.
II was noted from Ellerton and Clements' (1994) criticisnui of teaching fractions, that even
when more time had been spent, results did not improve if the incorreet approllCh was
followed. They suggested a qualitatively different leaching approach was needed. These
criticisms for the teaching of fractions could also be applied to the teaching of mental
mathematics as more tim~ and emphuis has been found for this area (Cockcroft, 1982).
It may be useful here to distinguish between the terms, mental mathematics, mental

computation, mental skills and mental strategies. The first two tcnns are similar, broad and
encompassing. and often used by teachers to allocate curriculum times. The Cockcroft Report
4

(1982) used the first tenn when recommending that students should use self-devised methods.
Mental computation is the tcnn currently used in both the United States or America and
Australia to distinguish the modem teaching approach from the more traditional mental
arithmetic that used to emphasise speed and accuracy. Mental skills and mental atrstcgics are
the linkages made by students that reOcct their level or understanding or Ute relationships
between numbers and operations. Mental skills describe how Oexible students may be with
their existing knowledge such as to be able to derive a ract from a known £act, or to check an
answer by using another method. A mental strategy is the embodiment or this as an
established pathway. As students develop their mental skills, they build a repertoire or
strategies that together form their cognitive construct.
The most common computational choice for adults in their daily lives is mental computation
(Wandt & Brown, 1957; Reys, Reys, & McIntosh 1995; Northcote & McIntosh, 1999). Reys
and Barger (1994) suggested that the contemporary view or mental computation as reported
by Reed and Lave (1981) is a manipulation of'quan/illes, rather than the old view, as a

manipulation of symbols (in Reys & Barger, 1994, p. 31). Tiiis being the case, then money
and measurement become appropriate contexts for mental computation activities.
In 1992, the United Kingdom National curriculum asse,Jment (The Mathematical

Association, 1992b) claimed that speed and accuracy tests were still being used to assess
mental computational performance. In the United States or America, Bums (1995) claimed
that timed tests were still being used as standard practice in many school districts. However,
in Australia (Clarke, 1988; Clarke & Stephens 1998; Herrington, Sparrow, Herrington, &
Oliver, 1997) recommended that assessment should aim to identiry the degree of student
constructed understanding.

A variety or methods were suggested including reOcctive

journals, teacher observation and questioning rather than just the grading or timed tests. This
seems reasonable in a response to reporting for outcomes-based education. Toe level or
detail regarding r;tudent performance was termed 'grain size' by Clarke and Stephens (1998).
Idcntirying the student's mental computation strategy range may indicate that we value a
student's true level or understanding or nwnber sense rather than that which Yang (1995)
terms 'artificial performance', which is evident when !itudents have learnt algorithms by mte.
The question or whether Wendt aru! Brown's (1957) classic study that indicated adults do not
use pencil and paper as much as mental methods has been reconsidered in light or the impact
or calculatom. A recen! study by McIntosh, Northcote and Sparrow (1999) or adults' daily
5

uac or mathematics in the homo found that written method! were the least favoured of the
three. Most of these mental calculationa related to time or money.
It acem.1 that

I

traditional teaching approach 51ill persists in WC!tem AustraliBn schools as

indicated by anecdotal evidence from first yesr Bludent teachen rctuming from teaching
practice in 2002.

One c,iample is lho competitive game 'Sheritr which has dubious

education,.) value yet remllina popular. Little learning occun with lhis activity-just testing.
Speed in basic fact recall is emphasised and the class divides into wir.ners and losers. The
class lines up into two rows. The teacher sets a basic fact question such as: Four sevens?
The student with the fastest and most accurate response wina. The loser is 'shot'. Losers sit
down, lhus ending their participation. Hence. tho winning '111udcnt is rewarded by further
opportunities to participate and remains actively engaged, while the weaker student (and the
one most in need ofintcrvention) is only passively engaged. In contrast, an ideal learning
environment scekt to engage all lcamm m~t of the time by using a variety or approaches.
To directly teach students which mental method or CDmputational strategics to use seems
unwise, because constructivist theory recognises that individuals learn best when lhcy arc
able to CDnstrucl their own methods. Evidence in McIntosh, Bina and Farrell (199Sa) found
that Australian students had not been taught mental lttltcgies at school---rathcr, their
5tratcgics were self-devised. This suggests COllliltructiviat leaming.

In a small survey ohdults by Rotinsld (1998), it wu "found lhat none recalled ever having
becn taught mental CDmputation stratcgiet, and moll used adapted forms of written

CDmputation" (McIntosh & Dole, 2000a, p. 228). This reflects the low impact or schooltaught procedures, which are most inefficient for mental ~utation. Mclntolh and Dole
(2000b) further suggested Iha! ''strategy development for mental CDmputation, therefore, can
be seen to derive to some degree from an individual's number sense" (p. 402). The study

found "a link between number 5CI\SC and mental computation in tcnns of strategy knowledge"
(p. 407). This suggests that good teaching which emphasises the development of number

sense may be the best way for students to develop self-discovered mental CDmputation
strategies.

It also follows that ou1-0f-school experiences might provide students with

meaningful contexts in order to help them invmt their own strategics.
The Nunes ct al (1993) and Carraher, Carraher and Schliemann studies (1985; 1987} of street
and school mathematics revealed two separate mathematical practices. The finl revealed
practice was that oral mathematics occwrcd in the streets and CDnsistcd of self-invented
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mental melhods. By oontrast. lhe second practice of&chool mathematics consisted of written
mcthOIU often presented in word problem fonnat, which required reasonable reading lkille.
They noted, ''the contexts in which these two occur tend not to overillp" (p. 29). This
dichotomy is demon,tmted in Figure 1. Ail out-of-school mathematical experiences by

nature occur in context. The dotted Jinc---dotted to indicate that some !ransfer can and dOClil
toke place-in Figure I rqircsents a bmier to a transfer of knowledge between the two
settings,

An lrdi\4clual'9 malhemell:ICI ablllty

IOut

of ,cilool uperleocn

I

Nllfflb«IMlel
nila!Tonal !eanTIIIJ

ntrumenlal

°""""""

Written al!Pithmt

leernlr,g

Rote learning

Figure I: Mathematics Ability Defined by Situational Contcxls
This barrier rcprcscnts the intenniltcnt nature by which the transfer of mathematical
applications knowledge can OCCW', from one contextual setting lo another. Jf pmonally
relevant contexts were found to allow transfer, then contexts most likely to be used at school
should reflect the students' out-of-school world.

The problematic nature of ttansfer

associated with mathematics applications was discussed in detail in Hughes et al (2000), and
this will be outlined further in the literature review,
In contrast to Nunes ct al's (1993) study, it maybe useful to design a different study to check
for transfer between the two experiences as successful matehes in practice may enable
trarulfcr of knowledge between the two experiences. Any match for practice may indicate
that out-of-school experiences (task and situational eontexts) can positively influence school
perfonnance. Importandy, Nunes ct al (1993) found that generalization was more likely to
occur for students with out-of-school constructed knowledge than from school-taught
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knowledge. Thia may imply that the widet"the maU:h for lharcd pACtkea, the mOTe likely the
midenl is to develop number sense &om experiencing increased estimation associated with
out-of-school mental compitation,
Conslructivist lhcory suggesls that all school activiti=i should begin from the student'•
experiences. This suggests that one way

lo

encourage incrciased transfer would be for the

school's teaching approaches to mirror out-of-school experiences,

Teaching should

emphasise factol'8 such as relational lclllYling, oral methods, self-invented methods, familiar
task contexts and simulated situational contexts as a bridge towards fonnal learning.
Presenting items in a context might encourage students to usc sophisticated, higher-order

'

methods in their solutiOJ15, thus lea.ling lo improved pcrfo1D1ance when compan,d to their
responses for non-context items. Word items arc contextualised by their nature. However,
th,i chosen context is often of questio11able relevance to students (Roth, 1996).
The iasues associated with word problem fonnats could be addressed by removing the
students' need to iead; hy using familiar everyday language in familiar, everyday contexts;
and by the items being read lo them.
Related OVCl'llca! mental computation in-context studies have focused on social disability
(Nunes ct al, 1993), and parental in11uenccs within culturally divme ethnic groupa:
(Gubcmum, 1992). The presentation of computational itcnul in context previously studied by
Carraher ct al (198S, 1987) were both conducted in South America. Similar studies by
Guberman (1992) were conducted in the United States of America. The Carraher studies
sampled impoverished low-achieving students who attended school irregularly. They did not
sample beyond the developmental stage of grade 3 schooling, nor restrict their studies to
mental computation lo find out whether out-of-school CJ1pcriern:es can aid students' school
performance for money problems when compared

lo

standard written school-taught

mathematics.
A National Statement on Mathematiafor Australian Sdiools (Australian Education Council,

1991) defined mathematics as ''the science of patterns" and stated that, ''mathematics
provides powerful, precise and concise methods of representing pattcms am relationships"
(p. 4). As students become aware of these patterns and relationships, they develop flCllibility
with numbcrs------a pre-requisite for 'number sense'.

It has been postulated that mental

computational ability improves particularly after age 12 (McIntosh, Reys, Reys, Bana, &
Farrell, 1997c). Further, that both number sense and mental comp!Ulion performance
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improve after age 12: "Not aurprisingly, lhe average number or items answered contetly
increased with age" (McIntosh, 1998, p. 216). This suggests that an improvement in mental
computation pcrfonnance should have a corresponding positive impact on number sense,
possibly through improved efficiencies in the students' computational slrategy choices.
Sowder (1992) found a substantial positive relatiomhip between mental computation and
number sense.

It remains uncertain however, how much of each student's mental

computation performance is due to more efficient strategy use or Yang's (199S) school taught
'artificial perfonnance'. As Yang's studies found, performance for written computation can
be 'artificially high' when compared wilh matched lcsts for number &CllBC,
In their study of student performance on mental computation for grades 3 to 6 Shigematsu,
Iwasaki and Koyama (1994) also found that perfonnance for the four operations on whole
numbers generally improved with age. They further claimed that:
...the calculator will become the main eomputatiOllll tool ... thmfore, mental
computation will become mon: than merely a baslc skill ... rather a
meta.computation for computation by the calculator. (p. 29)
The renewed importance of mental mathematics due to the introduction or calculators
(National Cuniculum Council, 1989; and OFSTED-Office for Standards in Education,
1993a, 1993b) means that educatora should also look at how best to assess mental
mathematics perfonnance. Advances in technology have led to the availability or calculators
from the late 1970s and these are now simple, cbe!ip and commonplace. Hence, pencil and
paper routines are practically unnecessary. An increase in both mental computation and a 3S
percent increase in the use or calculators in Victorian classrooms over the last decade have
been identified by Mousely and Herbert (2000, p. 462).
Some confusion exists in the curriculum today regarding which mental methods students
should use for which mental computation items (Swan & Bana, 2000). Swan (2002) found
however, that for two computation items presented in a shopping context, students chose
mental methods over both calculator and written methods. In contrast, or the three choices or
computation available in the classroom today-mental, pencil and paper, and calculatorpencil and paper methods still dominate classroom work in the number strand.
Teachers mental computation programs may use either a traditional approach (emphasising
speed and accuracy 'mental arithmetic') or a constructivist approach (emphasising invented

methods). There may also be some combinlltion of these due to thee' pedagogical beliefs
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andfor initial teacher training. These different teaching approaches may rmdt in different
outcomes for students due to lhe different emphases on understanding (Jurat, 1992; Boaler,
1997).
Gender differences seem to be more pronounced in Western countries than in Eastern
countries (Boater, 2000; Easley & Easley, 1992; Leder, 1990). The mathematician 1111d
neuro-psychologist, Dehaene (1997) hllS suggested that attitudes towards mathematics are
responsible for gender and social class differences. Dchaene claimed Iha! in mainland China,
female teenagem obtain scores that exceed those of Amcrlc1111 male tccnagers-"a clear proof
that lhe difference between men and women is small compared to the impact of educational
strategies" (p. 160). The fact that Asian students often do not display gender differences in
performance was also evident in Yang's (1995) study, He found that there were ''no
statistically significant gender differences between mean scores of number sense tests, mental
computation tests and written computation tests for grades 6 and 8 at the 0.01 significance
level'' (p. 160).

This mClllll that for number sense, mental computation and written

computation there were no marked differences "between lhe Chinese girls and boys in
Taiw1111 at grades 61111d 8" (Yang, 1995, p. 161).
An Australian study by McIntosh et al (199Sa) also found some gender differences. Boys
performed signific1111tly better in Years 5 and 9, allhough this was only for three items (out of
30) in Year Sand two items (out of 40) in Year 9. In Western Australia, a study by Dana and
Korbosky (1995) found no significant effect on performance for automatic recall,
understanding or applicalion of basic nwnber facts for students In Year 3-7. However, in
their conclusion the authors stated that one finding indicated that the strategics used by girl.B
and boys were somewhat different. They suggested it would be interesting to know the
reasons for such differences, and that this aspect should be, explored further. Reasoll!I for any
such differences could be explored by conducting a study designed to find out how much
influence out-of-school experiences had on differences in strategy choiecs and performance
results. Do malC!I and females hsve different out-of-school experiences? If so, which
contexts may be involved? For example, Australian maiC!I seem to spend more time involved
in sport 1111d sporting results. Perhaps the preference to use school methods over out-ofechool methods is more prevalent for one gender than the other for Ymerc context experiences
arc similar.

Alternately, there may be no significant gender diffcrencQ for mental

computation perfonnance. Any dimrences found have been linked to factors other than
ability, such as parental exp~tation (Dehacne, 1997). Also, fear of 1111ccess (Leder, 1980),
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teacher expectation (Wall::en1inc, 1998), differences in learning and teaching approaches
(Boaler, 1997) as well as both cultural and gender differentiated 1uccen and failure
attributions (Cao & Bishop, 2001 ).
Some researchers have claimed that gender ditTeri:nccs in pcrfonnance arc more likely to be
found in low-socio economic areas, as the fectors previously mentioned are more pronounced
for these classes (Dehacne, 1997; Walkcrdine, 1998). This suggests that genderpeifonnance
difference for middle-class schools should be less significant.
1.3

A Stattmeqt of the Problem

A common question is: "How should we present mathematin in order to maximise student

engagement?" The National Resean:h Council (1989, p. 61) suggested that a natural context
is best for engaging students. Both Nunes ct al, (1993) and Gubennan, (1992) chose to use
the univemilly recognized quantitative and culturally relevant value of money for contcxl in
their studies.
There still appears to be a great divide between the way mathematics is taught in schools and
the way mathematics is used practically in the real world (Maeir, 1980). Ail stated
previously, schools are still spending most of their time teaching written methods, while
mental methods are the preferred choice in 'the real world' (Northcote & McIntosh, 1999).
Applying abstract corn:epls to real world situations is not a problem for all studenls.
However, Nunes et al (1993) found that there was a danger that it maybe a problem for some
students. Consequently, these studenls may be under•achieving al school and ar: al risk of
becoming disadvantaged as career choices are denied them.
In 1978, Rathmell proposed 'thinking atrategies' as a way of linking basic number facts via
relationships rather than by independently memorising them. Schoenfeld (1987) documented
that the 'back to basics' movement of the 1970a resulted in students who could not ''use
memorized procedures in the simplest applications" (p. 6). Kilpatrick (1987) suggested that

it is only a matter of time (due to computers) before instruction moves "away from the
memorization of standard algorithm, toward a mt1ra conceptual emphasis on various
operations and their use" (p. 123).
Contemporary mathematics educators emphasise Cit importance of number sense worldwide.
For example, in the USA publication Everybody Collllh, the NRC (1989) regarded number
sense development as ils main objective for elementary school mathematics. While many
11

mathcmatit5 educators recognize mental compJtation
as a means or fostering nwnber ICl!Se,
,,
othen including English voters have bceo pullhing for more traditional curriculum reform
(Boaler, 1997), Some parents may fear that their children will become calculator dependent
or the parents may be responding to the recent moves towards accountability via national
testing. The traditional appro11eh lo leaching mathematic~ which includes an emphasis on
rote learning and drill and practice of bllllic facts and is devoid of conlcxl, is reflected in
Skemp's (1976) notion of'instrumental understanding'. By contrast, Sowder claimed that "it
seems reasonable to expect that any computation or estimation problem set within a contex.t
will make the problem more comprehensible to most students". Therefore this should be
reflected in Skemp's notion of'relational understanding' (1992, p. 374). Part of the problem
lo be studied then is whether the provision of a 511.itably meaningful context can improve
student pcrfonnanee al mental computation by unlocking fflOill efficient strategy use. If so,
does this correlate to students' out-of-school learning experiences for that contc:i11 and does
personal preference have any significant influence?

1,4

Rationale and Conceptual Fnmework

A prior Australian study by McIntosh et al (199Sa) on menhll computation was conducted for
Yeani 3, S, 7 and 9 for student attitudes, preference for oral or visual presentation, and

pcrfomtanee. The McIntosh ct al (199Sa) tests were context-free and group-administered.
As no interviews were conducted, no investigations about different mental computation
strategy choices were made and therefore no conclusions wcni drawn in this regard. In facl,
one of McIntosh el al's (199Sa) s~y's suggestions for further research was: "If mental
computation items were contcxt.ually based what difference would this make to
performance?"

Another suggested question was: "What is the relationship between

children's mental computation skill and their overall number senseT' (p. 38).
Following the philosophy of a realistic mathematics curriculum, Plunkett (1979) stated that:
" ... money calculations are those most frequently used by the person in the street" (p. S).
While the Cockcroft Report (1982) identifies competence with money calculations as a
mathematical need of adult life, and il also stllted:
Practice in the handling of money, the giving of change by 'counting on' in the
way which is commonly used in ahops ...should all start in the primary yc11J&.
(p. 92)
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The United Kingdom (National Curriculwn Council, 1989) Non-Statutory Guidance 10
Matlrematics suggested four ways in which classroom activity can incorporate mental

methods. The third o~~esc was:
Consolidate knowledge through pwposcfu\ practice or m:alling and using mc:h
facts in n:aliltic contexts. (p. £3)

In Taiwan, Yang (199S) found a significant correlation between students' high scoies for his

number sense test and a high level or conceptual undemanding as detennincd by their ability
to estimate. Yang constructed his number sense test using items in words as a test of
estimation in order to d ~ e conceptual understanding, However, his traditional mental
computation test generally required recall 0£ non-contextualised or 'ban..· number facts.
Examples such as $6- $4.SO or Sl-0.9Sc could be seen as contextualised abstract symbols.
However, these expressions arc not couched h1 n:al•world, imaginable applications. They arc
examples of 'money arithmetic', and devoid '~,f 'imaginable' context. As the operation is also
clearly identified, these examples arc still too close to the abstract items and may not reveal
any differc,1ce in pcrfonnance and thinking strategics-they arc merely symbolic,
meaning!CS!I n:presentations of money. I£ these items arc not realistic to the n:ader, but only
to the writer,

lll'C

they checking the reader's number IICllle or the writer's, or arc they

checking for the connectedness of the writer to the reader's world?
Schlicmatu1, Araujo, Cassunde, Macedo and Niceas (1998) claim that students' mathematical
knowledge develops despite school, because of out-of•school experience, such as developing
the commutative property of multiplication through street selling. It is also recognised that
schools ean be essential in developing mathematical knowledge through in-school activities.
These two learning frameworks-one, in school and the other out-of-school-may develop
side.by.side and therefore be 'situationally specific'. Both frameworks conln'bute to the
learner's prior experience. Ideally, they may 'synergizc' when school activities build on
students' prior experiences (Dapuento & Parenti, 1999; Saxe, 1991).
Treffcrs and Beishuizcn (2000) discussed Treffers' (1993) tcnns of'horizonlal' and 'vertical'
mathcmatising. which may be useful for relating to the notion or 'number sense'. Treffm'
tcnn 'vertical' mathcmatising describes 'vertical' factora such as the process or discovering
connections, finding shortcuts and applying these discoveries by using higher order mental
computa1ion strategics. Treffcrs' tcnn 'horizontal' rcrm to the factora such as the provision
of a context; and previous experiences with a relevant context that should help to develop the
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application of short cuts or efficient mental strategies. The researcher considered that itudenl
practice with working mathematically in a eontCJtt should increase with time spent practising.
therefore could increase wilh age.
Perhaps the level of sophistication of mental strategy use could reflect the depth of
understanding in mental computation.

Therefore, if a student's choice of mental

computational strategy and the level of understanding are linked, perhaps higher-order
strategy choices reflect greater understanding.

McIntosh, De Nan:li and Swan (1994)

developed a clanification of mental computation strategics, which could be used lo de,·elop a
three-tier hieran:hical S(:alc. If the provision of context correlates directly with students' use
ofhigherorder strategies, this may indicate that context promotes deeper understanding.
While it is claimed that we should "embed mathematics activities in contcits" (Bums, 1993)
so that mathematics comes alive and is purposeful, there is little rcsean:h evidence, which
compares mental computation ability on identical itCfflll for context and non-context. This is
quite sp1lrt from comparing the value of one context to another.
The Number strand of the Western Australian Curriculum Framework, (Curriculum Council,
1998) fa<:uses on operations on numbers in order ''to deal with quantitative aspects of the
environment" (p. 192). Money is an obvious example of one of these aspects. Concerning
money as a context and therefore student's prior experiences with money, it was considered
that Year J students were unlikely

lo

have any income beyond some pocket money. By

conlrast, it was considered that Year 9 students were the most likely lo have had substantial
money handling experiences and/or paid jobs.
In Boaler's (1997) award winning study of teaching styles, gender and setting, in the UK, she
explains a difference in gender learning styles. When Boa\er compared a traditional S(:hool
of Amber Hill to Phoenix Park-a progressive one---she found that apart from textbook
lessons, boys preferred the traditional methods with the emphasis on speed and accuracy and
'relative performance'. In contrast, Boaler found that girls preferred to learn at their own
pace on their 'quest for understanding'. Boaler further suggested that this might be a factor
of maturity (p. 120). Given these differences in learning styles, it was wondered if males
might prefer non-context items while females might prefer money-contextual items. In
addition, it was wondered whether a shopping context might be considered as gender neutral
despite the nature of the purchase item being gender traditional, for example "If Dad bought a
fishing rod .•. " or "If Mum bought a dress ..•". &:hool experience:a might influiencc responses
14

given recent improved results for girls due to the new cuniculum. However, put research in
Australia from 1980 to 1990 (Leder, 1990) has ,uggcstcd only minor differences for gender.
It is often considered that mathematics is more interesting lo students when they arc

motivated by the subject matter (Bums, 1993). It may be fair to assume Iha! when items arc
prcacntcd in a suitable context, this would inspire students to, rather than put students off,
solving lhcm. II was further considered lhat if students were motivated by a moncy-contexl
lhcn this should be reflected in lhcm achieving superior results for mental computation items
in context. It was also recognised that students may prefer non-context items iflhey are more
experienced and eomfortable with lhese items and or pcrfonn better for these items. It
follows lhcrefore that students would need to be asked whether they preferred the context
items or non-context items or neilher to find whether preference actually had any impact on
their results.
There is little rcsCllJ'Ch regarding student preference for mental computation items presented
in a context or without. Some research (McIntosh et al, 1995a) checked for preference
regarding mental computation presentation mod-that is, oral vcr,us viJUal. It might be
assumed Iha! weaker students (those with less strategy knowllldge) might prefer working with
items lhat are presented in a context where the meaning is maintained (Irwin. 2001).
However, lhcse !IIIIIle students may also prefer non-contc11.tual items when being tested
because removing 'the trees from the woodll' provides less of a cognitive load when the
pressure of speed is applied. Irwin (2001) found lhat "high ranking (able) partner, ignored
r.ontext and manipulated numbers instead" (p. 41 I).
Some research exists lhat compares children's own mental computation strategics wilh
standard written methods {Nc:wt0tt, 1992), and some research e11.i11ta that identifies students'
knowledge and competence with lhe basic facts and associated computational atratcgics
(Dana & Korbosky, 1995).

However, Ca.llingharn and McIntosh (2001) claimed that

allhough mental mathematics is an essential component of school malhematics, little rcsearcb
exists

Ott

which factors, such u context, may influence 1tudcnt mental computation

pcrfonnancc and strategy choice. Cooper, Hcinllficld and Irons (1996) support this in their
study of addition and subtracti0tt word ilemlJ, when lhcy stated that tbcrc bu been little
research relating to mental computation and word it= !lparl from that of c.mhcr ct al
(19g7). McIntosh (1996) also claimed that "more extensive research needs to examine the
role of mental computation as part of developing number llellSC generally'' (p. 260).
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In summary, little research regardi11g mental computation exists beyond the buic facts (B1111
& Korbosky, 1995), regarding which factors influence perfomiance and strategy choice, and
atudent preference for context. Hence, thia study on whether context could be a significant

factor should add to the existing body o£knowlcdge.
1.5 Poulble Coate111
As the context chosen needed to be a common one suitable for testing studenls of all ages and

so that teachers could apply it in the classroom, a universal or global context was needed. As
prior knowledge can be attained in out-of-school experiences, studenls' out-of-school
experiences had to be taken into considcnition. Some factors that could affect the student's
level of out-of-school experience for any context are the family's socio-economic status,
family expectations, student age, the student's level of development and the type of school
setting.
One reason given by Dapueto and Parenti (1999) £or their choice of the contexts or money
and calendar for their study was to integrate these contexts substantially with studcnls' out-

of-school life. This was so that students' out-of-school practices could be discussed openly
in the classroom. Money and time are the two most common uses for mental computation in
the home (McIntosh ct al, 1999). Although both money and lime are familiar contexts for

students, time uses a variety or base systems, which may be confusing to master and is
therefore more complex. In contrast, money only uses the dceimal system and is a highly
motivational context. Money is therefore a more suitable context than time. However, it is
recognised that familiarity with money is limited by students' prior experiences with money.
McIntosh ct al (1994) stated that when children choose their own contexts for their 'sum
stories', they usually choose "themselves, money and food" (p. 37). These subjects provide a
generic real-world relevant context meaningful to all students, and or which, food is often
used as a context for teaching fractions (Anthony & Walshaw, 2003).

Anthony and

Walshaw's pizza assessment task foWld that "overall, the contextual nature of the problem
was a significant factor in students' responses" (p. ii). Food may be suitable for some
computations with whole number and common fiw.:tions, but is more limiting than money as
a context for n:.unbcn gencnilly, including decimal!. For example. it may be confusing to
di&CIISll percentages in a food context, whereas students are often aware of the sales tenn
'percentage off in a money context.
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1.6

Why Money wu Cfloun

C~ng money as a context. The Mathematical Association (1992a) claimed:
To many children l - 0.63 or 2 +O.Ol look forbidding and difficult, but iflhey ate
related to lhc context of money, they immediately become much clearer. How
much change from £1 when I spend 63p? How many pence in £2? (pp. 10-11)

Both of thCIIC examples included operating on a mixture of whole and decimal numbers to
two decimal places. Given students usually lind decontextualised decimals difficult. we need
to ask why they should find the identical items set in a money context easier. Perhaps most
students receive pocket-money-although the amount varies according to family incomes.
Parents generally encourage the concept as it prevents the child from constantly asking for
things by creating limits or boundaries. The child can then develop self-discipline in saving
and spending. PO(:ket money is one step towards the student developing financial self.
sufficiency. It is spent on items lllCh as lollies, small toys, ice creams and snack foods.
Ae students grow, so do expectations to putehase small gifts such as Mothers' day and
Fathers' day gifts from shops or even a school stall. Some schools encourage parents to
provide small change for students to purcltasc these gifts or ice creams, popcorn et cetera,
under adult supervision, ftom their first year at school. Other school-based activities may
include the tuck shop, charity stalls, excursion money and school bllllking.
As previously noted, a few ovmcas studies have used money as a context: Gubennan

(United States 1992), Nunes et al (South America 1993), and Irwin (New Zealand 2001), but
thCIIC studies have been limited in soope. There still remain areas of knowledge regarding
students' perfonnance with mental computation in contexts that have had limited research.
Three such areas include: age differences; gender; and students' previous experiences within

a money-context. A broader age ranged study that also checks for gender and previous
experiences yet for one context only is needed. Such a study would add to existing but
limited age-ranged studies, such as Gubmnan'a (1992) Years 1-3; Nunes el al's (1993)
Year 3, and McIntosh and Dole's (2000b) study ofY ear 3 and Year S.
Money was chosen as the context because it Wll!I considered to be one, that teachers could use,
and that all students would have had some contextual experience with this context. It was
considered meaningful for all. It is the best single context suitable for all age groups because
all children have had some experience with money for a variety of reasons. Of all the other
contexts mentioned in cuniculum outcome documents, money is the first context that
requires knowledge of standard units by students. Money as a context could also be used to
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create real and imagined familiar events ruch as 'The Show' and buying items such as Jollies,
drinks, ice creams, toys, clothes lll!d birthday presents. Money should therefore be a suitable
choice, although student's out-of-5':hool experiences with money may weU vary across the
year levels and between individuals.
1.7

Why only One Conlexl7

When considering suhable measurement topics for providing conte11:t, volume was an obvious
topic due to students' familiarity with JD objects at an early age. Students may have had
some volume e11:periences at home through cooking and/or woodwork activities. This could
not be assumed for all students, as grocery items have become more processed and takeaway
foods more ac.:essible. It was decided not to use measurement because fonnal units for
length iue not taught until Year 3. Formal units are usually introduced gradually from Year 3
to Year S, as a developmental sequence is generally followed. In contrast, fonnal units for
money are taught from Year 1. Therefore, all Year 3 children would be familiar with the
context of money whereas it Cllllllot be assumed that all students would be familiar with
length as a conte11:t
It was decided to test for only one conte11:t because students' experiences could vary from one

individual to Wlllther, This is due to the various factors mentioned previously in other
conte11:ts of the family's socio-economic status, familye11:pectations, student age, the student's
level of development and lhe type or 5':hool setting, It seemed fair to assume that money is a
context familiar to all students. Nevertheless, factors that could impinge on the student's
level of e11:perience for a money-context could be family wealth as well as those listed
previously, and the types of previous school and home activities wilh money. In order to
detennine how much these factors were relevant it was also necessary to measure tho type
and degree of previous e11:perience the students had with money.
In order to illustrate the process of perfonning mental computations that involve a context, a

model was developed as illuslrated in Figure 2. This model was adapted from Mason and
Davis (1991a, p. 51) and altered to make it specific to suit a money-conte11:t. This model of
mental computation processes for money-context items depicts lhe six-step cycle a learner
would pass through in order to complete such an item. To be able to operate on numbers set
in a context means being able to decode familiar and everyday language into mathematical
language and symbols. In this model, the process of solving mental computation items in
context differs from the usual four-step problem-solving procCS!I of POlya (1990). The two
18

left-hand boxes represent the real or personal world, whereas the centre boxes represent the
world of visual imagery and imagination. This is potentially whcro deeper thinking begins.
Finally, the third column represents the traditional, 'a!gebraic-mathematical world' of
mathematical fonnulas and techniques.
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Figure 2: Cycle of Mental Computation Processes for Money Context Items
According to Newman's (1977) error analysis, students are most likely lo misundmtand
word items at (B) irthe language is not simple,. familiar or carefully read. Mason and Davis
(1991a} termed this process, the 'mathematisation' of the item. They reported that students
find this 'mathematisation' along with the ll$50Ciatcd 'demathematisation' at (E} extremely
difficult. Students who may have difficulty with this may benefit from the use or a mental
image. Without a suitable context or image, they might be expected to perf'onn better for
non-context items. Also, without the provision or context, the students may also be Jess
likely lo cheek their answer at (E) by uking, "Does it make scnscr, bccauac of the lack or
context or suitsble image to supply a sensible refcn:nce point. For students who do not have
any difficulty at (B), step (E) should not be problematic. As students 'demathcmatise' Iha
item, use estimation lo ask, "Does it look right?" and relate the answer back to the original
item, students are developing number sense through reflection and mathematisation.
Where the set or items are presented in a non-context fonn, the cycle is shorter, starting and
ending at (D) as the item is presented as (C}. Thus, an important aspect of thinking has been
removed. These abstract items are relatively straightforwlU'd to perfonn irrespective of
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whether basic number facts have been learnt in an 'instrumental' or in

11

'relational' way

(Skemp, 1976). The fact that fewer stepa arc involved may mean fewer 'opportunities for
emirs' will occur and correct answers can then be attained at speed.
When items arc presented in a money-conte1t, it may be that as ttudents learn to overcome
any problems associated with step (B), they perfom1 better wilh these items than for non•
contcxt items. This may be bel;ause they benefit from the reflective process ohtep (E). As
students realise errors for themselves, they arc more likely to revisit the process by
'backspacing' in an attempt to self-correct. These ateps arc the ones moat likely to develop
mental skills and number sense. However, without the presence of a cc.ntcxt such as money
at (A) and (B), there may be fewer realisations of possible errors through computational
estimation, which is such an important component of number sense.
Student strategy choice may be considered in a similar manner, as efficient choices should
leave Jess room for error. As mentioned previously, how this all links together and the
differing levels of learning inefficient strategies may provide more 'opportunity for erroI!I', as
usually there is

II

greater number ofateps involved. PO!ya's (1990) classic problem solving

process differs from thci cycle depicted in Figure 2 in that PO!ya's heuristics involve only four
steps: I) Understand the problem; 2) Devise a plan; 3) Carry out the plan and; 4) Look back.

This is sometimes simplificd for primary school students as: look, plan, do, and check (Bana,
F11ITCJI, Gleeson, McIntosh & Sw1111, 2000, p. 66). The strategies involved in problem solving

such as 'list all possibilities' and 'make a guess' arc distinctly different from those involved
in mental computation, such as 'bridging ten'.
1.8

Purposa or the Stlldy

The major purpose of this study was to investigate whether a money context for mental
computatiori items improved student perfonnance.

Improved student perfOlllllUICC was

defined as an improved &e0re for money-contcxt items compared to numerically identical
non-context items in mental computation. The researcher hypothesized that money as a more
realistic and me1111ingful, universal and highly motivational context would allow students to
solve mental computation items with more ease, than if the same itCIIIJ were just presented in
the traditional abstract form.

"'

Thia study wu also designed to examine any link between a student's background with
money (prior contextualised learning) and performance for both money-context and noncontext itcma, It was wondered what level of interest or exposure in money activities
students need in order to pcrfonn better for money-context mental computation items.
It was also wondered whether as students grow older, improvements in performance for
mental computation items would occur possibly as a result of practice with, or increased
interest in or exposure to, money. It was also wondered whether the students' strategy
choices would be broader and more sophisticated. Students may be using a variety of
strategics according lo whether items are µescntcd in or out of context. As McIntosh (1998)
claimed, "very little exists in the literature regarding the (mental) computation abilities or
strategics of students in the middle to upper primary years" (p. 210). Irwin's (2001)
intcnticws to ascertain familiar contexts found students

!Ill

young as eight years displayed a

wide knowledge of the everyday use of decimals (including currency exchange).
The impact of school-taught decimals for older children resulted in this everyday knowledge
narrowing. However, this everyday knowledge still included money. This study also set out
to explore whether there were any gender differences in mental computation perfonnancc for

money-context and non-context items and whether there would be any gender differences ir.
experience wilh money. Two important gender differences that have been identified in the
111e11

of mathematics reganl both the increased perfonnance and participation of boys in

favour of girls. The 'fear of success' factor has found perfonnance inconsilllcncies with a
western c1•lture focus (Leder, 1980). As cumnt mathematics teachiJli methcds promote
gender inclusivity, this policy should be resulting in a gender-neutral affect with females and
males perfonning equally.
It might be reasonable to assume that students might

Ille

school-taught written algorithms

mentally to solve non-context mental computation items if 111:hool mathematics was the
students' main exposure to mathematics. This is because mental computation items arc often
presented at school in a non-context format.

In addition, school taught methods arc

predominantly written ones. It might also be reasonable to expect that students might use
non-school taught methods to solve contextualised items and that this likelihood would
increase with age and out-of-school mathematical experiences. As a variety of contexts
would result in more variations according lo individual backgrounds, a study involViJli only
one context would be best to limit this variable, given age and gender are already variables
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being considered, Studenb may prerer men.Ill computation ilcml either prelfflted in a
contexl or wilhouL Thi1 prercmiec may affect pcrf'omumcc, u atudenll may be more
interested in that particulu set or items.
1.9

Raean:11 Qll~tlo:u

From the above blcltground, the main research qucation arose:
What effect does the context or money have on students' menlll computution pcrfonnarn:e in

Year, 3, S, 7 and 9? From Ibis, the rollowingsu!,.qucstions arose:
1, How is menial compulation pcrfonnanec affected by the provision of a money-context?

2. How does menial computation pcrfonnanec relste to studcnll' pritll' experience with
=m,,'I

3. How doea menial computation performance relate to the levels and types or mental
ltralegies used?

4. To what extent is year level a factor in mental compulation perfonnance ror moneycontext and non-context items?
S. Are there any differences between genders in mental computation performance for

money-context and non-context items?
6. How does a atudent's preference ror context or non-context affect mental computation
perfonnancc?
I.JO Slplfk111ceortlle Study

This study should add lo existing research by comparing studenls' mental computational
methods in context and without. There is increasing attention to using context in
mathematics classrooms in order to make mathematics more meaningful and relevant to
everyday lire.

As well, there is renewed emphasis on mental computation due to its

recognised if not fully explained positive influence on the development of number sense. As
a desired outcome of mathematics education, number sense is Bllid to be enhanced by the
provision of contexts.
This study embraces and acknowledges that curriculum reform such as the prcvalencc of
calculators and spreadsheet technology require ability with mental computation, and number
sense gmerally. This assumes certain teaching practices to enhance both the content and the
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p ~ as desired oW:Omcs of this new cwrlculum. Such teaching practices would foster
the allocation or time spent daily on mental mathematics and that these oral methods would
be openly discussed. The items presented for mental mathematics discussiona may be best
&et

in conleJ1ts such as a money conteJ1t, which arc relevant to the student.

1.11 E1pl1111don ofTerms
It is evident from the literature that tenns can often be interpreted or used in different ways.
The following tenns have been explained in some detail due to their relevancc to this study.
Most explanations end with a definition specific to its use in this study,
J.11.1 Con/ext

The tenn 'context' needs to be ellplained according lo its use in mathematics education. The
Western Australian Curriculum Framework document (Curriculum Council, 1998) refors to
'contellt' in both the 'Appreciating Mathematics' and 'Working Mathematically' sub-strands.
In 'Appreciating Mathematics', context is described thus:

H ...

its tbrms reflect specific social

and historical contellts, and (studenlll) understand its significance in explaining and
influencing aspects or our lives". While; the 'Working Mathematically', strand describes
context u where: "(students) interpret and make sense of the results within the context.,,",
Under 'Mathematical Strategics' (a sub-strand or the Working Mathematically strand),
'context' is referred to as something familiar: "The atudent ...(is) prompted by a specific
stimulus or familiar context" (EDWA, 1998, p. 34). The latter is the meaning assumed for
this study. The Cockcroft Report (1982) also referred to the term 'context' as "familiar
everyday situations", Context is just u important u flexibility (one major component of
number sense) and understanding with regard to mental methods.

The Mathematical

Association in lhe UK (1992a) identified, "... three inter-related e]emenlll...ofkcy importance
in the effective use of mental methods: Understanding, Flexibility, Context" (p. 9). Contexts
that will best suit students therefore use everyday language lo describe familiar events in a
child's life.
I.Jl.:Z Understanding
It bu Jong been recognised that learning mathematiCll in a useful and relevant context makes

learning more interesting and undmtanding easier to gain.

~

the USA, this is illustrated in

the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2000) claims that "learning mathematics
with understanding is essential" and that "learning without understanding has been a
persistent problem since at least the 1930s" (p. 20). In Western Australia, undemanding as a
Zl

desired goal of mathematies is indicated by the headings 'U11dentand Number' and
'Understand Opemtions' of the Number strand of the Currlcufu111 Framework (Curriculum
Council, 1998).
The tenn 'understanding' can mean different things

1o

different people as demonstrated by

Skemp's (1976) notion of'instrumenlal understanding' vers1111 'relational understanding'. He
illustrates these tenns by way of metaphors of driving a car from A to B. In comparing
instrumental understanding he describes how a person would find an unfamiliar place by
following instructions such as "first turn on the left, then it's second on the risht". He
contrasts this with relational understanding by illustrating how a person misht find their way
from A lo B in a familiar place by choosing from a range of possible routes available to them,
depending on different criteria. For example, a different route is taken when one needs to
buy supplies on the way home or to avoid traffic. While Skemp's (1976) definition relates in
a broad sense beyond mathematics, it can also be specifically related to teaching versus
learning of menial strategies. These two approaches are either exp!icit teacher-directed
instruction as to the 'best method', or the child-c.entered and class sharing of vario1111
strategies from which students choose their own preferred method.
Philosophers generally take the tenn understanding, to mean a private act "in the head".
Locke (1961) was an early advocate of activity as s proofof understanding (Sierpinska, 1994,
p. 23), as was Piaget (1978) for whom understanding was a result of action and reflection.
Current assessment methods slate that students will for example, 'demonstrate', 'make',
'say', and 'do'; which are all verbs. These observable outcomes are currently recommended
as the best methods for assessment of student understanding.
Plunkett (1979) claimed that for mental computation tests, "a child who gets his mental
calculations right almost certainly understands what he is doing" (p. 3). Othera dispute this
(Yang, 199S; Sowder, 1988). Interviews are generally regarded as the most reliable method
to detennine what a child is thinking (Ginsburg, 1977; Bell, 1999), the mental strategies they
are using, and how certain they are of their answera.
According to NCTM (2000), understanding requires transfer, ''the ability lo use knowledge
flexibly, applying what is leam~cl in one setting appropriately in another" (p. 20). Similarly,
Nunes et al (1993) used the term 'generalization'. Further, the Mathematical Association
(1992a) referred to degrees of widerstanding with: "Depth of understanding is perhaps
indicated by the range of links and interconnections a child can make with confidence"
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(p. 10). This definition of understanding u flexible thinking is aimilir to those for 'number
sense' evidenced by examining students' mental computation strategy choices for the range
and level of sophistication.
1.11.3 Esti111atio11
It was clai:ned by BIIIUI (1990) that ''most everyday mathematics (about 80 pm:ent by some

estimates) requires estimation rather than procise calculation" (p. 1) and that estimation aid5
concept development by forcing students to think about concepts and relationships.
Rcscarcheni hayc suggested that poor estimators do not value estimation as they believe
estimation to be i~fcrior to exact calculation (Morgan, 1988) and even, equal to guessing
(Threadgill-Sowder, 1984). Bana (1990) suggested this 'reluctance to predict' might be in
part be due to students being "conditioned toward! a righVwrong mentality'' and "a natural
fear of the unknown" (p. I). Importantly, Sowder (1989) found that poor estimators "do not
place much value on mental computation" (p. 379). In contrast, Sowder (1992) also found
that good estimators will "value mental computation" (p. 379).

She suggested one

characteristic of skilled estimators is that they src 'Jle:dble in their thinking' which has more
recently been identified as a characteristic of number sense. She explained that the difference
in the meaning of"gucssing" as wild or silly guesses compared to educated or good guesses.
While the terms of estimation and number sense src different, estimation provides for the
development of number senac. This may be reminiscent of the older style teaching methods
where children were expected to read word perfect, rather than in today's classroom where
reading for meaning by students is generally fostered.
The study in Taiwan by Yang (1995) found that students competent with written algorilluns
scored low for number senac. Yang found that most students scored high on the written
computation test and low on the number sense

test

for the identical mathematical content.

Answers to the number sense items needed only lo be estimates, and wm identical in
mathematical content to their matching written computation items that required an ex.act
answer. His research found that students who scored well on written computation tests often
had little understanding of the school-taught procedures they were using. Yong claimed that

this implied that their conceptual understanding of what they were doing was poor, despite
good test results; something he termed 'wtificial perfonnance'. This finding sugge&ted that

the students who were currently assessed as performing well in mathematics wen: also those
students who were good at following rules. They were not necessarily flexible thinkm, as
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'
students who scoffll high for number unse generally proved to be. He suggested that this
might be because too much emphasis has been placed on traditional written algorithma,

without enough corresponding attention to undcntanding. This raised significant concerns

about QSCSsmcnt methods. His study bu far-reaehing implications for cuniculum change.
The use of context in estimation was a major focus or a study by Morgan (1988) lhat

presented 'word problems' (word items) involving computation in context and found Iha!
context helped in two ways. Sowder (1992) lists both of these from Morgan's findings.
According to Sowder, the first way that context helped, was Iha! "difficulties in

conceptualising operations, such as multiplying with numbera less than one, were easier to
overcome in problems set in a context" (p. 374). A second way that context was found to
help, as reported by Sowder was that:
the presence of context ~ to discourage an algOrithmic approach. For
ei1amplc, students were more likely to recognise digits after the lic(:imal point as
rclatiVllly insignificant when the dc<:imal numbers wm linked to a CD!lleJi:t.
(p. 374)

&timation can be liken to mean either a computational choice or its use in a monitoring or
checking capacity. For the purpose of this study, the definition of estimation 1111 a 'c.:hecking
capacity' h1111 been used. The importance of estimation 1111 a checking tool for computation is
discussed in Rc)'II, Rybolt, Bestgen and Wyatt (1982).
As for mental computation and number sense, estimation skills are also reported to increase

with age particularly after grade six (Sowder & Wheeler, 1987). This suggests either that
there may be some relationship between these three abilities or that improvement in
mathematics performance is age dependent or a combination of both. This is consistent with
expectation. The dcfmition of estimation as a checking tool includes an ability to judge the
reasonableness of answers given; such as when the student is able to self-correct or uses a
different method to check their work.
1.JJ.4 Numeracy and Number SeMe

Numeracy is a term that Willis (1990) has traced back to 1959 and the UK Crowther Report.
Traditionally ii has been used to describe a person's ability to cope with the mathematical
demands of everyday life such as the ability to read a timetable, handle money and give the
correct change (McIntosh, 1996). More recently, it has been used more broadly to dcst:ribe a
person's ability with all aspects of mathematics not just number (DEETYA, 1997). The term
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'numeracy' is currently used by schools in Britain and Australia u evidenced by !ht English
and Welsh tmn 'nwncracy hou( to desmbc the daily mathematics 1CS50n (Hughes ct al,
2000).

With regard to number, Girling (1977) defined numeracy as ''the ability to use a four-function
calculator 3emibly" (p. 6). He further defined 'sensibly' as the ability to thcclc the answer,
an understanding of the relative size of numbers and the ability to pcrfonn mental

calculations at spcod. These first two aspct:111 an: often listed as components of number liCtlSC
in definitions; and an: in line with number sense principles. Girling qualified this definition
later with "speed should always be considered less important than accuracy'' (p. 5). Anghilcri
(2001) recommended the importance of context in order to develop number sense, ''numbers
need to be presented in a realistic setting in order to make sense to young childrcn... they can
and should alao be presented orally'' (p. 125),
Although controversial at the lime, Girling (1977) called for encouraging and promoting

mental work in order to increase mental facility. He claimed that the insnuttion "Don't show
your working out" illustrates an emphasis on mental methods.

Today's mathematics

educators aim to encourage studcnb to invent their own mental and written methods, which
an: then shown, discussed and n:Dcctcd upon in order to develop number sense, which

is a

much broader term than traditional numeracy. Teachers aspin: to greater goals for their

students than merely the ability to cope with the demands of daily life. They do this through
promoting the acquisition of number sense. In particullll', studenta should be able to judge the
reasonableness of their answcn (McIntosh, Reys, & Reys. 1992).
A definition of innumeracy is given in Dehaene (1997) who quotes Baruk's (1985) favourite

example, the Monty Pythoncsque problem: ''Twelve sheep and thirteen goats an: on a boat
How old is the CaptainT' To which a large proportion of French first and second gradcrs in
an official survey responded, ''Twenty-five years, because 12 + t3"' 25" (pp. 137-138). This
definition of innumeracy suggests lhcre is a lack of undcnitanding or making sense of
nwnbcrs. McIntosh ct al (1997c)claimed that the concept of number SCll$C is recent:
(It) rcfe111 to a person's general undmtanding of number and operations alcmg
with the ability and inclilllllion to 11SC lhi1 understanding in flexible ways to make
mathematical judgements and to develop useful and efficient strategies for
R1B11aging numerical situations. (p. 3)
In the UK, the Cockcroft Report's (1982) tmn 'at-homcncss with numbers' may indicate
where the concept of number sense began. Mathematics researchers (Resnick, 1989; Sowder
'ZJ

& Sowder, 1989) defined number

&trl$t

as eommon seme---a definition supported by

Dehaene (1997), In lhc USA, Everybody Cmuiu: A Report to the Nat/OIi on the Future of

Mathematics Educat/OII (NRC, 1989) outlined that, ''the major objective of elementary school
mathematics should be to develop number sense" (p. 46). The Number and Operations
Standard of Principles and Starulartb for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000) 5tatcd that this
standard has the development ofnumbcr 5CllSC as its ccn~.
Number sense is given similar importance in Auslflliia. The National Statement (AEC, 1991)
stated that "all people need to develop a good sense of number, that is, case and familiarity
with and intuition about numbers" (p. 107). This definition suggests that answers should
make sense to students, fostering their capacity to question and revise their work through
internal "checks and balance!!" (McIntosh et al, 1997c, p. 3). Students should be less likely to
guess, write a very incorrect answer, or make no attempt.
McIntosh (1996) distinguished number sense from undcntanding by claiming that
understanding is a means not an end, whereas mnnbcr sense allows an individual the power to
operate with numbers confidently and competently. Number sense is the ability to make
eonncctions or sec relationships bctwccn "s)mbols or words or pictures or objects" (p. 61).
The 'think board' (Haylock, 19S4) can be used to promote this process, as mental
eomputations are set in con~t (The Mathematical Association, 1992a, p. 11 ).

Both

understanding and number sense, are similar in that they develop by degrees.
McIntosh (1996) claimed that number sense provides power beyond the mathematical basics.
Power can provide for change. Many would regard money as power, in the sense of
possessing large sums that allow for a wider range of life's choices, but this is available to
only a few. However, most people regard the ability to manage and ma,dmisc their finance!!
as a desirable and realistic educational outcome. The term 'money sense' could be used for
mathematical number seru;e activities set in a money eontext.
Dt=finitions of number sense are as varied and as elusive as its qualities. Although a person
may display a single example of number sense, this would not be sufficient to say a person
possesses number sense in all instances.

Table I indicalc5 connecting themes in the

definitions of number sense such as the word 'flexible' which is eommon to most definitions.

,.

It should be noted that mental computation ability is a component or number sense and u
claimed elsewhere, number sense may be improved through better 111C or mental computation
Sb'ategics and estimation.
As can be gathered from the definitions in Table I,

number sense relate. to olffimrable

actions that demonstrate flexible thinking. Thercrorc, for each individual to be assessed for
number sense, students should be observed displaying such behaviours in different situational
cont~ts. Two of the number

SC111C

definitions rerer specifically to mental computation

(McIntosh 1998; Greeno, 1991).
Table I: Examples ofNumbcr Sense Definitions
Sowder (1988)

" .. ,flexible and creative ways to solve problems involving
numbers" (p. 183)

Resnick (1989)

Took the idea of'higher order Utinking' and substi1ulcd the
term 'number sense' which involves ''imposing meaning.
fmdin8 structure in apparent disorder'' (p. 381)
" .. ,flexible mental computation, numerical estimation and
quantitative judgement" (p. 170)
" .. .flexible in their thinking and they use a va.'1cty of
strategics" (p. 375)
''wJing the relative size of numbers or numerical
benchmarb (such as basic facts) to guide quantitative
activity are all examples of sense-making actions" (p. 158)
" •.. the ability to compute mentally inflexible ways is both
a component and indicator ofnumbcrseme'' (p. 211)

Greeno (1991)
Sowder(l992)
Silver(l994)

McIntosh (1998)

Beyond flexibility, the other clermmts of number sense that are suggested by McIntosh, Reys
and Reys (1992) included applying flexible thinking through knowledge, and facility with
numbers and opciations. This implies the presence of context. Other clements noted by the
authors such as understanding relationships, being aware that multiple strategics exist, and an
inclination lo use efficient methods could be observable when demonstrated by students
explaining their methods. For simple computations where the meaning of the operation is
obvious, mental methods should be the most efficient An example of a mental computation
strategy often called compensation, that would demonstrate these clements, is realising that
adding I00 and subtracting one is a straightforward way to add 99.
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1.1 J.J Mental o»,,putation
Menial arithmetic is a tcnn for traditional lhort-answer tests ofblllic f&cl knowledge. mually
ten or twenty itenu, often memorized by drill. The cmphuia Is on speed and accuracy.
According to Jones, Kmhaw and Sparrow (1994), 8':hool mental arithmetic is:
usually short speed and IM.lCllfac:y scHions... which often have little or no
relationship to everyday 1ituations (Maier, 1980)... testina rather than learning
situations...(p.13)
This can be distinguished from the broader term of mental computalioo used today.
Interestingly, Thompson (1999) made the following observation:
then:: is no word for 'mental' in 1k Ncth~land& and thi1 leads to their using terms
wbkh lranslate il'lto 'working in your head' (recalling facts) and 'working with
your head' (figuring out). (p.

2)

In this way, the fonnc:r definition can be seen to relate more to mental arithmetic while the
latter defmition relates more to mental computation. A debate about which and how many
basic number facts are needed for menial compulalion, and should he available to he recalled,
is covered in Baatow (1997) and Hoffman (1997).
Mental computation, or the ability to conduct mental numerical calculations without recourse
to CJ1temal as5istance (for CJ1asnplc, pen and paper), is regarded as a valuable life skill for all

Australians (AEC, 1991; McIntosh & Dole 2000b). The importance of mental computation
has regained significance u an ultimate goal of mathematics education (McIntosh, Reys, &

Reys, 1997a). Today, teachers encourage students to calculate mentally using CJ1temal means
such as fingers ir needed, in an allempt to encourage students' use of invented procedures
(Kamii, Lewis & Livingston, 1993).

This is in preference to using pencil and paper

(McIntosh et al 1994; Thomson, 1997). The use of aids is an indicator of the student's
developmental level with number. For CJ1amplc, counting strategics an: limited in value in
the development of place value concepts. For the purpose of this sturly, mental computation
is a calculation that can he worked out 'with your head' without any external aids such as
calculators or pencil and paper, but may include fingers.
The renewed emphasis on the oral form of mathematical communication is in feSJl(lnse to its
relevance to the adult world of mental mathematics rather than traditional school
mathematics. Many modem eommen:ial texts are still designed for each sltldcnt to wort
individually through a ICJ1t by reading each question then writing the answer. While many
teachers now include 'mental' itans set in a rcaliltic context, how ~ny of UII use such a
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method to work out whether today's petrol is a good buy. and whether it is worth filling the
tank? This use of text books is not ideal for students who msy have reading comprehension

problems (Newman, 1977), and it may even encourage confusion with 'written method
thinking' by cueing through the U!ie of pencil and paper for recording answers. McIntosh,
Reys and Reys (1997b) reported that context-in particular a money context-influences
mental computation perfomuuwe and the thinking strategics employed.
Traditionally, mental computation has comprised oral mathematics, mental arithmetic, mental
mathematics and drill. Today, the tcnn 'mental strategies' is ll8Cd to describe the various
methods individuals may choose to solve a mental computation. McIntosh, Reys and Reys
(1997a) suggested that a definition of mental computation cou)d be:
...computing an ~ t answer to a computation 'in lhc head'. Thus, no eJ1ternal
as cak:ulator or paper or pencil, are used in doing lhc computatioo.

10011, auch
(p. 322)

However, for very young students some may still be making the transition from using fingen.
to mental computation. This may or may not be a taught method, as counting on fingers is
generally no longer discouraged at school. The use of fingers however, may still lead to
miscalculations if one-to-one correspondence is lacking or the cowiting process for larger
numbcn: is misunderstood. Due to the age of the children involved in this llludy, it was
decided that counting on fingers might be a strategy that some children would use despite the
inefficiencies. ff so, this would be important data to collect with regard to their ovenill
perfonnance.
1.11.6 Word Problems and Word Items

The difference between word problems, applicatioDll and problem solving needs clarification.
According to Mason and Davia (1991b), a question is a problem when:
the salient characteristic of a problem (is) that the problem solvers face an
unfamiliar task and that they do not know an immediate path to a solution. (p. 3)
This explanation of problem solving is distinguished from ex.planations of word applications
or word problems, where students should already know which operation to use for these
computatioDll. Although the answer may not be immediately obvious, the pathway should be.
Schoenfeld (1987) claimed that ''word problems

an,

applications of operations set in a

realistic context" (p. 6). Later, Roth (1996) claimed that "a word problem (item) should be
tcmled contextual if it gives rise to intelligible mathematical practices" (p. 520). Roth (1996)
defines these practices as ones where "students can draw on previous lived experience and as
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part of an observable practice" (p. S21).

computation item

set

The USA explanation could mean that any

in a word format is a word problem. An example of the tcma 'word

problem' appeared in NCTM (2000) in 'understand operations' of'nwnber lllld operations' in

Principles and Standards for School Mathematics:
...students 1hould consider end discuss different types of probleJJ11...if !here ue
112 people travelling by bU!i and each bus can hold 28 people, how many buses
uenceded?(p.151)
Schroeder lllld Lester (1989) claimed Iha! lhere had bc:en ''nearly a decade of attempts to
make problem solving 'lhe focus of 8(:hool mathematics' (NCTM 1980)", (p. 31). They
suggested that "ir,stead of making problem solv/lrg the focus of malhematics inslnlction,
teachers ... should make understanding lheir focus and goal" (p. 39) and that the two could be
mutually supportive. They further claimed that understanding could aid problem solving in
four ways. A first way being the monitoring and execution of procedures (such as strategies
and algoritluns) and a second, the types of representations the problem solver can construct.
A third way involved judging the reasonableness of results; and the fourth, promoting the
transfer of knowledge to related items, and its generalisability to other aituations. They
further claimed, "Brownell (1947), among others, has pointed out that a solution to a problem
is meaningful (that is, well understood) ifit transfers readily to similarly structured problems
even iflhey are different in context" (p. 41).
By contrast, these sorts of items are lraditionally known in the UK u 'mental aritlunetic
problems' (The Mathematical Association, 1992a). Australian definitions are more specific.
The Australian meaning for problem solving is in line with Mason and Davis (1991b) and
requires some systematic exploration of strategies such as 'draw a diagram' or 'make a table'.
Undertaking lhese problems can lake time to progress through the steps or heuristics (PO!ya,
1990), wilh the emphuis on the process and lhe answer. Word prob!CIDll are "pllZlles"
(Roth, 19%) or simply sentences that have a computation embedded in them. They may not
be providing meaningful situations for students. The contextual items constructed for this
study are 'task-context', intending to be meaningful, and therefore may be considered as
applications set in context situations that children should be fllilliliar with. Thus, the items in
this study may generally be called 'word problems' in the USA or real-life applications slated
in words. This should help to contextualise lhe mathematics because "the mathematics found
in real life is always in context" (Meyer et al, 2001).
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Jones et al (1994) explained Iha! 'school maths' i. mostly written computation with a few
mental computation aetivities. ExercilCII begin generally wilh asct of'sums' displaying only
numbers and symbols (the general). Some word items Iha! follow this require the students to
use the identical operation to the one taught, for practise. Children do not have to ..inteipret
the questions 1Cru1ibly'' {pp. 12-13), This suggested Iha! apart from the need for schools to
teach '1CD1ible" calculator use (Oirling, 1977), there is an imbalance between what
computation methods the school is teaching and what people need outside of school. Perhaps
those students who arc good at mental mathematics and have invented their own ways have
done so-because they have Clperienccd out-of-school practices.
For the purpose of this study a definition for contextualised items, which distinguishes
between the tmn 'word problems' and items needs explaining. Word problems arc not really
'problems' if the student knows how to find the answer. These are generally known 1111
applications. The mental computation items in this study (in context and non-context) have
been sci in order to assess current knowledge. They have not been set 118 problems, but rathu
as applications as it is assumed that studenta will know what to do. Therefore, both the 'word
items' or applications and the 'abstract items' are referred to collectively u 'items' in order
to distinguiih the context and non-context mental computation component from the money
experience questions.
,1.12 S•DI.IIUI')'

This chapter has outlined historical and current issues along with an OVCl'Vicw or the current
position and recommendation of authorities in the US>., the UK 1111d Australia. Six research
questions have been identified along with the significance

Or the study.

Definitions or the

major terms of contcll, undentanding, estimation, menial computation, nwnbcr sense, and
word items used in the 1tudy have been outlined.

The nelt chapter contains a comprehensive literature review covering key aspects or this
study. These include: the emergence of the Realistic Mathematics Education roovemcnt;
situated learning theory; and constructivist paradigms as well as contexta as real world
settings-what is realistic and what is not.

Number sense is ovCl'Vicwcd along with

undentanding. Money as the preferred single conteJtt is also discussed by discounting
alternatives along with a rationale for increased time and emphasis IJ)Clll on mental
computation methods u well u an outline of menial computation strategies.
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Chapter 2: Review ortbe Literature
This chapter includes a diSCtWion of the importance of task contexts (mental computation
items) and situational contexts (environment!).

Appropriate contexts arc discUlllCd in

response to existing n:search on mathematics srudies using money aiid contexts other than

money. VarioUI learning theories such u situated learning theory; the Realistic Mathematics
Education movement; and constructivist theory arc overvicwed with their response to
context.

The relevance of learning styles to mental computation slrategics and the

development of number sense, ll!I well as other factors such as age and gender perfonnanees
arc also discussed.
l.l

Coatnta1I or Real World Settlap

In the previous chapter, the importance of context for improved learning outcomes generally

by providing real-world relevance were discussed. Here, context is explored specifically
concerning the advantages and disadvantages for mathematics lcaming outcomes through a
review of previous studies.
The term 'context' often has two meanings in the literature, 'task' and 'situational'. In 1999,
the international journal Educallonal Studier in Mathematics dedicated Volume 39 to

'leaching and learning mathematics in oonte:itt'. In the editorial, Boero (1999) explained that
the previous decade had seen a good deal of literature focused on 'situation contexts'
(Lave, 198g; Lave & Wenger, 1991). The focus of Volume 39 however, was on 'task
contexts', which is also the focu; of this atudy, Boero (1999) made the point that while
Wcdcge (1999) was able to make clear distinctions between the two meanings for 'context',
''many studies that regard one or the other actually deal with both" (p. vii).
Nunes ct al (1993) ll5e the tenn 'situation', in relation lo the tcmi 'context', to differentiate
between two situatio11.11 where learning may occur, eilher in a school setting or in an out-of.
school setting. The tcmi 'task context' is conceptually different, representing the object to be
performed and may be eilhcr real or imaginable. The task may be presented either in a
context or not and lhcorctically, and either of these may occur in a school or out-of-school
setting. Usually, non-context tasks such as some mental computation items (six sevens?) arc
presented to the lcamt1t in school settings, while task CODICJII! arc more representative ofoutof-school settings. Task contexts arc increasingly found in school settings as word items
such u, If I had a dollar and $pent 55 cents how ,nuch do I have lefl?, while non-context
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tub found in out-of-school settings lllfl non-existent. An exception might be the example of

Korean-American parents who were found to be supporting school-taught methods at home,
although arguably, this is a 1imulated school setting (Gubennan, 1992). Table 2 iUustrates
the relationship oflhe two contexts from Nunes et al's (1993) studies.
Table 2: Task and Situational Contexts
TIISkContext

Situational
Conte>tt
(Out.of-s,;hool)
Simulated shop

Yes

Non-SituatiONI
Context
(Atso;hool)

Word items

atso;hool

N,

Straight-forward
tation
Note: Fmm Nunn el al (1993).

In Nunes ct al's (1993) studies of money as a task context, the authors also test for situational

context by using a simulated shop at school, word items, and straight-forward computation.
This study was a follow-up to pm-ious studies on street vendors (Carraher et al, 1985, 1987)
and found that the situational setting or the school had a stronger influence than the task
contexts. The authors found that students scored better for simulated shop items than for the
word problem items. The authors also found that students scored better for word items of
'applications' than for straightforward computational problems, suggesting that context made
a difference for the tasks.
Classically, Carraher et al's (1985) JO-year Brazilian research program is the most significant
rcscareh regarding students' use of mental computation strategies to solve real world
problems. It was originally published as Na 11/dll dez, na esco/a zero (for which a lranslation
is 'Real-life-ten, schooJ----..zcro').

In 1993, Nunes et al published the study in Street

Mathematics and School Mathematics. The study's focus centered on nine- to 15-year-olds
that worked out-of-school hours selling goods in street rruukcts, The Carraher et al studies
(1985, 1987) compared strart mathematics-which being of the 'real world' was mostly oral
and with much or the meaning pmerved-with school mathematics, which was mostly
written and strived for generality. They found that:
Still, it was possible to notice that the children kq!t thc meaning of the problem in
mind while wiving problm11 in the mcntsl mode and seemed to forgd ... in the .'
written mode:. This wu fflOlit noticeable in pmblm11 with multiplication and
division. (p. 48)

,,
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The benefits of contex.t in mathematics teaching snd learning have been recognised by
movements internationally, They include the Genoa group, which is a 'movement' grounded
in theory and practice, and bu conducted rescareh in mathematics education in a wide range
of contexts from primacy through to secondary school (Dapueto & Parenti, 1999). A second
international movement, the Realistic MathematiCli Education Movement (RME) in the
Netherlands has adopted the name 'Freudenthal Institute' both in honour of its founder Hans
Freudenthal and to celebrate the first decade of its existence (Strcefland, 1991). This
movement promotes the use of context, and as Van den Heuvel-Panhub:cn (1999) stated,
"context problems (are) so appropriate for providing indications for further instruction"
{p. 133). She suggested three strengths of context problems including "contexts can provide
strategies" as students may be inspired by the situation, and "contexts conlribute to the
latitude and transparency of the problems" by encoumilug students to use infonnal methods
(p. 136). The third strength the author listed was·!he motivational element provided by

pleasant contexts. Appropriate contexts should be able to maximise these strengths. While
the RME movement has not suggested that one context suits all, it has recommended the use
of money, among others.
In Bums' {1993) article, 'The 12 most important things you can do to be a better math

teacher', her fifth suggestion is to embed moth activities in contexts (p. 30). She stated that
the connectedness to real life that context provides brings mathematies alive, stimulates
student interest and is purposeful. She claimed to value both real-life and imaginacy contexts
such as may arise from children's literature.
Along with the gtrcngtbs of providing context, several authol'!I note some difficulties. With
regard to estimation, Sowder (1992) stated that context "can help in some cases"... However,
[context] "can also make problems more difficult" (p. 374).

Real contexts are often

situationally specific to individuals and therefore are not always simple. Comments by
Sparrow (2000) made to the researcher SUiiested that by removing real contexts and possibly
making mental computation straight-forward and clinical, to fit the definition, we actually
move from 'real' to 'textbook real'. Roth (1996) suggested the term 'phenomenal world' to
describe the world-of-our-experience rather than the term 'real-world' used by NCI'M, since
school is also real.

Sowder (1992) warned that the use of unfamiliar words
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might make problems set in context mm difficult, Apart from thia, Sowder (1992) 1tated
that "it 1ecnu reasonable to expect that any eom.putation or estimation problem IC! within a
context will make the problem rnorccomprdicrwl,le to lll08t students" (p. 374).
Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen (1999) also suggc,lcd two difficulties with the provision of
appropriate contexts. Firstly, 51udcnts may isnore the text if their previous :xpericncc is not
il'Ounded in wont applications embedded in context. This is more likely to occur if the
51\ident has had little money cxpcricnce compared to having had lots of school standard
written methods experience. Secondly, the problem may be rejecied for not being ''realistic
enough" to the learner (p. 137). One instancc of how contexts can encourage the·usc of
..clever strategics" is given in an illustration comparing two boys' heights (14S cm and
138 cm) that is devoid of any fonnal operation signs, Thc author claimed that "a lot of
children who cannot solve the 'bare' problem (non-context item) can solve this context
problem" and suggested that this was bcl;ause the contexl encouraged students to use a
complementary addition slmtegy rather than subtraction by decomposition (van den HeuvelPanhuizen, 1999,p.133).
Hughes et al (2000) believed that while "application is at the heart of numeracy", they
acknowledged that "people frequently have difficulty applying mathematical knowledge
acquired in one context to problems posed in another" (p. 1). The authors discussed issues
surrounding the ·problematic nature of application in mathematics, described as complcx,
These authors also compared theory with practice in England and Japan and concluded that
children need to 'explain their reasoning' as required by the Numeracy Framework. They
reported that in Japan, ''the old Nuflield dictum of, 'I do and I W1dcrstand' has been replaced

with 'I explain and I lllldentand' "(p. 113).
Current mathematics clllTicula recommend the provision of contc~t. For example, in Western
Australia the Cu"icufum Framuwork (Curriculum Council, 1998) has introduced a 1ixth
st-and, 'Working Mathematically' that pervades all other mathematics strands, including
'Number'. Three strands fmm the Cu"icufum Fromework arc: relevant to this study, namely:
Number, Working Mathematically, and Appreciate Mathematics.

As mentioned in the

section on 'understanding' with respect to number sense, two of the Number substrands arc
'Understand Numbers' and 'Undemand Operations'. The other two Number sub-strands arc:
'Calculate' which encompasses mental atratcgies and 'Reason about Number Patterns' which
encompasses children's explanations of strategies. The Working Mathematically strand also
consists of four sub-slrandi. Two of these sub-strands are important to this study regarding
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the effect of context. One outcome from level one in 'Contextualise Mllhemalics' is that
students should "explain... that the numbers enable one to exchange coint, e.g. replacing two
Scent coins by one 10 cent coin" (p. 25). This provides a link between relational knowledge

1111d context via everyday knowledge.

'Mathematical Strategics' suggests the use or a

"familia:r context" (p. 34) 1111d ''prices" (p. JS).

The other two subltnrub, 'Reason

Mathematically' and 'Apply and Verify' seem dcsigncd to develop number SCIIIC.
The 'Appreciating Mathematics' strand or thc Education Department of Western Australia's

(EDWA's) (1998) OutcomeJ and St,mdards Framework: Student Outcome Statemenu-

Mathemallcs Leaming Area, promotes the use of context. Increasingly, students need to
explain thc influencing aspects of mathematics on their daily Jives. Money is onc contc1tl that
most people use every day (Plunkett, 1979), therefore money 5houtd be a familiar context for
all SIUdents.

l.l Co11tnU other diaa Moaey
Table 3 shows an overview of contCJtt topics chosen by other rt:11carchen which indicates that
while there have been several different possible contc1tts studied, the significant common
choke for all previously mentioned rcacan:h was money, Onc reason for popularity of
money may be that ii is based on the decimal system. Another reason may bc that it is a
familiar, common context for all midents. Jones ct al (1994) claimed that " ...conlcxtembedded problems were mon: euily solved 1111d invented mental strategics were chosen and
used successfully..." (p. 22). A study of 11-yca:r-olds in thc UK by Shuard (1986) reported
that children were "far more successful" finding a 17 percent improvement for a length
measurement problem involving the addition of fractions when "presented in a practical
situation... theydid not use standard algorithms" (Jones et al, 1994, p. 22).
Sullivan, Zevenbergen and Mousley (2002) discussed the need for care when choosing
contexts that are suitable, interesting and relevant, in view of some students' iOcia\ly and
culturally divcrsc backgrounds in order not to alienate them from thc invisible pedagogy. For
cxwnple, contexts need to he inclusive of gender, culture and race. Some culturally positive
suggestions were spons related: netball, soccer or football teams. However, it WllS also
decided that lhesc topics might become too sensitive if comparing heights and weights of
athletes with the students' heights and weights. Finally the authon suggested that contexts
sclec!ed need to avoid being "alienating, excluding or e1tacerbating of disadvantage" (p. 6S6).
Given this advice, money may bc an emotive and sensitive topic, especially when asking
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"
questions regudin11 penonal finaneea. However, most adulll consider being Ible to calculate
with money--cuch u to give and =ivc the eorm:t amount of ehange-to bo an e.ential
life-WU.
Table 3: Review ofReaeareherl and Context Studies

""""""'

Mooey

Lave ct al (1984) wpem,arket study with
adullS,

•

Harris (1991) study of Aboriginals' use

•

of mathematics in contc1ll:!I,
Carraher ,:t al (1985, 1987); Nunes et al

Tm<

•

'"" '"" "'""
•

•

(1993).
Dapueto and Parenti (1999) calendars
and money, primmy school! study.

•

Hughes et al (1999).

•

McIntosh et al {1999) 1urvey ohdults'

•

•
•

daily calculations.
Lowrie and Owens (2000).
Irwin (ZOO!) study offon:ign exchange
rates (decimals to more than two decimal
places).

•
•

•

•

Anthony and Wa!shaw (2003).

,~

•

Money u I Contest

The previous chapter outlined why money was chosen for the context of this research. Herc
previous resean:h is reviewed along with the advantages and disadvantages of using money
as a context.
Brown (200!) describes how, historically, before ISS8 few students attending elementary

school were taught arithmetic until charitable schools for the ·.vorking class introduced the
skills needed for personal control of money as an aspect of moral education (JI. 38). It was
also considered that

llll

future shop assistants, bookkeepers, lc(:hnicilllllil 1111d artiNilt, the

educational requirements for theac lludcnts were for aceuntc calculation with nwnbcn of
items, money and common mcasurcs ...adding, aubtractiryg and multiplying.
Money experiences arc invalffllc for itudcnts beeaute ~ey arc often one-on-one. hands-on,
with immediate raponaea 115 to whether ehan~ ~ven i1 c:orrcct, u it is in both parties'
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intemilll to tafeguard their in.vtitrllent in the lrilnsaction. It ia a common p=tal wish
(Gubennan, 1992) for thei:r children to eventually become financially independent. To do so
requires competence with money. This road to competence W11Jally begins with the provision
of pocket money and some discretionary spending. Although the amounts vary, most Ycar 3
children in Australia would be rccipientli. The quote ftum Charles Dickens' novel David

Copperfield (Oxford Univenity Press, 1979), as made by Mr. Wilkins Micawber illustrates
the importance of careful money management:
Annual income twenty poundi, annual cxpenditun: nineteen nineteen sill;, n:sult
happiness. Annual income twenty pounds, annual expenditure twenty ought and
six, n:sul! misery. (The Oxford DictioneyofQuotaliooa, 1979, p. 177)
The drive for pay-rises, along with better working conditions seems to be a historical-cultural
one, as most Anglo-Australians experience better living conditions thm our grandparents did.
Harris (1991) oullines that while the drive to plan for a financially comfortable future is
common to Anglo-Austtalim culture, it UI not the case in Aboriginal-Australian culture.
Dehaene (1997) discussed the 'Right Start' program which "stresses concrete, practical and
intuitive menial models or arithmetic ... to enable children to relate the world of numbers to
the world of quantity'' (p. 142). Previously, money has bcc:i placed with measurement topics
in mathematics cunicula documents (Education Department of Victoria, 1981). Money
diffen from measurement, which is continuous and therefore approximate; whereas money
can be either approximate or exact depending on the situation. Money is currently placed
within the number strand of most mathematics cunicula. It diffen from measurement coutext
topics because it is a mcuurc of discrete quantity.
Haylock (2001) explained the fbndamenlal structures of addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division for primary teachen. For every instance of every 1lructure, he suggested
contexts when, they might be found, For most cases, money was the primllfY example. For
example, wiih '1ggR1gation' addition, the instance of adding two purchases or more was
noted. For 'augmentation' addition, ''the most important and relevant eontext ....is again that
of money, particularly the idea ofincreasc:1 in price or cost, wage or salary'' (Haylock, 2001,
p. 29), While Haylock gave othei examples ftum measurement (mass, temperatures, time),
for most structures, money was by far the most relevant.
According to Dapucto and Parenti (1999), Boero's (1999) concept oflhe 'field of experience'
can relate to contexts in different ways (p. 9). The authors outlined how to choose and deal
with contexts with reference to money and calendar 'fields of experience' used in their
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primary schQol projctl. They claimed tcachm worked wiUt student& in the money.-contexl
with appropriate activitica tc focWI on and tramfcr conceptUal knowledge explicitly 1o
numerical problem, concerning the calendar conte:ir;I and vice vma (p. 11). The cwo fields of

money and calendar went chosen for three reasons. The first RSason WIS due to their
historical 1ignificance in time and commen:ial trading. The second reason was due lo the
availability or objects associated by function lo these conte1lts, such IS coins, notes, calendars
and watches. The third reason WIS that these contexts are common lo out-of-school

environments, such IS work, play or sport.
Ruthven (2001) warned that while gaining familiarity with monetary contexts, English
students often showed:
too literal a lrcalmml (which) risks encouraging a view of the decimal p,:,inl as a
'separalor' within a system of super, and sub-ordinate units such as p,:,unds-and-

~ce ... (p.181)
This could equally be applicable in Australia and other countries with similar decimal
monetary systems.

In New Zealand, Irwin (2001) conducted a study of lower socio-

economic area studmts who were aged II and 12 to investigate the rolcofstudmts' everyday
knowledge of decimals on enhanced undcnitanding. Irwin'• study found Iha! "students who
worked on con1extual problems made significantly more progress" and that "less able
students more commonly took advantage of their everyday knowledge of decimals". Irwin's
study difTCl"!I from the proposed study, in that it involved only decimals, a limited age and
collaborative learning. However, it may also .be that students use their everyday knowledge
of money as a conte1lt beyond decimals.

If so, students should achieve improved

pcrfonnance for mental computation items that are set in a money context, Booker, Bond,
Briggs and Davey (1998) emphasised the importance of acknowledging students' everyday
knowledge of money as follows:
Money transactions also provide appropriate opportunities for children 10 explore
and develop alternative computaliO!lal 11lgorithms, for example the 'making
change' algorithm for subtraction and the 11.'iC of various cstimatiDII
stralcgics... these experiences are VCJy ~levant in the development of good
number sense, (p. 348)

Thia statement suggests Iha! shop-keepers' addition, or complementary addition, is good
training as a method of checking where an e1l1Ct answer is needed, as it involves thc invCfllC
or thc ~ubtraction. Students' familiarity with decimals in everyday money contexts may help
lo develop number sense, as the meaning of the operations and the relationship bctwctn them
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become evident Haylock (2001) claimed that ''the most common calculation we have to do
wilh pcrccntagc it lo find a pcttCnlagc of a given quantity, particularly in the context of
money'' (p. 170).
Moloney and S1accy (1997) reported that "some students acquire &kills in lhe use of
operations on decimals without undmtanding the comparative size oflhe numbers involved"
and !heir results showed lhat "many students have misconceptions that remain wilh lhem

even to year 10" (p. 2S). A study by Slacey, Helme, Steinle, Balum, Irwin and Bana (2001)
found that "a significant proponion of preservicc teachers have inadequate content
knowledge of decimals" (p. 20S). They also claimed lhat tcachcrs "underestimation of the
extent lo which students use intuitive rather than rule-based or analytical thinking" highlights
the need for ''teaching that is based on accurate knowledge ofstudcnt1' difficulties 111d way,
ofthinldng" (p. 207). Steinle and Slacey (1998) tested students in grades S lo 10 and found
ten incorrect ways oflhinking about decimal notation. One way, 'apparent-cxput. lrurn:ation

thinking' they suggest may be a result of lhc usc of contexts such

a.,,, "money or length

(m, cm) in order to make sense of decimal notation" (p. 36). They claimed one imponant
finding wu that ''the group of students who have knowledge of only the fint one or two
decimal places was found lo be at least 3.7 % and probably twice this size" (p. 41).

In the USA, Lave, Munaugh and de la Rochs (1984) provided an analysis of data on
supcmwkct aritlunctic cognition of adultt--an activity in context (in a supemwkct). As
mentioned previously, the tmn 'contut' here refcncd to setting. The supermarket wu
chosen as being a routine activity and lhcrefore 'unproblematic'. They recommended the
value in "analyzing both the context of the activity and the activity in context" (p. 93).
According to McIntosh, Rcyt and Reys (1997b}, ''the context in which mathematical
problems

~

encountered inDuences a student's thinking" (p. viii}. The authors used a

money example to illustrate this. The authors stated that a student shopping for two items
co,ting ck&e to 2S cents would recognise that $S. l 4 is not correct. The &tudent would use lhe
relative size of11wnbcn to estimate a total of between SO cents and one dollar. Consequently,
the authors claimed the student is more likely to check the reasonablcncss of lhe answer
because of the student's own personal stakes. They suggested that this docs not happen for
'Jcamcd algorithms' as 1tudcnts perform these "without much thought" and when challenged,

5tudents "often ... reealculatc--gencrally uaing the same method as before..." (p. viii). This
example illustrates how a computation item devoid of context is more likely to elicit lhe usc
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of• written method. However, a computation item Id in • context-in puticllllr a lhopping
context-may encoungc the U1C of self-invented mental methods that have developed from
out-of-achoo! experiences (Nunes ct al, 1993).
With regard lo mental mathematics perfonnan«, with money calculatiom, the degree and
type

of prior money experiences a student may have had needs to be comldered. Each

student's out-of-11ehool experience may vary considerably depending on parental values, as

wu seen in Gubcrman's (1992) study. In addition, 11ehool experiences will vary between
tcs,;:hcn and 11ehools, depending on their pedagogical approaches.

1.4.J Silllll1ed Learning
So far, the nature of both 'task' and '1ituational' conteKta has been discussed in relation to

mental computation.

Another dimension of situational context is known as 'situated

learning', 'sit111ted cognition' or 'social practice'. This theory of learning as discUIICd in
Hughes ct al (2000) refm to social aspects, wc:h u 'communities of'knowledge', which
encompass both the task and the environmental settings to explain !he diffemiccs between
'authentic working practices'. This theory emphui- the importance of the 'social' context
in the learning proceu. For cx11nplc, with regard to mental computation, tasb IISU.l!ly
performed by students in the 11ehool setting make use of 11ehool-taught methods whereas tasks
performed out-of-11ehool, make use of informal methods, often self-devised (Nuncs ct al,
1993). According to Hughes ct al (2000), situated leamulg thc:oriats c,q,lain the Jack of

lranlfcr between worldng envin:mmcnts as being due to the nature of knowledge between
cultures being so different and requiring 'far transfer' or 'far application', The authofll
suggested that situated cognition theorists claim that mathematics can be learnt through
students thinking like malhematicians and working mathematically, doing ''mathematics as it
is practised by mathematicians" (p. 108).
The relationship between the students and their 'significant olhm', be they teachers or
parents, nccd.s lo be taken into account as a factor that may affect performance. Lave and
Wenger (1991) outlined and di11eusscd differences in apprenticeship styles within worldng
practices. Relationships between 1tudcnls and adults will

be,

different according to whether

lhc student is attending school or in an out-of-school environment. First, there is the

relationship dynamic between lhc studcot and their teachm andt'or peers to consider when at
school, as well as the teacheni' own pedagogical teaching styles and beliefs. Second, there is

"

J
the out-of-school rellllionship between the &tudenlli and their family members QI' othm to
comider. Some parents consider teaching their children life skills, c,pccially money, to be so
important that education starts at home (Gubmnan, 1992; Hughes et al, 2000).
'Legitimate Peripheral Participation', ii the defining process in a situated learning activity

(Lave & Wenger 1991). This pmpectivc oflcaming hu moved beyond 'learning by doing'
lo learning u 80(:ial practice by providing 'a conceptual bridge'. The authors studied five
examples of appmtticeship from diffcn:nt cultural and historical traditions.

The five

apprentice!ihips included; Mayan Midwives, Via and Gola Tailors, Supennarkct Butchers,
and Alcoholics. II may be argued that the Yucatcc Mayan midwives in Mexico most closely
resemble the way children infonnally Jc11m about money from their parents. The midwives
were always daughters of experienced midwives, suggesting that gender relationships in
families and child-parent relationships may be important out-of-school facto11. The least
successful apprentiuship schemes were clearly the supennarket butchers. The apprentici,.
butchers' alienation ftom their masters caused by the delineation of their duties and structure
or the supermarket may more closely resemble the way traditional school mathematics,
particularly al secondary school level is taught. As Lave and Wenger claimed, the reason the
butchers' model did not work was that ''union-based 'apprenticeship' prognuru implicitly
rejccl an apprenticeship model and strive to approllimate the didactic mode or schooling"
(p. 77).

From Lave and Wenger's (1991) perspective, social teaming theory involves learners'
participation in 'communitill!I or practice'.

The authors further claimed that as

"apprenticeship happens as a way of, and in the course of, daily life, it may not be recognized

u a teaching effort al all" (p. 68). Mayan midwives for example, absorbed lhe essence of
practice as well as the knowledge (Jordan, 1989). Midwives' apprenticeships were always
with a family member and always infonnal.

In contrast, the nature of the butchers'

instructional model was formal and could be compared to traditional school models. In
summary, Lave and Wenger (1991) suggested that "children are...quintcssentially legitimate
peripheral participants in adult social wor!WI" (p. 32). This historical-cultural lheory or
learning involves lhe whole person situated in a contCJ1t; therefore, we need to acknowledge
all out-of-school CJ1pcricnces as prior knowledge.
When applied to mathematics education, Lave and Wenger {1991) eitplaincd that according
to social learning lhcory, school mathematics often resullS in general and alntract methods

(for aample, 70 + 20- ?). Whereas the world is concrete and particular (for aamplc, James
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had 70 cents then wu given 20 cents, how mueh does he have now7). Lave and Wenger
(1991) suggested that participation in social practice is the fbndamental form of lcami:ng,
although possible conflicts involved with the sustained participation of newcomers can be
problematic:
Leaming is never simply a Jll'tl<:C51 of transformation or assimilation (as assumed
by traditional teacher directed-pauive learn~ methods), learning, transformation
and dwige are always implicated in one anoth~. (p. S7)

Nunez, Edwaros and Matos (1999) discussed the 'embodied cognition' perspective (prior
knowledge) to support Lave's (1991) 'situated cognition perspective' that leaves open
important questions such

1111,

"What is the basis for social situatedness?" A 'cultural'

interpretation views Vygotsky's (1978) 'zone of proximal development' as the distance
between the cultural knowledge provided by the socio-historical context-usually made
accessible through instruction-and the everyday experience of individuals (Davydov &
Marlcova, 1983). HedegllSl'd (1988) called th.is the distance between understood knowledge,
as provided by instruction, and active knowledge, as owned by the individual (p. 48).
Currently emerging theories, such as activity theory or the 'collectivist' perspective, take into
IIC(:Ount the conflicting nature of social practice and the broader structure of the social world.
Rogoff (1984) claimed that, "increasingly, psychologisl!i emphasize the role of context in
cognitive activities" (p. I). $0(:ial contexts are sometimes tenned culture (Rogoff, 1984); an
ex111nple of which is the school environment.

This is similar to situational contexts

mentioned previously. Rogoff further explained that "[aboralory context...is not context-free
as researchers frequently assume" (p. 3). This suggests that research carried out at school,
with studenl!I removed from the routines and expectations of their classroom and peers may
still e11hibit school thinking. Students may bring this thought 'lraining' to their school-based
intClviews. As interviews are by their nature partly formal-an example of a laboratory
context-to conduct them out-of-school may or may not reveal different results to interviews
conducted at school.
Participation in our social world is hard to imagine without money changing hands, Adults
need to manage money in a practical sense, such as purchasing goods and paying bills.
Adults work for money to save for future needs, spend on current needs, donate to othcni in
greater need, and most people have debt to repay in the form of mortgages or loans. Money
is both necessary for life's needs and an item of pleasure. Both adults and children spend
money on items such as entertainment, holidays, presenl!i, food and clothes. While parents
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pay for lhe essential needs, children often pay for the extras such as lollies, drinks and small
toys. The pressure to spend on goodii through advertising confronls bolh adults and children
daily on television, radio and in the print media. Children in Australia are able to obtain parttime paid work from age IS and some children do odd jobs for extra pocket money even
before that.
Nunes et al (1993) discussed how systems of knowledge learned in everyday life, like
measurement and money systems, correspond at a more advanced level to the schemas or the
sensori-motor period. They include abstract logico-mathematical relations and lived-through
situations in their representation. Knowledge of a monetary system used in everyday life
includes knowledge of logico-mathematical principles of units, additive composition of
totals, and so on (Jl. 139).
The Nunes et al (1993) study researched a wide range of adult occupations, with many of the
adults having little education. For example, they found in a comparison between farmers and
students with five years of schooling, that errors by fanners for oral representations were
within a reasonable range. Further, that questions as to which operation to use were unusual
in oral problem solving. In a study regarding directed numbers, Nunes el al (1993) found
that:
Some students who anived at the wrong answer in the written condition were able
to provide the correct answer immediately afterward when asked to ci<plain their
procedure. (p. 146)

Both De,dbility and transfer were more clearly demonstrated in everyday practices than for
the school-taught proportion algorithm in Nunes et al's (1993) fishermen study. Theirremilts
indicated that transfer might happen infonnally. For example, Nunes et al (1993) claimed
that when solving proportions problems about agricultural variables, fishermen:
do nnt display knowledge that is so content bound that no transfer is possible.
They clearly showed their ability to transfer the model of the weight-price re\111ion
to other variables in the fishing con\Cxl and to similar variables in the new
problem context ofagricullllre. (p. 120)
Thia suggests that fishennen used their everyday mathematics practices in a conceptual,
rather than just a procedural way. The authors concluded by recommending that mathematics
teaching should seek its inspiration in street mathematics.
When Camber ct al (1987) compared oral with written procedures by 'situation conteitt' they
used a simulated store, word problems, and computation.

They found that ''the oral

procedure was significantly superior to the written procedure at the 0·002 level" (p. 89).
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With regard lo 'situation conlcxt', lhc researchers found that "overall superior perfonnance
(occurred) in the store and word problem situations" (p. 88). 11tia &Uggests a comparison

study or word problems or applications and identically matched computation items-both
presented orally-i:ould prove revealing. Gubcnnan'1 (1992) study on mathernstics and
money found that Latino American studenla out. perfonned Korean American students for
mathematics items in a money-context, while the reverse was found for non-money items.

His research covcmt Years J.J and found that mathematical experiences at home and
pamttal values or cultllflll differences were critical £actors in student malhcmatical
achievement. Latino-American students perronned more 11UCCcssrully for money-context
items because the students' parents \'alued day-to4ay money competence and encouraged
this knowledge by actively setting and supervising tasks to develop this.
Gubennan's (Im) findings arc complemented by Saxe's (1991) study or Brazilian candy
sellers. Saxe compared candy sellers (usually schooled to grade I or 2 only) with non-sellers
(identical in age and schooled children). Saxe round that:
... while sellers used more appropriate regrouping strategics across both
computational and word problems than the {non•) sellers, their use of regrouping
strategies was more frequent on word problems, and their use of school-linked
algorithmic strategics was more frequent on computational problems. Similarly,
while nonsellm u.scd more algorithmic than regrouping strategics, non.sellers' use
of n:grouping strategies was more frequent on word, as contrasted with
computational problems. (p. 171)
Saxe's earlier work (1982) studied a Papua New Guinean highlands group, the Oksapmin,
who used a 27-body•part number system. Slllte (1982) found that their "approach to &0lving
mathematical problems of measurement and numeration involved very different ways of
thinking and very different procedures for accomplishing everyday problems" (p. I). It is
probable that the tcnn 'regrouping strategics' indicated more sophisticated thinking, and can
therefore be seen as using number sense. So where Saxe's study hu shown strategy use is
differentiated between word problems and symbolic computational problems for both sellers
and non-sellers, it suggested that word problffll5 rather than symbolic computational
problems may promote number sense.

Saxe (1991) staled: "Further, the analysis of

children's strategics revealed that a source of se!ICill' success was their specialized
knowledge ofrc-grouping" (p. 172) and:
With increasing school experience, sellers' slrlltegics incn:asingly irn:01p0rated the

use of a multiplication algorithm and shifted to the use of single \l!lit pricing.
{p. 161)
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Saxe also noted that "by grade 3, nonsellers. ..madt comiderable progress in specializing
adequate strategies... bolh adequate regroqping and algorithmic forms" (p. 173). This led ID
the question of how much diffcn:nce in strategy use there would ~ for older studcnu, and
how much any ,w;h difference may be determin,d by problem type and prior experiences
with r,:ioney. In an Austnlian &Citing, where schooling is compulsory, studCllts' prior money
experiC11ccs would need to found by way of questioning. However, it is anticipated that all
children will be deemed similar to the non-sellers in the above study.
One reason that both number sense and mClltal eomputation improve with age (McIntosh et
al, 1997c) might be partly due to the impact of schooling. A second reason might be
students' increasing use of mental computation outside ofachool, such as the use of mental
methods for sport scores, and with money contexls--especially shopping. Out-of-school
applications are always in-context. Thus, as a student grows older, the range and number of
their mathematics-in-context experiC11CCS also increase.

In addition, as the amount of

students' pocket money increases, usually with age, there may be a corresponding increase in
their responsibility for managing it.
2.4.2 Co,utruc/Msm

A second theory of learning, constructivist theory, views learning as a procCS!I (Cobb, 1995)
"of active individual construction" (p. 364). This occun when tl1e learner creates new
learning based on prior undentandings when engaging in a new activity or 'thinking', By
contrast, sociocultural theory (Vygotsky, 1978) views learning "as a rroccss of enculturation
into established mathematical practices" (Cobb, 1995, p. 364). These views are particularly
relevant to the use of money as a context, and its importance as a cultural tool, and therefore
both perspectives should be considered. Cobb (1995) claimed the relevance for both views
was: socioculturally, "the influence thal mastery ... has on individual thought"; and
constructivist, ''the individual .. .leaming lo use ... [1t] appropriately'' (p. 380).

The

developmental cpistemologist, Piaget {1978), has inspired constructivist theories, as has Von
Glasersfe\d (1987) who described how children conslruct their own undentandinss, Also,
Cobb (1995) who explained how "analysis ... focuscs on ... the individual conceptual
constructions in learning to use a cultural tool appropriately'' (p. 380).
Cobb {1995) argued tliat the complementary nature of these two perspectives is sw;h that they
"encompass the actively cognizant student, the local situation of development, and the
established mathematical practices of the wider community'' (p. 380). Therefore, rather than

"'

these tbeories being in opposition, they may co-exist to explain that 'active individual
construction' is mOll likely to have maximum impact during sociocultural Vygotaky'1 (1978)
'zone of proximal development' or Piaget'& (1978) 'cognitive conflict',
Constructivist philosophy (von Glasersfeld, 1987; Cobb, Wood, & Yackel, 1992) haa been
recommended across the curriculum areas including mathematics. Mathematics has arguably

been the learning area of most apprehen,lon and least 1elf-conlidencc for many primary
school teachers. Thia lack of confidence may have led to teachers reverting to teaching 1111
they were taught or to an over-reliance on textbooks, which also often promote traditional
teaching approaches. Irwin (2001) slated that "textbooks arc not routinely Wied in New
Zealand elementary schools in the hope that teachers will tie mathematics to students'
everyday experience" (p. 400).

Sowder (1992) discussed how context could aid

constructivism by providing adaptive expert experiences in preference to routine or
procedural expert experiences. Sowder (1992) also explained that this provision of context
allows the learner to menially re-organize their cognitive constructs of the subject matter, a
similar process happens when cognitive conflict occun.
Current learning theory (as evidenced by modern curriculum documents) supports the
provision of contexts and constructivist theory by "characterizing mathematical learning as a
process of conceptual reorganization" (Cobb, 199S, p. 364).
An example of a constructivist's approach to teaching menial computation melhods might be

the fostering of self-generated or invented strategies. The use of open questioning by
teacher& or variations on the Cornwall (1993) Key Stage 2 Task Group's questions as
recommended for problem solving could also be used for menial computation. For example,
"What do you already know Iha! might help?" or "If 18 is the answer, what might the
question be?" Students of all abilities arc able to 1111SWer this question at a variety of levels.
The teacher can then group the 1111SWcrs according to relationships he or she wishes to
emphasise. This method contrasts with the traditional transmission approach (Thorndike,
1913) or associationism (Hughes ct al, 2000) where a structured learning scquen~e of

associations is 'over-learnt' through repeated practice.
2.4.J

Transfer and /he Learning Theoriu

Hughes, Desforges and Mitchell (1999) reported on different teachers' in(Cfprctations of
applications as 'authentic activities'. Some used imagined real-life contexts, while others
used applying knowledge to a 'near' real-life setting. The authors inciudcd 'Alice' as an

"

example of a cllllll'ODm teacher who set up a practical activity (a car-boot sale) to simulate a
mathematical experience dose to everyday life. Not only did childrcn find this vecy
motivating; they also had to keep track of their spending. This example ofa ~I-life money
context was one of 1hrcc discussed by the authors regarding b'ansfcr bctwcm contexts.
Students could also be taken on shopping cxcuniona to experience money activities in some
defined way.
Hughes ct al {2000) discussed the three learning theories of associationism, constructivism
and situational theory along with the notions of far lransfcr and near lransfcr, to explain how
the similarity of situational contexts may increase the likelihood of transfer. The authors
claimed that according to associationist theory, more transfer occurs th.an should happen,
while according to constructivist theory, less transfer occurs than should happen.
Constructivism allows for differences of intelligence to make different connections and
progress at different rates, whereas situational cognitivists believe that the similarity of
contexts is important. Perhaps, therefore, usocia!ionist theorists may not have allowed for
differences in individual intellect, whcrea11 constructivist theorists believe that individuals
strive to make connections beyond the immediate infonnation that they have. Perhaps also,
conslructivist theorists may have discounted the effect of the dissimilarities of situational
contexts.
Nunes et al's (1993) study of Brazilian children found that the children had ''trouble
transferring their street knowledge to the school lest" {Hughes et al, 2000, p. 9). In contrast,
S1lj6 and Wyndhamn (1990) reported on a study of Swedish children finding the cost of
posting a letter. The study found that the children had ''trouble applying their school
knowledge to the 'street' problem" (p. 9). Hughes ct al (2000) explained this aa a problem of
application from one contextual setting to another. Situational theorists believe that transfer
of applications is problematic because of the differences between contexts. This is where
good teaching needs to provide connections between the contexts.

Parents as Teachers
We cannot ignore the innuence that parents and families have on their children in either the
informal or the fonnalised way. We cannot ignore other exposures students may either have
lo

money at school or out-side of school, and therefore we need lo ask questions that might

give us some furtherinfonnation. This is in order to check for 'apprenticeship' influences of
a parent or other close relative, similar lo Lave and Wenger's (1991) tailor apprentices where
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"the master is a close relative of the apprcnlice" (p. 66). There were five apprenticeships;
midwives, tailors, quartcrmasten, butchers and alcoholics. To which the authors claimed that
the first three as well as the last studied "are quite effective forms or learning; but the
fourth---butchers' apprenticeship in contemporary supennarket&-often doesn't work"
(p. 65). This indicated the importance of the style of teacher-student relationships as well as

parent-student relationships on educational outcomes. As can be seen in this study of
apprentices, parents and teachers are best placed to utilise Wood, Bruner and Rou's (1976)
tmn 'scaffolding' to fsc:ilitate leaching moments similar to Vygotsky's {1978) 'zone of
proximal development' because learning cannot be considered a non-problematic process.
As was found in Guberman's (1992) study, students were more likely to be successful at
school when parental values and lifestyle mi1TOr school values and life, Parental influence in
a money context was mentioned earlier.
2.4.4 Realistic Malhemalics Education

Hans Freudenthal was the founder or realistic mathematics education and after whom the
Freudenthal imtitute is aptly named. He is remembered for his ''Socratic method ... to help
students with re-inventing and reflection to follow, which Freudenthal called 'guided reinvention'" (Goffiee, 1993, pp. 40-41). The three heuristics noted by Gravemeijer (2001)
include:

guided

reinvention

through

progress/lie

mathemalisat/on,

didact/ca/

phenomenological analysis, and emergent models [original Italics] (p. 155). With regard to

the first heuristic, Gravemeijer suggested that "one needs to find contextual problems that
allow for a wide variety or solution procedures" (p. 155). With regard ta the second
heuristic, mathematics evolved Jiom solving practical problems; looking for "applicability
and progression towards mathematisation" (Gravemcijer, 2001, p. 156). Wilh regard lo the
third heuristic, Gravemeijer suggested that models used were "context-specific then became
general" so that this might lead to re.uoning (p. 157).
The Dull:h RME refonn movement is leaned 'realistic'. This is not for its connection with the
real world, but as van den Hcuvel-Panhuizen (2001) etplained, of''the emphasis that RME
puts on offering the students problem situations that they can imagine" (p. SO). The "Dutch
translation of 'to imagine' is zlch REAUSEren" (van den Heuve\-Panhuizen, 2001, p. 50).
Therefore, the tenn 'realistic contetts' for this study aimed to create familiar situations that
the children were likely to be able to 'imagine' or have experienced. Due to the six-year age
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difference from 8-14 years from Year 3 through to Year9 students, it was more important for
the YCIU" 3 students to use their imagination as they had far lesa ortife's experiences.
Van den Heuvel-Panhuiun (2001) slated that goals for education should address
"discontinuities in the learning process" and that "undentanding and skill pcrfonnance arc
determined by the context and differ between individuals" (p. S9). Regarding money, Brown
(2001), in the Dutch Key Goals

of Primary School Mathematics,

No. 17, under the heading

'Measurement', recommended that "the students can do calculations with money in daily-life
context situations" (p. S8).
Treffers' five RME learning and teaching principles were outlined by Treffers and
Beishuizen (2000). The fint of these principles was "learning as a constnictive activity'' and
can be seen to support conslnlctivist theory, while the second principle supported the "use of
context problems" (p. 34). According to Treffen; (1993), "realistic learning Strande start with
the infonnal conleKt bound working methods of children, in their penonal reality'' (p. !02).
Bcishuizen (2001) claimed that the RME view stated that ''reference to real-world contcxmal
situations should be used first to give numbers a concrete meaning for children" (p. 129).
This is in an attempt to develop menlal imagery. Anghileri (2001), and Bcishuizen and
Anghileri (1998) compared the traditional UK approach wilh Dutch approaches and found
favourably for the Dutch with the emphasis on non-llandard written methods, based on
menial methods.
A similar model can be adapted to eKplain growth in number sense HeKibility. Increased
number sense flexibility may be seen as diagonal progression on an X·Y graph. Progression
OCClll'li vertically with the acquisition of higher-order slralegics and horizontally through
exposun= to different 'realistic' contexts that allow for successful transfer. Increased practice
in mental computation set in a variety of 'realistic' settings should then result in diagonal
progression or increased Hexibility.
:Z.S

Meatal Computation

Of the three mclhods of computation (mental, written and calculator) taught in school1, the
Cockcmft Report (1982) recommended that "there should be more 'mental malhematic1'
throughout the primary years" and that "all children should develop mental methods of
calculation. These arc likely to differ from written methods that arc !aught" (p. 7).
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Reys el al (199S) conculffll that too much cmphui, bu been placod on teaching written
algorit!um at the cxpensc or menial computation, comrulalional estimation, and calculator
methods. They indicated that only five percent ohdult1' tilll1: wu spent on written methoda
compared to 80 percent ohdulll' time being spent on menial methods. Schools wen: found
to be spending 70 pm:ent orthdr time on written methoda, while only 10 pm:cnt of their

time wu ipent on mental computation and ten percent on calculator methods. Different
approaches arc discussed by McIntosh, Nohda, Reys and Reys (1995b):
There arr at kasl tine dirfo:rcnt instructio1111l approaches currently apparent in
elementary clas:irooms. Thi:: fint is lo view mental computation u a 'topic' to be
delineated into idc:ntifiable stratcsies that are direc;tly presented to students. This
approach i,i similar to the tn,ditional teaching of pencil and paper eomputa1ion
algorithms. (p. 238)
This approach does not suit constructivist theory, as flexibility-possibly the most significant
feature or number sense-would then be iOlll and may result in rule-based thinking. One
example of this approach is the teaching of the 'l'emove the zero' rule that McIntosh (1996)
claimed is "constantly misunderstood and misused" by students who do not folly understand
it (p. 62). The second approach highlighted by McIntosh et al (199Sb) however, matches

constructivist paradigms:
A .econd approach for mental computation is constructivist. Students are
~OUT118cd lo seneratc: thinkins strate8)es based on their prior eJtpcrience and
knowtcd~...some students can formulate and use a variety of stnitcsies, bolh
elepnl and not ID elepnt ••. thc likelihood of their makins use of and valuing such
self-generated strate8)es seems to be closely tied to their notion of what school i!I
about, and in particular what mathCD111tics is about. (p. 239)
Herc the tmn 'thinking strategics' suggests higher order lhinking skills described by Resnick
(1989) or 'number sense' discussed by Sowder (1992). With this approach, students are
encouraged lo be creative, share, and oompare their methods. For these reasons, the National
Numeracy Strategy in the United Kingdom has adopted this method. The third approach to
mental computation described by McIntosh ct al (1995b) is as follows:
Studc:nts arc tausht standard written methods for computing and must eJttrapolate
from such e~periences lo compute mentally. No explicit instructional attention is
8)ven to mental oompu1ation. This approach often results in students pcrfonnins
mental computation by app!yins inefficient standard, written algorithms. (p. 239)
Evidence of this approach would be if when students were asked to state their strategies after
solving mental computation items, they revealed they had
mentally.

\l$ed

a standard written algorithm

This default approach could be avoided if students were encouraged to use
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infonnal written methods consistent with constructivist paradigms cxprened in lhe second
approach.
The link between mental computation and written computation made by Reys (1984) as a
rcaaon for teaching mental computation could mean either of two interpretations. Eilher th.at
the

~

of standard menial methods could lead lo the development of standard written

methods or else the use or invented mental methods could lead lo the development of
invented written algorithms. It is the latter which Bbould make more sense to the learner
according to constfuctivist principles.
According lo McIntosh et al (1997b), "one benefit of mental computation is that it ean lead to
a better understanding of place value, mathematical operations, and basic number propcnies"
(p. 55). These are considered to be components o£numhcr sense.

2.S.I Understand/fig
Previously, in the explanation oftenns, understanding was discussed as an important goal of
education and mPthemalics generally as well as how the tenn can mean different things lo
different people (Skemp, 1976). Here a more specific classification or the various levels or
understanding for mental computation is offered in Table 4.
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fable 4: taxonomy or Mental Computation Objectives

c.• ..,

Men1'1

"
-,_...

Classroom practice
Men1'1
computation belief

KeyRelCln:ben

"""'''

"""'"'" """"' '"" '""'
"'~""

Thorndike (1913)
basic number facts. Hoffinan(l997)
Testina by short
answer questions.
Facts often learnt in
isolation.

Co-""'

Rote le.rninj of

Recall ofBuic
mmiorization of

pl'Ol;cduieS.

Repetition.
AssociationisL

Mental
Arithmelic

Procedural
learning such 11
remove-the-zeros
rule. One comet
method and one
correclan!WCf.

Mentsl strategics
taught n;p\icitly.
Stwknl may take
99 from 264 by
visualising SWA
without realising
lhat264-100+1
{compensation) is
easier,

SmllJ)'s (1976)
notion of
'Instrumental
Understanding'

Application Estimation

Abslnlctions used
in concn:tc:
situations.
Relationships
applied in I rg\.
world setting.

Word problema or
itema are Kl in a
n:alistic context.
Validity of
estimation ia
contell.l dependent.

Sowder(l992)

Relationships
between numbers
mean fewer f11:ts
need to be
memorized II
patterns in
numbmare
discovcn:d.

Related basic fact
families, such u
6x7=42,
60 X7= 420, and
42 + 7= 6, are
uncovaed by
students with
tc:aeher use of open
qucstiOD!I.

McIntosh, Reys &
Reys (1992),
Ske!llp'a (1976)
notion of
'Relational
Unlkrstanding'

Combining use of
the known to
deduct the
unknown.
Constructivist.

"lfl know that
2x2S=S0,how
could I work out
IS0+2S?"

Rathmell (1978)
Hope&Shmill
(1987)
Bastow (1997)

Able to verify if

..No wait, I forgot
to double the J
when I doubled 25
to make SO."

SWllll {2002)

-sion

Analyais

N""""

"""

Synthesis

Childml
inm1t their
own thinking
s1n11cgies

Evaluatioo

Metacomputation

own answer mak:es

sense. Reflective.

Note: Adapted from Bloom', Taxonomy in Good & Brophy (1977, pp. 184-185)

An outline or Bloom's taxonomy or educational objectives in the cognitive domain round in
Good and Brophy (1977, pp. 184-18~) indicates:, hieran:hy of desired understanding level!
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from knowlodae or racts tluouah to

hiafter order daim:I oulcoma IJuch u

judjpllents. In

order to illllltrate how lhil tu:onomy ofundmtandina lcvcl1 rclllcs 1peeifkllly to mental
computation, the following adaptation is provided in Table 4, This miean:hed1111 adapted the
tu:onomy with the original categories appearing on the left, by identifying the key beliefs
from the learning theories, clauroom eumplcs, ~hen and tenns as they fit.
As a category of knowledge. the knoWJ1 fact& component can appear misleading. u students

may have simply memorised a panicular fact. ln which case students should be cl11111ified as
working only in this category. Conversely students may have achieved full understanding of
a fact lo the point of 'over learning' it and therefore may be capable of working across a
wider range of categories.
This categorisation can also be theoretically applied lo Bruner's (Good & Brophy, 1977)
spiral curriculum. The spiral curriculum lraditiona\l:, is described as having a wide base for
knowledge from which it spirals upwanl. tClwarda evaluation as a higher-order objective.
Bruner suggcsted that this was useful for teaching "the same material at Silvera! diffemll
levels by returning to it periodically'' (p. 141 ). This has also been recommended as a model
for catering for academically gifted students by allowing them to progress at their 0WJ1 rate.
These students need to spend less time at the knowledge base before being able to progreas
through the spiral to the higher-order levels.
].J.]

Ral/Ollale for lncrell!led use ofMental Methods

In everyday settings. or real-world contexts, resean;h indicates that adults most commonly
use mental computation (McIntosh, Northcote & Spanow, 1999; Northcote & McIntosh,
1999; Wand! & Brown, 1957). This appears to be at odds with how much class time has been
spent teaching standard written algorithm!l compared to mental methods. Mcintosh ct al's
(1995a) chart in Table 5 illustrates the different classroom time allocations for four different
computation methods in Australia in the past with future predictions. II is unclear when these
future predictions may be achieved, as despite being obvious how to n::allocate time spent on
the melhods of computation, the correct approach is just as important.
Porter (1989) also found 70-75 pen::ent of teachers' time was spent teaching textbook
computation, while Dufftn (1991) found that 80 percent of teachers' time in the UK was
spent teaching the methods of standard written algorithms. Kamii (1994) argued that an
over-reliance on written methods of computation interferes with the development of number
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sense. The amount of time 1tudcni. apend being mught written methods may explain why
some lllldents choo5e to use standard written algorithms mentally, and thus not use number
scnsc when doing mental computation.
Table S: Pcn:entagc o£Cumculum Time Changes to Computation McthcKb
M,ohod

Adult Usage

Written computation
Mental computation
Computational estimation
Calcu!1tor

Elementmy Sl:hool Experimces
Before 1975

Now(l995)

The Future

"

85

10

20

JO

IO

IO

JO

JO

OS

IO

20

3S

00

IO

JO

Note: Fmm Mdnto•h d al (]9951, p. 7)

Almost hair a century ago, Wand! and Brown (1957) found that formal written computation
was lillle used by adults-rather, that three-quartcni or adult calculations were performed
mentally; ''7S per cent or the uses reponcd were 'mental' "(p. 152). This lmld is shown in
Table 6. Recent studies by McIntosh et al (1999) showed that little has changed over the
years. Maier (1980) also reported that adults used mental computation for most everyday
calculations. Willis and Kissane {1989) claimed that "or the three available methods or
computation" {mental, calculator, written), the former two were the computations ''typically
used in everyday life" (p. 160).
Table 6: Comparison or Methods Used in 'Folk' and School Mathematics

M""""

Environment/
Situation

Mmlal

Calculator

Folk mathematics

75%

IS%

10%

School mathematics

!0%

5%

85%

Written

Note: FrumJooesd•l(\994, p. 14)

Maier (1980) uscd the term 'folk mathematics' to define mental computation and estimation
that is developed by individuals through self-discovery. The nature of folk mathematics
embeds it in conte~t. In the video Real Matlll-School Matlu (Newton, 1992), primary
school-aged students such as Aden were ahle to solve contextual problems mentally; yet they
were unable to solve a matched item in a written format. In these cases, students often chose
to use formal i;chool-taught methods. Ten-year-old Aden calculated the correct change for a
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purchue of a thooolate bar out of the live dollaB tendered, a skill involving decomposition
of whole numbers to two decimal places. This not only suggests that conteJtt is prefcnble 1o

no conk:lll in order to encourage the uscof'intuition' (Dehaene. 1997; Stacey, 1990), but that
mental methods WC'l'C preferable to written methods in on:ler lo encourage sc:lf-distovery of
infonnal methods. Lave (1988) explained the dramatic difference in Aden's perfonnance on
the mathematically identical items was due to two different communities of practice. Aden's
ability to solve a chocolate bar problem mentally was probably not a school-learned skill.
As mentioned previously, mental computation has been neglected over the past twenty yew,;

due lo an over-emphasis on standiud written algorithms (McIntosh et al, 1997a; McIntosh
1996; Plunkett 1979; Reys, 19114; Trafton, 1986). Even by 1998, McIntosh still maintained:
II is clear that at present vay fow children acquire the range of mental
computation strategics they posses u !he result of deliberate classroom
interventions or practices. Yet, eventually, mo1t childrm acquire many or even
most of them. Much c,;ploratory work ia needed, however in deciding how best
to spread these strategics around. At present insuffkient work is being dircckd
towards !his end. (p. 220)

The Cockcroft Report (1982) recommended that there needed to be a reversal in the decrease
in mental mathematics lrend.

The Department of Education and Science (1991)

recommended that pupils should use mental computation before other methods and should be
encouraged to use their own methods. The move away fiom the rote learning of number facts
towiuds student undemanding has resulted in a shift of emphasis away fiom mental
mathematics towards standardized written mathematics (Hope, 1986; Jones et al, 1994;
Sowder & Sowder, 1989). Students have learnt procedures with little understanding that has
led to 'anificial performance· on written tests with very little number sense:, as indicated by
Yang(I995).
Dehaenc 0997) distussed the apparent genius of 'idiot savants' with calculation, to be a
result of obsessed passion. He claimed that this ability has been misleadingly seen as genius
while it is actually a syndrome associated with disabilities such as autism. He distinguished
lhe mentally deficient and the idle fiom profcs.sional mathematicians and concluded that
"today, society no longer values mental computation" as showmanship.

However, he

acknowledged that students in Japan are still sent to evening class to learn the 'mental
abacus' (p. 164).
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Decades ago, many researchers (Plwtkett, 1979; Jones, 1988; Reys et al, 199S) recognised
lhat the teaching 1111d learning emphasis should be wilh developing mental methods, not
standard written algorithms. Jones (1988) claimed that one benefit of mental methods is that
individuals can choose their own methods.
Plunkett (1979) claimed that "a child who gets his mental calculations right, almost certainly
understands what he is doing". There IUe different ways of mentally calculating, and many of
these

IUe

not taught at school. Therefore, it may then be possible for us to gain deeper

insights into the level that students IUe working at, by allowing them to explain their methods.
Plunkett further stated that:
...it is fairly clear that mental methods am the ones lo foster if you wish to use and
develop children's understanding of number. Teaching mental technique• will not
kad to children doing less ca!culatio111 in school...probably... morc. (p. 4)
As we increase the emphasis and time spent on mental computation (Mousley, 2000) the

teaching approaches of mental mathematics should be qualitatively different to the short,
shrup questions of old. In the UK, the Mathematical Association (1992a) stated that "there is
a need for a range of activities and approaches which

1Ue

very different from the old

exclusive reliance on frequent tests of mental aritlunetic" (p. 11). They concluded that there
needs to be ..a non-competitive, non-judgmental ethos" (p. 71).
Developing fluency requires a balance and connection between conceptual understanding and
computational proficiency. On the one hand, computational methods that 1Ue over-practised
without understanding

IUe

often forgotten or rcmcmbenld incorrectly (Hiebert 1999; Kamii,

Lewis, & Livingston, 1993). This could be the same for mental methods as well as written
methods. For example, Bastow (1997) argued the need to learn only the two- and five-times
basic multiplication facls because the rest may be worked out, and thus this would help to
build number sense: On the other hand, understanding without fluency can inhibit the
problem-solving process (Hoffman, 1997). Hoffman further argoed that by Year 7 all
students should know all of their basic facls instantly in order to be able to move on to
extended facts and problems that are more difficult. This debate, mentioned by NCTM
(2000) could be resolved by maintaining a balance between the two poles ofopinion in order
to develop flucney. For example, embedding mental computation items in a meaningful and
familiar conte;,c:t such as money should strengthen conceptual understanding, and daily
practice of contc;,c:tualised mental computation items should develop proficiency.
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As pan of the Mental Arithmetic Project, McIntosh (1998) reported that "efficient mental
calculators we interviewed appeared to have a range of strategics, which lhey used and
adapted 11e:dbly" (p. 221 ). This project rescan::hed mental computation strategics of students
from Year 2 to Year 7. This range of strategics and flexibility indicated mnnber sense.
McIntosh (1998) claimed that there is a link between the characteristics of good number
sense and the ability to choose the most efficient mental strategies and also that an
improvement in number sense reflects an improvement in mental computation, and vice

versa:
It is generally asr-1 that !he ability to compute mentaUy in fleillb!e ways is both
a component and an indicator of number sense. II is !empting to speculate that 1M
two may correlate closely with each other. (p. 211)
Research hy McIntosh and Dole (2000b) has shown that students can score well for mental
computation while scoring low for number sense. One e:itplanation by Mcintosh and Dole
(2000b) suggested that high mental computation scores might reflect high general
mathematical ability, but not necessarily number sense. While this was only a small-scale
~udy (shcteen sttilents), the interviews conducted were enlightening. It appears that such
students may be relying on rote memorization or mentally perfbrming written algorithms
laborioL1Sly in their hlllld and they may later find these methods unreliable for complex
problems because they lack flexibility with numbers.
McIntosh and Dole's (2000b) tests of number sense and mental computation and
mathematical ability show that the same student may achieve differing results for two out of
the three separately tested outcomes. Therefore, teachers administering tests of mental
computation may need to look beyond the scores athieved. The use of questioning or
interviews is recommended

WI

toclmiques to probe student methods and flexibility further

(Bell, 1999).
With regard to year levels, McIntosh et al (1995a) found that increases in performance for
mental computation were higher from Year 3 to Year 5 lhan for olher year level ra11ges. The
authors suggested that this might be due to the peaking of menial computation ability.
Students also performed better on addition than on the equivalent subtraction items or other
items related to known facts.
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2.6

Me•l•I Comp1tlldrNI Stnlepa

'Mathematical Strategies' is the second sub-strand oh new sll'lnd 'Working Mathematically'
in EDWA's (1998) Outcomt.J Md Standards Framework: Student Outcome Statemen/1:

Mathematics. It was claimed that students should ''lhow...fle1dbility...and call on a repertoire
or...stratesies..." (p. 4), McIntosh et al (1994) cla<med that some strategies were more
efficient than others were, and that_,iophilllicatcd strategics were quicker to u.e.
Counting is the basic computational technique according to Ginsburg (1977) and it is
students' invented methods that rely heavily on counting. as ''they calculate by means of
invented counting methods, often involving the use of the lingers" (p. 94). However, more
efficient mental strategy choices such as bridging tens and use of relational knowledge such
as doubling and place value may indicate well-developed number BC!Uie. Because these
strategies use fewer steps, there is also less likelihood of e1TOr. Conversely, if students stick
wilh inefficient strategics there is greater likelihood or them making an e1TOr as the numbeni
they work w' th become larger. For example, an efficient mental strategy ror 7 x 9 is relating
it to a known facl such as 10 x 7 .. 70. Then by subtracting only one seven, one can obtain
the answer of 63. An inefficient strategy of repeated addition of sevens allows eight
opportunities for computational error rather than two. Furthermore, counting on fingers will
be impossible for more complex exwnples such as two-digit by two-digit multiplication.

Yang (1995) found that students who performed well at written computation might not
necessarily be good at estimation, although good estimators were also found to be good at
mental computation. This may ,uggesl that the type of mental compulDlion being performed
may be qualitatively different That ii, the former group of students (good II mental
computation, but not estimation) may be visualising standard wrillen algoritlims.

By

comparison, !he latter group ofstudcnts (good at estimacion and mental computation) may be
good at applying computational estimation and a range of higher-order thinking strategies.

Yang (199S) further found a significant correlation between atudcnts' high 5COrcs for hil
n~mbcr sense test and a high level of conceptual understanding as evidenced by their ability
to estimate sensibly.
From the Netherlands, Bcishuizen (1999), Beishuizen and Anghileri (1998), and Anghileri
(2000) suggested the use orstruct~ aids such as an empty number line or JOO-bead siring

to support children's intuitive mental methods before moving to wrillen calculatio1111. In this
way, the material can provide a link between the two methods to help when difficulties arise.
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Anghileri and Beishuizen ( 1998) also =mmcnded teaching to ''promote mental strategies"
(p. 4). However, McIntosh (1996) was convinced that the answer is not to teach mental

strategies directly to students-rather, that as students practised discovering relationships for
themselves they were more likely to undemand them. He found:
Only one mategy which has been dim:tly taught by adulta to children-----the taking
off ~d putting on of zeros,.-and it turns out to be the only stnitcgy which children
consistently misundmtand and misuse. (p. 62)
Sowder (1992) concurred that better mental computation performance was not a direct
product or schooling. Rather, this ability was a result of out-of-school experiences, which
involved models for re-grouping.

Thus it remains to be seen whether better mental

calculators could result from schooling practices, if the right approaches were adopted. For
example, when using money as a context for calculations, the use of coins could provide
models for re-grouping.
The S1udenl Outcome S/atemenu

(EDWA, 1998) warned that as students adopt new

s!ralegies they probably would initially make more mistakes; therefore, speed and drill
exercises will be unhelpful at this stage (p. 8). Perhaps this may even explain some studenlS'
unwillingness to take risks. Therefore, students may make mistakes with mental computation
stralegies for several reasons. They may be maintaining an inefficient strategy choice due to
fear of failure with a new slrategy or they may have tried a new strategy and made some
initial errors. They may also be unable to dctennine which operation is appropriate (Stacey,
1990), and that "division is a notorious example" of such inappropriate choices. To which
Anghilcri {! 99S) suggested that language may be a key factor in developing understanding of
division, or ii may be studen\li' lack of everyday experience with the operation. Hope and
Shenill (1987) reported that skilled mental calculators used dHTcrcnt strategies including
distributivity and factors, avoided 'carrying', often worked from left to right, and reduced
memory demands; while Wlllkilled studcnu used written algorithms mentally.
2.6.I

TlreC/fUJroom Teacher

According to lave and Wenger (1991), "a dcccntered view of the muter•llj)J):mtice relations
leads to an understanding lhat mastery resides not in the masler but in the organintion of the
community of practice of which the master is a part" (p. 94). This principle can apply to the
explosion of knowledge in our modem infonnation age, as today's !cacher cannot be
expected to be the 'knower-of-all', but rather to act as a facilitator in the learning process. In
the c- where somcthing may be unknown to the teacher, he or she can facilitate how to
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access that knowledge, either via the library, Internet or specialist teacher et cetera. Further,
Anghileri (2000) suggested working with numbers in context (in order to make sense to
yoLU1g children), and building on what children know when they start school. She highlighted
that teachers need to listen and teach number work _as a social activity in order to develop
number sense.
Whitebread (1999) and Anghileri (2000) identified "Meta-cognitive awareness (thinking
about your thinking) and control" (p. 127) as important features of emergent mathematics.
These authors concur that emergent mathematics was an outcome of providing numbers in
context.
According to Jones et al (1994):
When solving problems at school children are often not gjven a choice, the way
children and adults are in everyday situations. Choice is not available to select...a
strategy .. . (p. 13)

Strategy choice was the major area of research undertaken by Swan (2002).
Bana's (1998) model of computational choice is shown in Figure 3.
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Home
backgrnunJ

pcncncc
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Re ording
final result~
Otht:r f:lctor~ tha1 rnav impinge

RECORDING

The nature of Lhc ta"k

Note: From Swan & Bana (1998 , p. 582).

Figure 3: Model of Computational Choice
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Swan and

It i1 important to 110te the identification of i11fl11encing faetors such as previous experience
and attitudes in this model, which not only relate to mathematica but may also impinge on

subject content within a particular context. On the left-hand side of the I!IOOcl, factors
inDucncing the individual are internal and unslablc (changeable). Factors on the right-hand
side of the model are extcmal and for which change is dependent upon others; that is teachers
and or parents. The metacognitive or checking strategics factor relates to higher order,

reflective thinking skills assodated with number sense that could be developed in the
appropriate classroom environment.
The reasoning behind students' chniccs of written, mental or calculator methods- the focus
of Swan's study-revealed students' underlying gaps ofkru>wlcdge or stage of development,
Students should be using mental mathematics as a first resort particularly for simple
operations (Plunkett, 1976). When items increase in complexity, enough to need to use a
calculator or pen and paper, students need to have a mental estimation of whether the answer
is within reason or not by use of melaoognitive or checking strategies. For ellamp[e, students
in Swan's (2002) study who chose to use a calculator for items such as 95 x 1000 had stated
that they needed a calculator because they were working with big numbers. This choice
actually revealed that they lacked an understanding of place value critical for the
development of number sense. From Figure J, the influence of written computation methods
taught in schools on mental computation performance could also be detected by students
choosing to use writlen methods to solve items which should be straightforwardly computed
using mental computation.
As suggested previously, school mathematics has been synonymous with written methods, as
everyday mathematics is with mental methods.

Studies by Newton (1992) compared

students' mental computation performance with their standard written algorithm
performance. Results indicated that sludents who were quite capable of solving moneycontext problems mentally could become confused when asked to solve the identical problem
by using school-taught written methods. This is, as Ginsburg illustrated in the video Twice
Five Plus /he Wings of a Bird (Campbell-Jones, 1985), due to a fundamental lack of

urnlerstanding associated with the procedural way that standard written algorithms were
taught. Many researchers have supported the argument against the continued teaching of
standard written algorithms or written computational strategics, (Hope, Reys, & Reys, 1987;
Jones 1988; Kamii & Dominick, 1998; Reys, 1984; Sowder & Sowder, 1989). It shnuld at
least be delayed until an understanding of place value is established (Ginsburg, 1977).
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Plunkett (1976) claimed lhat one problem with standard written algorithms i1 that they are not
flexible, or crealive. Thi• 1uggests that they would not be helpful in acquiring number sense.
Current euniculum documents in Western Australia 1uggest students should use either their

own invented methods or a conventional algorithm but were careful not to prescribe any
particular algorithm. For example, in the Number sub-strand 'Calculate' (EDWA, 1998)
students should "use their own method or a conventional algorithm to multiply'' (p. 196).
The debate here regarding invented mental methods parallels cunent writtm computation
debates regarding invented written methods. Reys (1984) noted the link between mental
computation and written computatirn llS one of Jive benefits ofte11ehing mental computation:
"It {mental computation) is a prerequisite for successful development of all written

algorithms" (p. 549). This could mean either of two interprctatiollll in the classroom. Either,
the teaching of standard mental methods may influence standard written methods, or else
invented mental methods could encourage invented written algorithms. Non-standard wrillen
methods include examples such as the Gelosia (Venetian Grid) method or the Russian
Peasant Method.
Easley and Easley (1992) have do(:umcnted the lo&& of independence and conlidcnce, and the
development of mathematics anxiety. Mathematics anxiety has hecn sttributcd to trying to
follow directions (fobias, 1978); usociatcd problematic memory lapses (Easley & Easley,
1992); and perceived expectations of others-both the language and image of mathematics,
and rote-learning teaching styles (Haylock, 2001), The phenomenon of studenla becoming
confused and lacking confidence in the school curriculum is not restricted to mathematics. It
belongs 10 a !caching method founded on particular beliefs and expcclationa. It is illustrated
in the canoon shown in Figure 4 when: the aame child reads simple lex! in a stilted (schoollaught) fashion,

yet

is quite capable of reading more complex vocabulary when inspired by

the context. The similarities between recent mathematics and language curriculum changes
reflect the same educational, psychological and philosophical bases. It is recognised that
children do not come to school as 'tabula rasa' or empty slates (Shuart! in Campbell-Jones,
1985).
Constructivist theory is evident in the language curriculum that espouses 'the scientific
method' (Smith, 1985) employed by young children as the best pedagogy. Just as very young
children an: encouraged to approximate in speech and reading, they can be encouraged to
estimate in mathematics. JU51 as children learn to read by reading stories (words in a context)
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When Chloe was in first grade1 the school expected her to grind her way through
a hierarchy of school readers. She would insist on reading to us the required
number of pages every njght, although it was ridiculous and unnecessary- she
was already reading picture books fluently.
The worst aspect of this exercise was the manner of her reading aloud. Instead of
reading with the lively expression she did normally, she did it in the stilted
manner of a child who's beginning to decode the words on the first page for the
first time:
"Tim• and• Pat• and Ro• ver •went• to• the• park• to• play."
' Why are you reading like that, for heaven' s sake?" I asked.
"Because that's the way you have to read at school, silly!"

Note: From Fox (2001 , pp. 122-123).

Figure 4: Differences between two Teaching Methods
rather than rote learning of words, children can learn to solve computational problems by
engaging in contextual mathematical activity rather than rote learning the procedures. The
rate of change within language and mathematics curricula has seen many changes that are yet
more dramatic for language than for mathematics.
According to Dehaene (1997) it may be unfair to compare Western countries with Eastern
countries for mathematics performance, as the language of the western numeration system is
more complex than Asian numeration systems in many respects (p. 160). These claims were
made in reference to Miller Smith Zhu, and Zhang's (1995) study comparing American and
Chinese children.

Their study found amongst other conclusions that American children

struggle most with numbers between 11 and 21, when reciting numbers as far as they can.
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Similar teaching approaches to those used in the Netherlands (Beishuizen, 1997) have been
1utecufully implemented in the UK. Anghileri (2000) commented that ''there have been
reports on the

positive response! that teachm have made to the change of foeu, from written

to mental atrategies" (p. 136). Anghileri also reported that ''rcleatth evidem:e suggests that
very young childrm an: capable or handJing larger numben in more complex ways than
tcachm have conventionally believed or assumed (Munn, 1994; Thompson, 1997)" (p. 126).

Groves and Cheeseman (1993) reported similar findings from I significant calculator project
in Victoria.
Anghileri (2001) described how teachers in Britain were being encoUillged to teach effective
mental strategies explicitly, with guidelines published outlining each year level expectation.
Strategics such as doubling, halving and near-doubles, as well as counting backwanl5 and
forwarde were cncoUillgcd. The author compared lhe English approach of treating mental
and wriuen methods separately with the Netherlands curriculum. The latter is founded on lhe
development of etudents' own infonnal mental strategics and 'didactic contf!!ft s//uatlom'
designed and sequenced as a basis for developing written methods. Then:fore, the debate
regarding whether students should be actively taught strategics or whether experience and
maturation have more influence continues.
2.6.2 The lmporttJnce of Discourse

Anghileri (2000) discussed how talk helps students relate to the visual paltffllli that provide
for mental imagery as does encouraging pattcms and symbols (p. 8). She claimed discollfle
is a powerful tool. Cobb, Boufi, McClain, and Whitenack (1997) refelTCd lo discollfle as
'collective reflection'.

It has also been termed 'reflective discourse' with the teacher

mathcmatising discourse. The authors concluded that "children'• participation in Ibis type of
discourse constitutes conditions for the possibility of mathematical learning" (Anghileri,
2000, p. 132).
The importance of discussion about mathematics seems to be as important as discollflle is to
learning a foreign language. Al one time students could only enter university arts COllfllCS if
they had Year 12 mathematics or a foreign language. Al first, the process of learning a
foreign language and the process of acquiring the technical terminology that can be found in
such publications as illustrated mathematics dictionaries seems more alike than not. The
main differentiation lhough has bem that foreign languages arc not learnt out of context
Indeed students arc first taught the most relevant everyday lcrms whcrcq. ''technical
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mathenmical l~guago is not used in normal cve?)'dsy adult conversation" (Haylock, 20()1,
p. 7). If languages are best learnt by listening to them and engaging in convenation, then
perhaps mathematics is beit learnt by developing a community or leamen, listening to

others' eJ1planations and then interacting as need be.
:Z.7

Ap Rt11tcd Dlfferumi

Two outcomes could result here, Firstly, as Schoen~ld (1987) claimed, school melhods may

prevent students from usins their own invented methods, which might then work against any
age-related improvement. Secondly, according to Piaget (1952) there ia an assumption that
student pcrf'onnancc should improve with age as is consistent with developmental learning.
This could be because students have assimilated more basic £act knowledge and because they
have had more out-of-school experiences.
In discussing teaching approaches for developing number sense, Anghilcri (2000)
recommended that ·~,umbers need lo be presented in a realistic setting in on:ler to make sense
to young children" (p. 12S). This suggests that the provision of context should benefit
younger studcnl~ such u those in Y~ 3. Others suggest that even where context is present,
there are still age differences as Anthony and Wa[shaw's (2003) study on fraclion1 set in a
food context found:
marked diffemices bctwcm the year levels: the development or fi'actlon
knowledge appcm lo be very much I function of time and 1sso,;iatcd educational

«pmcnces. (p. i)

This may suggest that students' out-of-school experiences lhould also increase in relation to
their age, the amount of experience and complexity of tasks perfonncd. However, ii remains
to be seen how mll(:h this affects positively on student pcrfonnance. It also remains

lo

be

seen how much school melhods influence students, positively or ncgativdy, the longer the
time they spend at school, Answers 10 this latter question will be found by identifying the
types of strategy that students choillC to use, For example, a positive impact should result not
only in higher performance scom but also in strategies reflecting invented methods.
Students who score well yet use written methods mentally may be reflecting a negative
school impact. Studmts who score well and display good number sense might be indicating a
positive impact from out-of school experiences or positive in-school experiences. or both.
The chronological age range or (8-14 years) covered by lhi1 study constitulelil a broader
developmmtal age range than hu been previously examined. In Australia, it i1 generally

.

regarded that there may be a tanse of difference or abilities or KVeral yean for an;.·
chronologically homogenoua grouped class; and which varies according to each class level.

In conttut, The Caraher ct al studies (198S, 1987) were or ltUdcnts who had been
developmentally usessed u pcrfonning al Year 3 1tand,.nl. They ranged in age from nine lo
IS ye.n old; all placed in Year 3 u lhi1 was determined to be their ability level. In Nunes ct
11'1 (1993) study, the 1ubjcct1 were 16 thud grader& ranging in age from 8-13 yean with a

mean age of 11.S }'CafS. This was because unlike most Western cultures, lhe students were
placed according to their developmental level of achievement ralher than their c:hronological
age. Students could only graduate to lhc next grade onec lhey had achieved the standard
required o£the previous level.
2.8

~ader Dlfrem1ces

Walkerdine (1998) di=sed the gender perspective with regard lo lhe greater problem of
C

class differences wilhin gender in the UK. She claimed that Shuard (1981) implied lhat when
girls pcrfonned better than boys did on computation, this was discounted by the c:ontent being
]ow-level mathematics. Walkerdine challengcd this. She argued whether rule-following
should be considered as low-level and whether 'real undcratanding' is part of school
mathematics. Wa\kerdine maintained lhat gender differences arc not WI great as regional
differences (pp. 26-27). However, she noted Iha! gender differences in sccondllf)' school
surveys arc more significant, due to an improvement in boys' atlainment {p. 27). Leder
(1990) discussed the Austtalian perspective with several contributions by Fennema (1990)

who compared similar outcomes for American and Austmlian 1:IW1srooms. Leder (1990)
stated that ''mathematics is learned, for the most part, in c:lassrooms" and that classroom

practices, especially teacher beliefs, have inOuenced gender-differentiated outcomes (p. 6),
Leder (1990) also noted lhat teacher expectation WWI a very important factor. Kochler(1990)
claimed that:
withholding help encoW'll~d and nourished charac!cris1ic1 requiml for
independent thinking and that thi5, in tum, led to the higher perl"ormance of
fi:malcs-cannot be discowued. (pp. 193-194)
Both lhe 'fear of success' discussed by Leder (1980) and 'math anxiety' discussed by Brush
(1978) are offered WI factors affecting pcrfonnance associated more with girls than with boys.
Wedcge (1999) linked Bourdieu's notion of 'habitus', lhe "often emotional relationship of
adults to mathematics" (p. 211) and anthropologist Lave's theories on situational context.
She showed how this relationship might result in resistance to learning. and the 'blocks'
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adulls can have specifically during mathematics instruction.

She illustmted this by

dotumenting intefViews with her mother who viewed mathematical competence and
arithmetical competence as separate entities because her school taught them as separate
subjects. The fonner included algebra and geomclly while the latter included the four
operations and simple fractions (as content for mental arithmetic). Wcdege sussc-tcd that
"the habitus ofa young woman in Oerunarlt in lhc 30-40s does not automatically encompllSll
a disposition for learning maths, or generate a conception of maths as a relevant subject"
{p. 215). ltldecd she stated, ''in the lower seconda,y school there was a subject entitled 'girls'
maths'" (p. 215).
It is also recommended by Helme (1995), that applications need to be interesting and relevant
to girls in order to make mathematics more accessible to people who have traditionally been

alienated, "in particular women and girls".

Barnes (1988) argued strongly to embed

mathematics in people-oriented contexts and social concerns in order to appeal to girls. In
light of these statements, the context items designi,d. for this study include family members
participating in several shopping activities.
Gender has recently been an issue in US mathematics equity perfonnan«l as discussed in
Easley and Easley (1992), when compared to Japanese students' perfonnaru:e (p. 19).
Gender differences in perfonnance do not seem to b~ ;,n issue for castem cultures
(Yang, 1995) although gender differences in attributions or ~uccess and failure for Chinese
and Australian students have been reported (Cao & Bishop, 2001).

It therefore seems

appropriate that the issue of gender differences needs to be investigated further for both
preference and perfonnancc.

:u Prerereace
Nothing appears to have been reporti,d. in the literature regarding student preferences for
mental computation items being prcsenti,d. in context compated to 'bare' items, not set in
conteKt.
2.10 Summary

This chapter outlined some of the most significant and related empirical and ethnographic
studies on context including Carraher ct al (198S; 1987), Nunes ct al (1993), and Oubcnnan
(1992). Traditionally, basic numeracy has been assessed by the ability to pass paper and
pencil tests. These tests emphasise de-contextualised calculations and written algorithms.
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The contemporary emphuia on number sense includes recogniaing number rellliollBhips, the
ability to move Jle1dbly between the operations and to check U1Swen for reasonableness.

This view alio acceptl that number operations have more meaning when they arc related to
real world situations or which arise Crom these ,itustions. Reseami has reported on the
inefficiencies of teaching standard written algorilluns.

While &0me researclieri have

identified different mental computation or thinking strategies Iha! atudcnts

11Je

for more

practical and relevant mental mathematics, it remains to be seen what factors may inl111C11ce
students' chokes of mental computation 5trategics (Swan, 2002). Far less rcsean:h has
cumined the effect that context has on developing efficient mental computation strategics or
the effect that context has on mental computation pcrfonnance generally.
Regarding the notion of undcntanding. many mathematics educators believed that
mathematics ability varies with each individual's level of undcntanding (Plunkett, 1979;
Skemp, 1976). This is illustrated by Yang (199S) who found:
!hat students who could co=tly carry out the exact computation using written

methods were not neeeuarily sue<:essful in applying these skills in non•
computational si!Ulltions. (pp. iii-iv)

While there has also been some research on word items of computation and problem solving
generally, there is little literature about money itcma specifically, Mo.i word items found in
commm:ial 5':hool texts include money as a context in mental computation applications,
along with topics such as measurement, ages, food, sport and animals. However, these items
arc designed for individual scatwork rather than class activities as suggested by most
researchers in this field, such as McIntosh ct al (1994). There is alio no evidence ofn:scaKh
regarding atudcnt preference for mental computation ilemS presented in context.
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Chapter 3:
3.1

Methodology

l•trod•edo•

In tllc previoua ehsptm, contemporary research was reviewed lo reveal both lhc importance
, or meaningful contexls such as money in malhematics and the importance or encouraging
studenls to create their own 'toolbox' of menial methods in order to maximise understanding.
The review compared the value or using different contexls to arrive at the conclusion that if
only one context was lo be used, the best one would be money. Different theories of
knowing were outlined and a conceptual framework created, while the issue of bridging
students' out-of-school experiences with their school experiences to avoid two separate
'fields oflcaming' wu al$0 discussed.

3.1 Backaroaad
According to Trochim (2001 ), most educational research now embraces a mix or qualilative
and quantitative research methods, as "all quantitative Jala is based upon qualitative
judgemenls; and all qualitative dala can be described and manipulated numerically... "
(p. 11 ). The methodology chosen for this study was both quantilative and qualilative.

J.2.1 lntenilew Rationale
Interviews were considered the best method to gather this data (Shigemalsu el al, 1994). Bell
(1999) recommended the interview in order to minimize students' non-response lo questions.
II D]$0 allows the researcher to seek immediate clarification if needed, rather than the
associated problems with questionnaire use. Ginsburg (1981) rccommimded speaking to
children rather than just ob5Cl'Ving their behaviour, in order to find out how children think.
Interviews were considered particularly 1q1propriate for the money experience questions. As
dala for the mental compulation items needed to be attained on an individual basis, group
testing with studenls writing down their methods was considered inappropriate for several
rea!JOns. Firstly, the students' written explanations or their method may be incomplete or
unclear. Secondly, students may be tempted lo write down a different method lo the one that
they actually used. For ex.ample, the studen:.. may use written algorithms instead of mental
ones, if they have only been taught lo use written methods and had little experience needing
10 use mental methods. Thirdly, as the extra time may allow the 51udenls longer to think
about the compulation items, they may be tempted lo change their answers. M data was
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requiffll to detenninll both the method and strategies used at the time of calculation, it Wil
consi~cred that interviewing should be conducted immediately after each item's answer was
given. Thia would avoid a posaible increased risk that students mijht forget and/or substitute
a different or newly acquired strategy or method.
Due to the variety of interview types available, the type chosen was a standardised interview
(Demin, 1989) ra;ommendcd by Bell (1999) for flrst•time interviewers because it is e115icr to
"aggrligate and quantify the results" (p. 137). It was also suitable because specific recording
and verification of information linked to previous snxlies was required. This Coma of
standanlis.:d opcn-endod interview categorised by Swan (2002) was outlinod on a continuum
of least to most structure as the second most structured of interviews. Characteristics
belonging to this cl!lSllilication study included: the exact wording and sequence of questions
determined in advance; all interviewees asked the same basic questions in the same order;
and questiOll!I all worded in a completely open-ended format (Patton, 1990). The order of the
money questions and mental computation items for this study, worded in an open-ended
format, appears in the protocols.
The use of a standardised, semi-structured format allowed the researcher to leave each
"interview with a set of respottses that (were) easily analysed" (Bell, 1999, p. 140). These
responses included students' written

answert1

to tile mental computation items and the lape-

ra;onled explanations, as well as the money questions and the researcher's notes on nonverbal actions. As there were twenty hours of re«>rdings transcribed at a rate of "ten hours
for each hour rei:orded" (Bell, 1999, p. 140) this took around two hundred hours to complete.
Interviews were conducted at a rate ofup to four a day and all interviews were transcribed on
the same day to make the process of transcription e115ier.
It was considerl.ld important that no interviewee should feel disenchanted with the process as
that would be unfair for future researchers seeking volunteers.

Apart from the ethics

protl)(:o\s, this meant that the time, place and style of interview were considered. The times
chosen were school times and at secondary school always in mathematics sessions. The
places chosen were either quiet interview rooms or empty cl11Ssrooms with doors open in
open.thoroughfare areas.

The style of interview followed the protocols in Appendices II

""'V.
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1.1.2 Oral Prese111a1/011 ROl/0110/e
Nunei: et al (1993) found in a comparison between Canners and ,rtudents with five years of
schooling, !hat errors by farmers for oral represcnllltions were within a reasonable range.
Further, that questions as to which operation to use were unusual in oral problem solving.
This suggests that context items need to be orally presented. In addition, because, acwnling
to Newman (1977), most errors are likely to occur with decoding of teJlt, the researcher
decided to present the items orally by reading the question aloud to the students, while the
student would read along silently. Because some students' auditory processing development
may Jag behind their visual processing ability, the items were also presented to students in a
visual format, as in Appendix VI.
In Nunes et al's {1993) study, computation items were preseuted orally. Students were
allowed the choice to use pencil and paper, or to solve them orally. The answers were then
only marked either correct or incorrect. By contrast, this study presented computation items
!hat all students had to perfonn mentally, although they had the choice of melhod and
stralegics. Answers were scored using a process scale in order to acknowledge simple
computation errors that may have been made, and to give credit for items partially correct.
3.l

Tbt Dtslgn oftbe Study

Various contexts were considered for this study. However, it was necessary to use money as
the one context only (other than the students themselves) that applied to all students. Money
is one context familiar to students of all ages. From a constructivist view, it was considered
important to determine the students' prior experience with money. As Roth (1996) claimed,
the 'embodied aspects of knowing' are often neglected by the 'individualistic cognition
peJSpectivc' (p. 490).
Quantitative data included three sets of results. First, each student's prior experience wilh
money was rated (see Appendices Ill and IV for the procedure and outline of the thn:e
categories); and ratings given were allocated in response to students' answers to a sel or nine
structured questions. This was in order to quantify qualitative infonnation. As individual
students could have different backgrounds in terrns of familiarity with money, it was decided
to check for such differences between individuals.

This was achieved with a money

experience instrument as part of a qualitative data gathering one-on-one semi-structured
interview. This data were to be used to answer research question 2.

"

The second set of quanlilative dala results were collected from the ~oted performances on
the matched mental computation items both for a money-context and for non-context. For
the study repor1ed here, 'lask context' is the focus with applications.

The 'situational

context' is the school setting with one set of items set in imagined familiar conteKIS. The
one-on- one interview design provided for all computation to indeed be carried out menlally

as Sowder (1992} claimed, ''there is the difficulty of detennining whether or not the
compulation was indeed carried out mentally" (p. 387}. The Mclnlosh et al study (199Sa),
with which some of these results arc compared in Ch.apter 4, covered similar ages wid items
to the study rcpor1cd here, but the items were all context-free and group-administered. II
seemed appropriate for this study to test for gender differences, as any infonnation
concerning subtle differences in performance or strategy choices between genders would be
useful.
The third quantitative data involved noting the strategies that students chose lo use. The
strategies were identified and rated according to the McIntosh et al ( 1994) classification
system given in Appendix IX. The researche; felt that this classification lent itself to
grouping according to the degree of number sense observably employed. This is fur1ber
illustrated in Table 11. For example, guessing or 'can't do', provides no e,iidencc of number
sense, while the use of fingers is primitive and may suggest some "'·number sense is
developing. A group-administered pencil and paper test would not have i'ldicated which
strategies a student had used or how cerlain they were of the answers they gave.
Lastly, students' preferences for the money-context items, the non-wntext items, or neither
were noted, along with whether or not they had noticed any similarity in the items between
the two sets.
The study described here was designed to check for transfer between the two situations of in•
school and out-of-school learning environments previously discussed and. illustrated in
Figure I. Thus, two sets of mental compulation items, one set in.context, the other with non•
context but with identical mathematical content, in order to answer research question I, were
cnnstructed to check for differences in perfonnance. This design is illustrated in Figure S.
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Interview Design 16 Students
(8 female I 8 male)
per Yr level
RQS
3 Mental
Computation
Instruments-Yr 3,
Yr 5, Yrs 7 & 9
RQ 4

Money Experience
Instrument
RQ 2

Context
Items
RQ1

Non-Context
Items
RQ1

Basic Rating

Process Rating

0, 2

0, 1,2

Basic Rating
0, 2

Process Rating

0, 1, 2

Rating
1, 2, 3

Strategies
Rating
L, M, H
RQ3

Strategies
Rating
L, M, H
RQ 3

Any Similarities
noticed?
RQ3

Figure 5: Design for Data Gathering during the One Interview Sitting
Figure 5 illustrates how an equal number of students of both genders were selected to check
for gender differences in order to answer research question 5. Then an equal number of
students per Year level were chosen to check for age differences and to answer research
question 4.

A money instrument was deemed necessary in order to answer research

question 2. Strategies needed to be identified from the matched tests to check if context
made a difference to the type of strategies chosen by students.

This might explain any

difference in performance results between the matched tests for the same student. It was
therefore considered necessary to interview students at the time of computation and to audiotape these interviews for checking and transcribing purposes. This design was developed in
order to answer research question 3. Finally, research question 6 would be answered by
asking students whether they preferred one set of items or the other. In addition, by aslcing if
they noticed any similarities between the items on the two tests; then this might further add to
research question 3.
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3.3.1 SubjtcU

Vol11n1eer students were selected from a secondary school in a middle class wbwb of Perth
and two of the feeder primary 11:hools, from the middle spcclrwn of ability. The teachers

were asked to selecl volunteers from this middle spectrum by eliminating stlldents at either
extreme of mathematics ability in order to be as representative of the average ability st11dent
in the year groups as practicable.
A Iola\ of 64 students were chosen by their teachers-eight males and eight females-from
each of the four year levels of Year 3, Year 5, Year 7 and Year 9. This was in order to cover
a middle speclrum of ability over a wide age range and to make connections with previollS
studies such as Nunes el al (1993), McIntosh ct al (1995a) and McIntosh (2002).
The secondary school (Years 8-12) had streamed classe!l according to ability, with four first
stream classes, three second stream cl11SSCS, three third stream classes and one class for the
'mathematically challenged'. To select students from the middle speclrum, in consultation
with the mathematics coordinator, four students were selected from first slream classes
(but these Weill not the top performing students), with the mnaining twelve students selected
from second stream classes. The feeder primary school teachers selected students according
to the criteria that the students represent the middle range of ability.

The distribution of

student samples by school is shown in Table 7.
Table 7: Distribution of Student Samples by School
School TyPe

Sample

Ycar3

Y=S

Y=7

Size

M

F

M

F

M

F

Primary School I

25

4

s

4

4

s

4

Primary School 2

23

4

3

4

4

3

4

8

8

8

8

8

8

Secondary School

16

Totals

64

Y=9
M

F

8

8

8

8

Due to ethical requimncnts, all students who participated in this study needed to he
voluntccrs. The Year 7 and Year 9 students were given disclosum statements and most
signed their own consent fonns. Class tcachem noted how wonderfully unusual it was to
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select students for mathematieal activities based on their average range of perl'onnance.
Either usually the top studcntll are recommended for eittcnsion activities or the weaker ones
are identified for remedial woril:.
Year 7 was the most difficult year level for oblaining volunteers. One Year 7 teacher
commented that the lack ofinterest her studcntll had in volunteering might have been due to a
perception by the students that they were in need of 'lj!Cdal help'. Because they were only
used to either the brightest or the weakest students being ehosen for mathematics
intervention, studentll assumed that they must belong to the latter.

Year 7 may be a

panicularly sensitive time for students in Western Australia, as they are about to graduate
from primary school and move on to secondary schooling. Either, their confidence regarding
their mathematics ability may be sensitive due to this uncertainty or they may have enjoyed
being able to say "no'· for a change, rather lhan be volunteered by their parents.
The researcher noted that three Ycar 7 teachers at one primary school approached their
classes as a group to request volunteers, and therefore group dynamics and peer pre,sure
cannot be discounted. However, at the second primary school, the Year 7 teacher approached
students on an individual basis. This individual approach proved to be more successful and
it was noted that at the scc:ondary school, lhe Year 9 students were approached individually
by the mathematics co-ordinator. This one-on-one approach contributed to the liluderu·
willingness to volunteer. By contrast, the group request for volunteers in Year 7 seemed to
woril: best when only parent permission slips were required, as was the case for Years 3 and S
at both ofth~ primary schools.
The interview• were conducted in consecutive order from Years 3·9. This order provided a
thtoretically logical structure for monitoring developmental changes and diffefCllces across
the year levels. Commencing with Year 3-beforc the statewide testing-also proved
practically useful, as it was anticipated that enthusiasm for any testing might dissipate
immediately after the statewide testing.
3.3.2 lnstromenls

As mentioned previously, one single context of money was chosen as all children have
experienced money-in order to be able to evaluate development lhroughout the year levels
for a sample of this size. T•¥o instruments were used; the money experience questions and
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Protoeol1 for admilli•ttring lho

the two sets of matched mental computation items.

interviews were adapted not only because of ethical considerations IO protei::t the subjei::ts, but
also to ensure that each interview was consistently wnducted.
Money Experience lmlrument

This was considered an important instrument to ascenain the 1tudents' prior interest in, and
experien<:e with money. The instrument co111i,ted ofa series of nine questions, which can be
found in Appendix II. Thi:se questions were designed to uncover each student's i:-rior task,
situational and social context history with money. Questions asked about parental influence
on money use, money use in school activities, regularity of income, saving and spending
habits in actual and imagined situations, and savings skills. These exposures asaume certain
associated skill experiences, such as counting money, giving and checking change, and
multiplicative reasoning when buying more than one item or when working out a set amc,unt
to save regularly.
The rating scale shown in Table 8 represents the composite score aUocated, from the vlllious
ratings awarded to studcnl!i' responses to the different questions. A high exposure to money
experiences was detennined to be, for example, working in a shop and giving change IO
customers, earning a regu:ar income from a pllrl-timejob, or being 'se[f.managing'.
Table 8: Money Experience Rating Scale
Money Experience

Rating Scale

High Exposure

J

Medium Exposure

2

Low Exposure

A medium exposure to money was de1ennined to be, for example, when a student mentioned
'planned saving' or 'real' buying or selling experiences at school. A low exposure to money
experiences was detennined to be, for example, the receipt oflittle if any pocket money, little
reason for spending it, and no sp~ilic saving plan mentioned. This rated a one. Full details
of the marking criteria and procedure are given in Appendices Ill and IV.
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JI

Ment/ll ComJJldaticm Instrument
The mental computation inslnlii:11:ntconsisted or 10, 12, 13, and 13 matched pairs of items for
Years 3, S, 1, and 9 respectively. For example, 60 + 80 =? for non-conte1tt, matc:hcd Ow
item, 1/ I spefll 60 cents on a11 icy pole then 80 cent& on a chocolate bar, haw much did I
SM/Id a/together? The rw.on for the number of items being less in Year 3 and Year S was

becall5C lhe timci taken needed to be ora similar duration for C!k:h year level, to meet M:hool
demands. This was consistent with Caltingham and McIntosh's (2002) meUtodology to

minimize test fatigue in Year 3.
For the purpose of this study, the context word problems are referred to as 'context items', for
reasons mentioned previously.

For obtaining pennission notices, the tenn 'mental

computation questions' wu used rather th1111 'mental computation items' as it was felt that
this was more meaningful to the parenls and students.

Practice items were used to introduce students to lhe test instrument. The practice items were
identieal across all four oflhe year levels to control for any practice effect. These items were
/5- 9

~ ? for

non-context, andJameJ had 10 cen/J then was giwm 70 cent.I. How much does

he have now? for context
The items were organised by topic to cover lhe four operations of addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division ofwhole numbers. Years S to 9 included non-whole nwnbCf
operations of lhe addition of decimals, while Ycars 7 aml 9 funher included percentage, and
subtraction and multiplication of decimal items to two decimal places. The items allowed for
a progrwsion of difficulty from addition and subtraction of whole numbers through to
decimals and percentages. The items were lhcrefore presented to the year levels according to
perfonmmce er.p«:tations for each year level consistent with pn"•ious methodology ,in
McIntosh et al (199Sa). One decimal item (6.10 plus 4.90) appeared unly at Years S, 7 and 9.
The percentage item (25 percent of 48) and the olher two decimal items (0./ x 45) and
(6- 4.50) appeared only at Years 7 and 9. A full distribution of all items by topic appears in

Appendix VII. This structure provided a limit for lhe content covered in lhis study and the
full range for all four year levels is shown in Appendix VII, which also gives lhe wording for
the items in context.
Item topics wer,;' distributed across the year levels as indicated in Table 9. Identical items
across more than one year level were purposely selected to allow age-level comi,Miso!III. For
example, two items, 79 + 26 and 105 - 26 span all fouroflhe year level tests while six items
BO

span the three year levels S, 1 and 9. The total number of different items across all the year
levels is 21.

The tests for Year 7 and 9 were identical as it was consid~ that all the

content would have ~n covered by the Year 7 stage. A comparison of the results could
ensble a check for consistency between secondary level schooling and primary lcvel
schooling.

Table 9: Non-Context Items Common across Multiple Year Levels

All Fo11r Year Levels

Three Ycar Levels

Two Year Levels

(S, 7, 9)

(3,S)

19+26

16S+99

60+80

IOS-26

60 x 70

68 +32

(3,

s, 1, 9)

7X2S

74-30

IS0+2S

Double26

6,20+4.90
3S00+3S
N<>10: Year 7 and Year 9 itomi were all idontieal

With regard to validity and reliability, all the items in this study were selected from mental
computation test items used in the McIntosh et al (199Sa) study and adapted to provide for
contex.t. These eontcx.l word ilelns were tested in a pilot study described later in this chapter.
This method of item selection ensured that all the items were known lo be appropriate for
mental computation for these age levels and that the results could then be compared in the
analysis. For example, the item 16S + 99 was included because it can be solved mentally,
using the 'add one hundred, Jake.away one' compensation strategy.
As discussed previously, a limit was provided for the tenn 'context' in this study by only

using one context-money.

The money..context provided for computation items used

minimal wor<ls in familiar everyday language, in order to reduce errors due to language
comprehension difficulties (Newman, 1977; Cockcroft, 1982; van den Heuvel-Panhui1:en,
1999). As discussed in Stacey (1990), the danger of nonsense questions (a constructed

contex.t ofa few words requiring a sing!.., answer response) has been avoided in this research
design in line with testing reported by Stacey and Bourke (1988),
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This sludy's non-context tests only required students to lhow the second of McIntosh ti al's
(1992) number sense key areas {knowledge and facility with operations). However, !he items

set in • money-context required studmts to demonslnlte both the second and lhe third
(applying this knowledge) of these key areu (p. 23), The nature oflhe task and situational
contexls used familiar everyday events, such as shopping, that centered on family life and
family memben,
l!ach item was presented both vi&111\ly (as written on the sheet) and orally (as read by the
researcher). This was designed to avoid disadvantaging studcnls who may have preferred one
mode of presentation to the other, and to help overcome any reading difficulties. This was
bix:ause McIntosh et al (1995a) had found a marked difference in performance for some
individual items when comparing oral and visual presentations and suggested that varied
presentation may encourage different slnltegies. In addition, because Anghileri (2000)
m;ommended that numbers prc&mted in a realistic setting should be presented orally in onler
to help develop number sense.
J.4

Procedure

All 64 students were interviewed on an individual basis by the researcher in the one sitting
only over a period of several weeks. These intim<iews were audio-taped and transcribed later
the same day by the researcher. Pseudonyms were used lo identify studcnls on the tape
m;ordings. These administrative codes were converted to a single numeric code from one to
64 as shown in the overall results tabled in Appendix X.
First, the semi-structured set of nine questions as set out in Appendix D was asked to
determine children's prior experience with money.

The protocol for conducting these

questions is set out in Appendix II. Protocols were used to ensure that each interview was
conducted in an identical manner, as the researcher followed the set protocol each time. The
protocol for the mental computation items is set out in Appendix V. The items presented in a
money-context were mathematically identical to the items presented without context.
3.4.l Administration ofMoney Experience lrutrument

This consisted of nine questions concerning the studc11ts' prior experiences with money for
both their in and out-of-school experiences. The questions along with the protocol an: in
Appendi1' II. These were asked before the mental computation test items. After conducting
the interviews and transcribing the answers given on the tapes, student responses were rated
according to the procedure designed by the =~her and outlined previously in Table 8.
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Responses were rated as indicating high (3). medium (2), or low (I) exposure. Samples of
interview extract!~ given in Appendix IV. An overview of the three ratings is given in the
analysis chapter, while the priority evaluation procedure used lo detcnnine the ratings
allocated is given in Appendix Ill.
The Oowchart in Appendix III is identical in procedure and is provided as a viwal orgiutiscr
lo illustoite thil evaluation process and it was designed for reeording indivirlual results. A

sample of over 10 pm:ent (eight out of64) of the rated experiences was then independently
validated by a mathematics educator. The mathematics educator (heneeforth, the ehecker)
checked the reliability of the scores using the priority system stated above and shown in
Appendix Ill. The interview transcripts for the eight samples were presented to the checker
in typed fonnat as transcribed directly from the tapes by the researcher.

These were

accompanied with a copy of the proceduie and several copies or the diagrammatic flowchart
shown in Appendix Ill. The priority system required working through the answers to
questions in a set order. The checker allocated scores by working through the interview
transcripts. Once a criterion was met, a score was allocated and no further ehecking was
needed. The elimination of possibilities provided the most experience with the highest rating
through to the least experience with the lowest rating. The checker wa:i 1101 given the scores
allocated by the researcher. The two sets of scores allocated separately by the checker and
the researcher were then compared for validation purposes.
As there were 64 interviews rated, a sample size of eight, being over 10 percent, was selected
to meet acceptable validation requirements. The eight selected samples comprised two
transcripts from each of the four year levels and covered at least two different ratinp from
each of the r,ossible three ratings. The checker perfectly matched seven out of tile eight
sample scores with a part match for one sample, which resulted in a final score of94 percent.
When the researcher re-checked this sample's difference, it appeared that the checker had
followed an error of procedure for that sample.

Three of these eight checked sample

interview transcripts appear in Appendix IV. Eoch one chosen represents one or the three
ratings (I, 2, and 3).
3.4.2 Admln/5/ralion ofMental Computal/011 lrulromenl

Immediately following the money experiences instrunient the students were given the mental
computation items during a one-on-one interview of approximately thirty minutes duration.
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Both sets of items set in context and non-context were presented at the same sittin11. The
se<:ond set of items was given dinx:dy after the first set following a short break. In order to
avoid errors in decoding of text, the researcher read the question aloud to the students, while
the student read along silently. Beeause auditory processing development may lag behind
visual processing ability for some students, the items wen= also presented in a visual fonnat,
as in Appendix VI.
Year 3 only had addition, subtraction and doubling for whole number items with halving for
non-whole number items.

Because the item was designed to test for conceptual

undcn;tanding, lhe word 'hair was L111ed rather than the numerical symbol ' 1/J'. Year S items
included multiplication and division wilh one addition item of two numbers to two decimal
places. Year 7 and 9 items included one prn:entage item, and three decimal items. Along
with that mentioned previously, there was one multiplication oh whole number by a decimal
fraction (a multiple often) and a decimal number subtraction.
The presentation order of lhe mental compulation items was such that the contextual items
were presented first for eight students at each year level, while lhe other eight students at
each year level were presented wilh the non-context items first. This reversed order was
designed to control for any effect of one fonnat upon the other. In each set of eight students.
lhere were four students of each gender.
Each student was given a copy of each set of items so lhat lhey could silently read along as
lhe researcher read each item aloud. This was to avoid any bias for either a visual or oral
presentation preference. Students were only required to write their answers, and were not
pennined to record any working out. After lhe student had finished writing each answer, the
researcher asked them to explain how lhey worked their answer out. Explanations were
given directly after each item,

This was necessary in order to detennine the menial

compuL1tion strategics that students had used. By removing lhe factor of competition wilh
other students and lhe pressure of speed, fewer children engaged in writing just any response
because students were infonned that lhey would need to explain both lheir answers and their
reasoning. This design allowed children ''to show what lhey are able to do" (van den HeuvelPanhuizen, 1999, p. 132).
The interviews were recorded on audio-tape. Regarding the benefits of interviews, Bell
(1999) claimed that "a major advantage of the interview is adaptability'' (p. 135).

In

particular, clarification can be sought. Bell (1999) claimed that interviews "can yield rich
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material and

C1J1

often put Hesh on the bones" (p. 135). Thi1, !he claimed i1 beelllR ''the

way in which a response is made (the tone of voice, facial expression, hcsilalion, etc) can
provide infonnation that a written response would conceal" (p. 135). For this mllOD, field
notes were made of any observable body language or non-verbal actions, such as facial
expressions and linger counting. while the students' tone of voice and hesitation were
apparent on the sudio-tapes.

Bell (1999) fi.uther cautioned that interviews arc time-

consuming. Therefore, while this data collection technique limited the number or students to
be studied, the i!epth ofinfonnation available regarding strategy choices was substantial.
The students' answers to the two ,els of items were transcribed and scored for accuracy and
procen-the 'process scale'. See Table 10 for the lhrec-poinl rating scale used. The usual
scale used by teachers checks for accuracy only. Termed a 'basic scale' it nonnally uses two
scores only-a 1 (if correct) and a O(if incorrect). Student answers in this study were scored ,
using both scales by adjusting the 'basic scale' use for correct to a 2. This was so that
comparisons could be made with the 'process scale' lo find how much of a difference the
process scale actually made. The variation found is discussed in the analysis chapter.
Table 10: Process Performance Raling Scale for Mental Computation Items
Response

Score

-c=,---c,-M-~-a-----'--------------,
Psrtially correct
(lncomct answer given but student used correct method with
only one mor)
Incorrect answer
(more than one error or no attempt)

0

Whitbread (1999) stated lhat, "often children taught to do sums vertically cannot do the same
calculations when they are presented horizontally..." (p. 21). McIntosh ct al ( 1995a) elaimed
that ''when the item is presented visually the student is more explicitly reminded or the
written algorithm, which is probably inhibiting because of its perceived complexity'' (p. 29).
Therefore, it was decided to present both sets of items horizontally, and orally, as it was felt
that a vertical presentation fonnat would be more likely lo remind students of the school·
taught written algorithm. Both the oral presentations together with the horizontal fonnat of
the written presentation should help students. Otherwise, students might rely on the visual-·
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presentation and try lo juggle the horiwntal prcscnlation inlo I vertical on~lo use melhod5
learnt outside of school, as well u help students for whom reading comprehension may be a
difficulty.
The individual interview• also fcx:uscd on uncovering the mental computation strategies used,
ralher than just the answers. Participants wen, uked to first give their answer and then
explain how they found that answer. A note was made of the strategies used then these were
rated according to the degree of number sense observed as categorised in Appendix IX.
Student strategy choices were later compared to a hierarchy of mental computation strategies
with some minor modifications from McIntosh et al's (1994) classification and observation
notes made by the rescan:her at the time and from transcripts of the tape recordings. This
hieran:hy is shown in Table I I. The modifications were minor because they included sub·
categories that were able to be included under two CJ1isting pr.rent code headings. These
parent code headings were both classified as higher order strategies.
Students' answers were scored c~m:ct according to Table to.

Some students were

completely certain about the correctness of their answers. Other students. uncertain about
their answers, may have only guessed. When students were certain of their answers, these
were clearly explained by the students and the use of efficient strategics. This demonstrated
number sense, while guessing was evident from the students' uncertainty of the reasons given
for their strategy choices. Partially correct answers resulted from inefficient or partly carriedout strategies, which might refleet number sense depending on the strategy or strategies
chosen. Either an incom,etly applied or inefficient choice ofstrategy or no explanation at all
accompanied incorrect answers.

Some students made no attempt at all and interviews

endeavored to uncover reasons for this lack of ability.
Students were asked only to write their answers, and not to do any working out on paper.
Students were also removed from the class setting, their peers and class teachers lo a room in
the school-usually an interview room or the library or similllf. This was an attempt to
reduce 'situational cues' such as associating the use or a method taught to them by their
classroom teacher by the presence of that teacher. Otherwise, the students might be more
likely lo use 'school taught routines' instead of their own thinking ~trategies (Camber ct 2.l,
1987; Boater, 2000). This was coltliidered important, as Schoenfeld (1985) described 'cucbased practices' as the antithesis of mathematical thought (Boaler, 2000).
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3,5 Dacrlptlon of lbe Envlronmeat
A short questionnaire was sent to each of the three schools to obtain background data on any
differences in teaching styles or emphasis for mental computation between lhe schools
involved in Ibis study. The questionnaire is shown in Appendix XI.
Differences in environments need to be considered. LeCompte 1111d Goetz (1982) susgested
that "comparability requires that lhe ethnographer delineate lhe characteristics or lhe group
studied ... so clearly they can serve as a basis for comparison with like and unlike sroups"
(p. 34). A brief description or lhe schools, teachers, students and classroom practices wilh

mental computation follows.
J.J.J

Primary School Clmses

All primary school classes noted Iha! Ibey practi~ed mental mathematics for more than ten
minutes per day.

Primary school (B) had a principal with an extensive mathematics

background who had worked for lhe education department's curriculum branch and he had
published curriculum materials cummtly in use.

This principal also took occasional

mathematics classes.

Year J
One primary school (A) had a younger teacher who used the same 'Sheriff and set half of
the mental computation items in a context. Program activities were sourced from the
teacher's own ideas anj\ were 'needs based', using class discussions or written number
sentences on the board.
The teacher al primary sch,ool (8) was more experienced, did not use 'Sheriff and always set
mental computation items i'n a context, creating her own program activities as required. This
teacher used bolh individlia.l scst work from a set text and class discussions for real-life,

,,
,,

story, personal or media items, written on the board, in a number sentence.

Years
Both Year S teachers at lhe lwo primary schools were very experienced teachers who shared
responsibilities for their c1J~ wilh other teachers. They bolh specialised in mathematics.
Both or lhese teachers p~~ted
about half of the activities in context and neither used the
;,
same 'Sheriff.

S7

The teacher at school (A) used flashcards, sourced program materials (rom Maths Today
Series and always used individual seat work. PattCIIlll in !ables were explicitly !aught and

shopping worksheets wei:e used in conjunction with the computer program, 'Let's go
shopping'.
The teacher at school (B) used the 'tables' version of the game 'Buzz' and her own resources
to re-enforce the basic number facts. Individual seatwork was used only for revision while
class discussions were used for number sentences set in contexts and written on the board.
This teacher mentioned teaching strategies such as bridging, working backwards, and
rounding.
Year 7

One class timelabled 6S minutes per week of mental mathematics made up or five l 5-minut1:
sessions. Year 7 students at both schools experienced class discussions of solutions to
written number sentences on the board.
Both schools mentioned teaching mental computation strategies. These included rounding,
working backwards, place value and cancelling. Bolh schools used individual seat work from
a set text, although one school (A) always used Ibis while the other (B) only used it
sometimes. The teachers at school (A) wed lhe game 'Sheriff', and presented lhe majority of
mental mathematics items set in a context---50me of these being money, some meusurement.
At school (B), the teacher wed his own activities, as appropriate, whkh sometimes included
the use of money and measurement as a context for concept application with an emphasis on
percentages, decimals and fractional equivalents. No 'Sheriff' was played at school (B) in
YearSorYear7.
3.5.2

Summary ofPrimary Schdafs' Mental Mathematics Programs

All three primary school year levels program mental mathematics for at least ten min•Jtes
daily.

Mostly items were set in a context, either money or measurement, with some

individual seatwork for practice. Traditi~nal[y the game, 'Sheriff' is presented without
context. II was only used at one school and by less senior teachers. ThiB Buggests that for
mental mathematics lhere may still be rome evidence or Thorndike's (1913) associationist
teaching principles in schools, such as repetition and practice. There were also, at every class
[eve], discussions of rolutions for context mental mathematics items written on the board.
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These discussions may or may not welcome studenls' 1nvented strategics,

WI

all teachers

admitted lo lhe teaching of mental computation strategics. However, no teacher mentioned
teaching rules, such as 'remove lhc zero', u reported by McIntosh (1996).
3.5.3 Year 9 Secondary Schoof Molhematlcs Program
The secondary school head of the mathematics department stated that for Year 9, the mental
mathematics component of the mathematics program was used primarily as a warm-up
activity. Items were usually presented on the whiteboard, to suit the topic of the !c!ISOn.
There was no set program to follow, so the format and content was teacher driven. Most
Year 9 mathematics teachers would spend five minutes per 45 minute lesson, wilh up to four
lessons per week. Students did not spend this time in seat-work or working individually from
written exercises in text books, but orally discussing the whiteboard item as a class allowing
for students to be aware of different solutions.

Some teachers would teach mental

computation strategies, as needed, with around half of the mental computations items
presented in context of which money was used the most often. Because the game 'Sheriff'
was unfamiliar to lhe head of department, it was presumed that it was not used at this
secondary school. Overall, the structure of the secondary school's mental mathematics was
similar to the primary schools' mathemlllica programs, although. given the nature of the more
integrated curriculwns at primary school level, the opportunities for mental mathematics may
occur more often.

J,6

Etbles Procedure

The first ethical requirement wa.'! for permission to be sought from the target schools. This
permission was first obtained in person, then letters outlining the scope and nature 0£ the
study were sent to each of the school principals to formally request volunteers, along with
sample copies of parent and student letters.
An ethics requirement of the study was that target studenls of a suitable age should be

required to sign their own permission slips as well as seeking their parents' permission by
providing parent permission slips as shown in Appendix I. The researcher decided that Year
7 and Year 9 should be appropriate ages. This meant that parental pennission ilips were
required only for Years 3 and S. Although this was necessary for ethics clearance, this was
problematic, as some Year 7s were reluctant to volunteer. In hindsight, this researcher would
seek teacher advice before offering only sludent permiMion slips to primary school children.
The problem of obtaining volunteers was the only factor to delay the research but its impact
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was only minor. lilh:I'VieWll ofvol11r1.ttc:tt were e11nduettd in quit! areas at times negotiated
to suit the schools. teachers and students. The manner ofhow the inttl'Views were going to
be conducted was outlined on lhe pennission slips in Appendix I.
3,7

PIiot Study

The pilot study consisted of a small sample of students using the proposed items, conducted
at one secondary school and one primary school. The trials consisted of two volunteer
students of average ability, as selected by the class teachers, from each of the four year levels.
Students were told to take their time, as only accuracy was important.

The mental

computation items took an average of half an hour. B~ause of the pilot study, a minor
modification was made to the Year 7 mental computation instrument length by removing one
item. No changes were made to the wording of the context items.
Both sets of contextual and non-contextual items were presented at lhe same sitting. The first
student of each pair was presented with the money-context items fir5t. The second student
was presented with the context-free items first in order to avoid any bias associated with
order of presentation, as was lhe plan for lhe main study. For example, if all students had
scored higher for the second set ofitems, whelher they consciously noticed any similarities or
not, this could be claimed to be a factor influencing improved performance because of the
repeat involved.
Students were also asked to note, which two items proved the most challenging for each set
of items. This was to identify any pattern of glaring difficulty in case any items should be
modified. The two items selected were not always the same for both students of the same
year level. Nor were they the same two selected for the same matched items.
From the pilot testing, it was detcm,ined that the two sets of items should take approximately
half an hour per year level. With regard to non-context computation items. McIntosh et al
(1995a) found, during their pilot testing, that twenty seconds per question item was very
generous for some. However as the McIntosh et al study items were a!I non-context, more
time was considered necessary for the context items in this study. With regard to lhe context
items, lhe pilot testing indicated that thirty seconds was sufficient for each item, so this was
determined to be the maximum time al1owed to answer each item.
The students' preference for either context or non-context items was noted for each student
by asking, ''Did you like one test (set ofitems) more than the othertestr' and "Why is Iha\?"
at the end of the interview. Results here were mixed. A second question, "Did you notice
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anything similar about the two tests {sets of items)?" was also asked. Only one Year 7
student noted, when asked, that the items were similar. Although, this was only a very small
sample, it was felt that it would be appropriate to proceed with a larger-scale study to
compare the two sets of itcmll. This should determine the effect of money-conte1tt items on
mental computation perfonnance.

J,8

Preparation r11r Data Aaaly1ls

In the main study, re,ults of the matched items were then compared to detcnnine whether
context, age or gender made a difference to performance on menial computation items for
either non-context or conte1tt.
Due to the use ofa different numberofitems for the three tei;ls, which meant that the mental
computation items were scored out of different totals, scores were converted to percenlagll!i
for easier comparison.
Four scales were used for the study as previously illustrated in Figure S. One rating scale, the
money experience instrument, was used to rate students' prior money experiences. Two
scales, basic and process rating, were used to as11ess performance for the mental computation
items and one number sm!II: scale was used to assess strategy use. As the money experience
instrument has previously been discussed, these last three scales arc discussed here in turn.
The first pr:itOrmance scale was a three-point process and accuracy competency rating
(0, I and 2) as discussed previously and shown in Table 10. Students scored 2 points for a

correct answer, I point for partially correct and O points for an incorrect response or no
attempt. This rating score allowed for computation errors where the process wu correct and
was of most importance for items where a student's answer was partially correct. However,
where a student gave an incorrect answer due to more lhan one cJTor, this was scored as a
zero. This scoring system is tcnned 'the process scale' forlhe purpose of this study.
With the second performance scale, students were rated according to the traditional basic
scoring rating (0, 2) for either incorrect or correct. Thus, in order to make a comparison with
the process and accuracy scale, the scores allocated were simply a 2 for each correct answer
or a zero for each incorrect answer. This scoring system is tcnned 'lhe basic score' for the
purpose of this study.
The number sense scale rated the level of mental computation strategics evidenced according
to a three-tier sophistication scale of Low, Medium or High (L, M, H), as in Table 11.
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This scale was developed by the resean:her from a previoll!l classification by McIntosh d al
(1994) and was used to rate each student's answer for each item according to the type or

mental computation strategies identified, A number sense rating or L, M or H was then
allocated for each student's answer to each item. Where students had used more than one
strategy per item, answers were coded by allocating the higher strategy rating. For example,
the use of two medium level strategies and one higher order strategy resulted in convening to
a rating ofH for that student for that item. This number sense scale helped to identify each
individual students' level of overall number sense and the level of member sense for
individual items presented in context or othCl'Wise. This allowed for cross analysis between
individual students and individual items.

This rating scale helped to determine two

dimensions of number sense-first, 'height' represented by

a

sophistication ranking

according to Table 11, and second, 'breadth' represented by the range of strategics used
overall.
Table 11: Tluee•licrC]assification of Mental Compulation Strategics
Description

Parent
Col,
L

Number .sense Is not evidenced or use of low level .strategy
choices

CD

Couldn't do

G

Guessed

K

Known fact

Pl

Used place value instrumenlally
Some number sense is evidenced by choice of med/um·levef
strategiu

M
A
CJ

H

c,

Used aids (fingers)
Counting elementary
Well-developed number sense Is evidenud by choice of
hlgher·order strateglu
Counting in larger units

R

Initial strategy
Used other relational knowledge (RKF) (RKS)

P2

Used place value relationally (USP)

I

Note: Modified from, Mclnlolb et al (1!194, p. 89)
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The complete chart of McIntosh et al's strategies within their piuent codes is given in
Appendix IX. The level or mental compulalion strategy use identified was used to dctennine
the degree of number sense in order to check for lhe effect or contCJlt on strategy choices. In
addition to the McIntosh et al (1994) parent code strategi.:s identified in Table I I-because
some strategies Iha! were identified did not fit in lhat existing classification sys!cm-it was
necessary to include some extra strategy cl~iflcations. These new categories as listed in
Table 11 include RKF (relate to a known fact) and USP (used smaller parts) as well as RKS
(relate to knowledge of money),

These slrategies all indicated evidence of relational

knowledge and were lherefore placed eilher under the parent code ofR (RKF & RKS) or P2
(USP) which rates the strategies 'high' for number sense.

Along with the four scales mentioned, two questions identical to those outlined in the pilot
study were asked of students at the end of lhe interview. Firstly, in order to identify each
student's preference and any possible correlation of student preference for item type with lhe
students' performances, students were asked to indicate if they had a preference for either
context or non-context items. This question was asked to attain evidence as to whether or not
preference (attitude) might affect the students' results. Possible answers could be either in
favour of context, in favour of non-t'ontext, or in favour of neither; and could include a
qualifying statement such as why such a preference was held.
Lastly, students were asked whether they noticed any similarities between the two

sets

of

items. Answers could include noticing that all items were mathematically identical. It could
also be noted that some items within the tesl.s were related as were the pairs 165 + 99 and
264- 99, 105- 26 and 79 + 26.
3.9

Summary

The study reported here was designed to compare oral mental methods in a money-context
both orally and visually presented, for studenl.s from Year 3 (primary school) to Year 9
(secondary school). Any marked difference in perfonnancc for context items over non·
context items should suggest positive effect for context. As any improved perfonnance for
context-based items might be due to previous money experiences, the level and quality of
previous money experiences-in-school or out-0£-school-was dctcnnincd by interview.
Another reason for difference in performance might bi, that students chose different strategies
for the different presentation formats, suggesting varying levels of number sense for
individual students between tests may be context dependent.
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With regard to the impact of motivation on performance, each student's preference for a
presentation format was also tested. This study's design allowed for checking of transfer
between two test items not only in cases where results for an individual student varied
between context and non-context, but also for any student. Students who scored highly for
both presentation formats could have their strategy choices checked to find whether they had
differentiated slrategy choi.ces for the different formats. That is, whether students had used
written methods mentally for the non-context items while using efficient mental methods for
the context items, lhus indicating lack of transfer, This may well be a transitional stage. It
would be identified by a student receiving a high number sense score for context items but a
low number sense score for non-context items. By comparison, low scoring students for both
presentations could be expected to use low number sense strategies for both formats.
Culturally, most students revealed experience working in small businesses and shops. While
the issue of gender was tested, lhe study design did not consider differences in cultural
background, ability with English, English as a second language or social background.
Anecdotal evidence from the researeher's familiarity with the schools concerned sugg:ested
that any such differences would be minimal and, in order to consider these factors, a much
larger study beyond the scope of this resean:h would have been required.
In the next chapter, analysis of the results systematically addresses each of the specific
research questions in tum. The findings are discussed within the framework of answering the
main research question: Whal effect doe.'/ /he conte:c/ of money have 011 students ' mental
compulaliOII performance?
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Chapter 4: Analysis of Results
The previous chapter made reference to both lhe qualitative and quantitative data coHection
methods undenaken. This was in order to answer each or lhe research questions. This
chapter contains analysis or this data. While quantitative data was used to determine any
overall difference in perfonnance between lhe two sel!I or matched items, it was also
mx:eS3al')' to collect qualitative data. This was in order to identiry students' mental strategy
methods, lhe degree of their previous money experiences and their preference for a particular
presentation. This chapter contains an analysis or all the data from lhe interviews and the
mental computation instrument, The data collected

arc

discussed, first in an overview of

general trends and then with more detail according to each specific research question's
emphasis. After addressing each of the specific questions in order, an explanation or how
and why the data have been analysed in this way rollows. To conclude, all the infonnation is
then discussed within the framework of answering the main research question: What effect

does the ccmtext of money have an students ' mental computation perfonnance?
4.1

Method or Qu1ntltatlve D1t1 An1ly1l1

The data pool of mental computation perfonnance was analysed according to both process
perfonnance and basic scores. The first score was the lhrlle-point process score of 0, I, 2
mentioned previously, while the second score was the more traditional basic score or either a
2 for correct or O for incorrect. The purpose of using both systems was in order to check for

dilferenc<"S between the two scoring systems to see whether the process affected overall
perfonnance in the matched sets oritems. Both scores were applied to each student's answer
for context and non-context items.

Bolh the perfonnance and basic scores were then

compared.
4.2

Method or Qu1llt1tlve 0111 Analysis

Student answers to the nine money experience questions were the first set of qualitative data
to be coHected and given an overaU money rating score of I, 2 or 3 ror money experience.
Analysis occurred by grouping and c[assirying similar answers and lhen rating them
according to the degree or realistic money experiences reported by each student. Then,
money experience was checked against perf'onnance for mental computation.
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'
Mental con!putation slratcgics wm, identified' using the classification system listed in
Table 11, in the previous chapter, ftom trans(:ripts of the students' answers. These were then
compared with each student's performance results to checlc for any correlation for the

provision of context, The menial computation strategies identified in this study were also
compared to the McIntosh (2002) students' strategy choices.

4,3

Overall Results ror Mental Computation
Table 12: Number of Students with Correci Answer across Year Levels
Item By

Ye:ir3 (N=l6)

Year 5 (N'-'16)

Year7(N=l6)
C
NC

Year 9 (N,.16)
C
NC

Operation

C

NC

C

NC

60+80
68 +32
79+26
16S+99
6.20+4.90

9
6

12
9

13
14

14
14

4

8

9

10
9

14
14

16
II

14

IS

9

13

13

8

16

12

13

14
13

80-24
140-60

0

IS
6

II
8

12

II
15

74-30

4

3
6
8

IOS-26

2

3

3

6-4.50

12
14

264-99

6

Double26
7x25

9

9

60x70
38 X SQ
0.1 x45
150+25

Halfofl6
Halfof30
3500+35

II
0

16
7
2

16
8
2

30

so

8

12
14
7

12

14

12

II

8
7
6

10
6

9
8

12

8

6

4

4

s

9

8

14

7

8

6

,

13

13

9

10

8

7

7

8

67

68

64

64

13
9

25%of48

Means(%)

II
6

60

60

Note: C • Contex!; NC n Noo-eontcxl

Using the basic scoring system (0, 2), overall results, detailed by ·item and year level in

Table 12, reveal no marked difference between menial computation items presented in a
money-contett compared with the same items not presented in context.
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Money seemed to motivate several stud~is- from Year 3 to Year 9, for whom an interest tn
money WWI evident in their love ofmathematk.s. This love of mathematics may help them
keep track of their money and enable them to watch ii grow. Several Year 3 students
regarded their money WI treasure and were reluctant to spend any of it. Other children viewed
money as a tool-something to spend when necessary.
There is however, an exception at Year J. This is also shown

11S

a linear correlation in

Figure 6, which indicates a correlation between non-context and context. Exlllllination of the
means, given as percentages in Table 12, reveal no real differences for Years 5, 1 and 9 for
context and non-context. Even when Year J is included, the 21 percentage point total
difference is not significant. However, exlllllination of the means for Year 3 alone accounts
for 20 out oflhe 21 points difference. This 20 percentage points gap for Year J is substantial
and reveals a marked difference in favour of non-context items,
Table 12 indicates the number of students out ofa possible 16 per year level who scored full
marl:s for s particular item using the traditional basic scoring system (0, 2). As can be ~een in
Table 12, all students received full marks on four items. That is, both items 6.20 + 4.90 for
context, and 79 + 26 for non-context both at Year 7; as well as double 26, for both context
and non-context at Year 5, received perfect scores of 16. Analyses of student scores in
Table 12 by yea;r level, reveal that students' scores improved with age, particularly from
Year J to Year 5. However, Year 7 students performed better than Year 9. The lowest
average scores wcr~ for context items at Year 3, while the highc,t average scores were for
non-context items at Year 7.
While there

WIIS

no marked difference found overall for context, there were sub1tantial

differences for some items. Student answers revealed that they were more likely to get some
items correct when presented in a non-context format, while other items were more likely to
be correct when presented in a context format. The most notable of the items favouring a
context pw..entation for Years 5 and 7 WWI the addition of decimals lo two places.
Results from Figure 6 indicate individual variations within the data that might be explained
by individual background differences in money experiences and prior knowledge of non•
school taught mental melhods. For Ibis reason, the relationship between student performance
and money experience rating appear in research question two while, the relationship between
student performance and strategics appears in question three.

4.3.1

Correlation of Context and Non-context Performance
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Figure 6: Overall Correlation of Percentage Performance Scores
Presentation of the money context items did not result in an overall improvement in mental
computation performance scores for students in Years 3 5, 7 and 9.

The data revealed

however, that there were some variations between items, individuals, age and gender, and
these are explored further in the research questions to come.
Results of student process scores for context and non-context items were convetted into a
correlation chart in Figure 6.

This indicates the relationship for each individual student

(numbered 1-64 on the graph) between their performance for context and non-context items.
Figure 6 illustrates with an R 2 of 0.80, firstly a strong relationship to the fitted line; and
secondly, it identifies out-lying or exceptional students. Individuals who did not fit this trend
are numbered 17, 20, 27, 44 and 50 for whom context made a favourable difference.
Students 17, 20 and 27 were Year 5s while student 44 was a Year 7 and student 50 was a
Year 9. These students were from all four schools in the study. Non-context items showed a
preferable difference in performance for students numbered 5 and 7, both Year 3s. These
students were from the same school. However it should be noted that these students had
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both moved sthools. Student's basic 1rorcs were generally less but sometimes equal to their
process scores for both context and non-context scores. More students received identical
scores for context and non-context items using the basic scoring system. The com:lation
between context and non-context items using the basic scoring system appears in Figure IO as
discussed in research question four along with Figure 12 which reveals that the differences
between the two systems was minimal.

4.4

Rneareh Qu~tlon I

How is mental computation performance affected by the proviSion of a money-con/ex/?

In Figure 7, the same data as shown previously in Figure 6 is presented by amalgamating year
level results for context and non ~ontext in a bar graph. This is in order to identify any
differences across the year levels for either context or non-context with a process scoring
system. The average scores for context and non-context by year level in Figure 7 illustrate
that Year 5 is the only year level for which context impacted positively on process
perfonnance scores. The amount of difference is however small, being less than ten pen::cnt.
Firstly, an overall data comparison of student performance for money-context items and noncontext items shall be discussed. Table 12 listed the number of students whose items were
completely correct for context and non-context by operation type, across all four year levels
and using the basic scoring system (0, 2). Compared with the basic scores in Table 12, the
Figure 7 data that used the process scoring system (0, I, 2), revealed only a small variation
across the yiar levels. This indicates that Year J was again the only year level for which

'
student perfonnance
was markedly higher for non-context. Year level differences will be
explored more fully in lhe founh research question. Two students in Year J scored zero for
both context and non-context using lhe basic scoring system. While using the process
scoring system they both scored 15 for context and S and 10 fornon-context.
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4.4.1 Score Differentials
_..

The data obtained from Table 12 indicates the number of students out 0£ a possible J,6 per
year level who scored full marks for a particular item.

This was true using either the

traditional basic scoring system (0, 2) or the process system (0, 1, 2) as a correct score for
both systems was awarded a score of 2.
As can be seen in Table 12 there ~ere two items__iw each of Years 5 and 7 for which all
students received full marks. These items were double 26 for both context and non-context in
Year 5 and in Year 7, 79

+ 26

for non-context and 6.20

+ 4.90

for context. Analyses of

student scores in Table 12 by year level reveal that students' scores improved with age
particularly from Year 3 to Year 5. However, Year 7 students performed better than Year 9.
The lowest average scores were for context items at Year 3, while the highest average scores
were for non-context items at Year 7.
From Table 12, it was decided that the range of score differences as shown graphically in
Figure 8 and numerically in Table 13, should be further examined due to variations in the
data for individual items. Particular items were identified for which either context or noncontext may have had a particular effect on student mental computation perfoimance. These
are given in Table 14, and are more fully investigated by strategy choice in the third research
question.
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Firstly, lhe maximum discrepancies in scores idcntilicd from Table 12, reveal which ilems
were the items of most difficulty between presentation folTlllls. Table 13 shows that the
highest non-«intext score difference was 9 compared to the highest contelt score difference
ofS. It was decided that any items with a score difference of 4 or above should be examined
in detail,
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part of the analysis. Titls may result in a 'favourable difference' for either

contelt or non-context. This was elplorcd in order lo examine the positive and negative
effects of money

Ill

a context on individual items. The following section-Items

of moot

d(Oicu/ty-discusacs the maximwn scores for items overall, in order to identify both which
items and which format proved most difficult for students.
Table 13: Score Differences for Context and Non-contelt Items

.....
Perfonnanee

Number ofltems
SroM

YwJ

Years

Yw7

To"1

Difference

Non-context

9

Non-context

6

Non-context

4

2

3

Non-context

3

4

s

Non-context

2

4

Neither

0

4

3

I

2

Context
Context

2

Context

3

Context

4

Context

s

6
6

3

Non-context

10
9

l

6

I

2

2
3

'•},

With regard to improved scores for contex.t, three items were found to show a 'favourable
difference' for contelt. Table 14 lists these items 115 6.20 + 4.90; 74- 30; and 38 x 50. The
two items found for Year S in order of this difference were the addition of decimals
6.20

+ 4.90 (score difference or S), and the sublraction 74 -

30 (score difference of 4), As

with Year S, the addition item 6.20 + 4.90 also proved the most differential (score difference
of 4) item for context in Year 7. Therefore the item that was found to have the most
303

'favourable difference' for context presentation for both Year~ and Year 7 overall, was

6.20 + 4.90. This item involved the addition of an equal number of decimal places wilh
'canying'.
Table 14: Items with 'Favourable Difference' by Year Level and Fonnat
ConleJlt
Year5

Mum spent $6.20 in the bakery then she spent $4.90 Bl the newS11gfflt. How much did she spend

altogether? (S)
Amy's brother earn! $74 in his part•timejob, He gave his Mum $30. How much did he keep? (4)

Year 7
Mum spent $6.20 in the bakery then she spent $4.90 at the newsagfflt, How much did she spend
altogether? (4)
Year9

What is the total eost of38 Hllll)' Po~ cards at SO ecnts caeh? (4)

Non-<:ontext
YearJ
Half of JO Is? (9)
79 + 26 (4)

74- 30 (4)
Year5

150+2S(4)
Year 7

ISO+ 25 (6)
Nole: Toe mm,bm in bradel!I are the 'Favourable Dilfcreaces' (ltom Tobie 13).

As discussed previously, the most marked shift from non-context performance lo improved

context performance occurred between Year 3 and Year 5. From Table 14, one item made
the ehange from a score differential of diffieulty of(4) for non-context at Year 3 to an equal
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4.4.1 Score Differentials
_..

The data obtained from Table 12 indicates the number of students out 0£ a possible J,6 per
year level who scored full marks for a particular item.

This was true using either the

traditional basic scoring system (0, 2) or the process system (0, 1, 2) as a correct score for
both systems was awarded a score of 2.
As can be seen in Table 12 there ~ere two items__iw each of Years 5 and 7 for which all
students received full marks. These items were double 26 for both context and non-context in
Year 5 and in Year 7, 79

+ 26

for non-context and 6.20

+ 4.90

for context. Analyses of

student scores in Table 12 by year level reveal that students' scores improved with age
particularly from Year 3 to Year 5. However, Year 7 students performed better than Year 9.
The lowest average scores were for context items at Year 3, while the highest average scores
were for non-context items at Year 7.
From Table 12, it was decided that the range of score differences as shown graphically in
Figure 8 and numerically in Table 13, should be further examined due to variations in the
data for individual items. Particular items were identified for which either context or noncontext may have had a particular effect on student mental computation perfoimance. These
are given in Table 14, and are more fully investigated by strategy choice in the third research
question.
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the 'favolll'lble difference' had found in favour of context For two of the three most
differential Year S item,, the opposite effect to Year 3 was found as both items had higher
scores for lhe context presentation. The third was the division item 150 + 15 with a
'favourable differmce' for non-wntext of(4), M can be seen in Figure 8, two items were
most differentiated for Year 7, The division item 150 + 15 was the most differentiated item
for non-context at Year 7 (6) and Year S (4),
4.4.2 Items ofMwl Dljficu/ty

Table 12 also indicated which items proved most difficult for each year level. This is
interesting when compared to similar results in the McIntosh et al (199Sa) studies. Both
studies concur that Year 3 students found the subtraction items 105 - 26 and 80- 24 very
difficult, white some variation occun for the other items. The study here found that only two
students were able to solve one of these two subtraction items for context. Both items
involve decomposition and it remains to be seen whether the choice of whole numbers
presented as do\lan ralher than as cents (SI.OS - 26 cents) may have been a difficulty. This
is suggested because it is most unlikely that amounts ofSIOS would be within any eight-ycarolds' experience.
This issue was considered before the pilot 1tudy, However, the place value change may have
resulted in several other difficulties. First, students may round the amount or 26 cents to the
nearest live cents as happens in realistic shopping experiences. Second, if the items (26 cents
and 24 cents) had been changed to end in a 5, lhis would alter the ability to make
comparisons with McIntosh et al's (199Sa) study. Further, students would not then have the
full range ofnumbcrs lo work with. Thirdly, irthe Year 3 context item appeared as SI.OS,
the non-context item would need to appear as I.OS to maintain consistency and this would not
be appropriate because Ycar 3s are not expected to work with decimals. Therefore, it was
decided to use the numben as whole dollafS.
The previous explanations however, do not discount the fact that Year 3 students have had
school experience working with operations lo hundreds for non-context items whereas lhey
may have only had in- and out-of-school money-context experience with lesser amounts. For
example, they may bring S2 to school to make a pUJChase (such as for a chocolate Freddo
frog) without ever needing to see S2 as equivalent to 200 cents, ifno change is involved. In

this case, each dollar appears merely as a whole number. By contrast, when students give or
receive change they are making judgements or equivalence and these experiences help to
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develop a relational understanding of money. ·level 2.3 of the 'Calculate' sub-strand of
number (EDWA, 1998, p. 189) lists an example of operating with hundreds of dolJIUll by
either subtraction or addition on a calculator to find the difference between $180 and $125.
Money operations are usually presented to younger students for smaller amounts such as
$3.05, which llll hundreds of cents emphasises equivalence and place value.
Reasons why context may have made a difference for Year 5 might be explained if they were
found to have more money experience. This will be examined in the second research
question for which a money rating scale was devised. One Year S teacher commented that
she noticed that by Year 5 students revealed a more personal interest in money compared to
the younger students' awareness. This interest io money was illustrated by statements made
by several Year S students, one commented that ... counting money was better than daing

sums. while another stated, ... money ts more funner. As RME principles suggest, the students
should be able to imagine the context-in this case, hundreds of dollars. This was illustrated
by several students who indicated that they had calculated a savings plan for family
entertainment toys that can cost hundreds of dollars, such as an X-box, or Play Station ll.
4.4.3 Summary

Overall there was no differeoce found using the process scoring system, in mental
computation perfonnance for money as a context for students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9. Rather,
for Year 3, it was found that students perfonned somewhat better with non-context items.
This has been eii:plained as possibly due to the size or magnitude of the numbers involved in
the items, such as hundreds, not matching their 'fields of experience' with money. Other
reasons why non-context made a difference to perfonnance for Year 3 might include the
types of strategies used were of a lower level of sophistication such as counting on in ones,
and perhaps the range of strategies was tW.J.OWer. This will be examioed in the third resean:h
question. Year 3 students may have scored better for non-context bel;ause they are unused to
school mathematics being presented in a money ~ntext in word format. Either Utey may be
tmfwniliar with money (lack of experience), or they may be unfamiliar with the operation
concepts in out-of school situations (lack of need).
The Year Ss perfonned slightly better io context than non-context, though again, not
significantly.

Perhaps this was, as suggested by one teacher, because students have

developed 'money consciousness' by Year S. This could be illustrated by the fact that
although they did not personally have hundreds of dollars, many seemed to be aware of how
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much value this amount of money has. For example, Year S was the yw level where
students fiBt mentioned specific knowledge of pricing. The Year 7s pm'onned marginally
better at non-context. Again, this was not ,ignific1111t. By Year 9, there was no difference
between the performance scores for context or no-context. The amount ofimpmvemenl from
Year 3 to Year 5 could also be due to improved mental computation strategies. This will be
discussed in detail in the third research question.
4.5

Research Question 2

How does mental compulalion performance relate to students· prior experiences with
money?
4.5.I

Money Experience Rating Scafe

Values were allocated on the rating scale once the interview data had been collected. This
data was analysed carefully after transcription to identify common themes. Values were
allocated to the students' answers to the nine money experience questions in order to develop
the money experience rating scale. All student answers were assigned values from 1/i a point
lo 2 1/1 points value resulting in overall rating scores of 1, 2 or 3 as illustrated in the rating

procedure given in Appendix III,
4.5.1

Money Rating Overvif!Ws

It was considered that 'working the till' or cash register would provide a more sophisticated
experience than coUecting money for fundraising. For example, it is more likely that students
would receive practice in calculating changa by using shop-keeper's addition
(complementary addition) when working in a shop, than when fundraising which usually
involves collecting people's loose change and donations of whole dollars.
The values used for the rating scales are given in Appendix III along with the procedure. The
rating obtained represents the total of all values assigned to a particular student. To earn a
rating, a student's total money experiences were given values ranging from a value of 1h to a
value of 2 1/i which were then added to give a total value for that student. Where a total
value resulted in a 1/i, the rating was rounded up so that a total valueof2 1/i, would rate a 3.
Ovm>iew of II Rating 3

These students revealed a high level of exposure to real-world money experiences, such as a
paid part-time job. In Appendix

m, this is valued at 2 1/ 1.

working with money.
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In most cases, this involved

Examples of pupil resti0nses rating a 3 ittduded:
At the autf shop, I help al !he till and use !he calculalor lo check. I buy bigger
lhings. I'm into investments. Unless !here w.s somclhina I wanled, I'd save it in
!he bank towmh inVC1tmcnL My Dad's an accountant and my financial advisor.
Counting money ia better than sums. I don't g,:t po,1:kct money. I'm self-liufficicnt.
Generally, these students had collected money, given change, or 'worked the till', usually
helping at a 'fwnily-run small business and received wages. Some students were 'selfmanaging' worth 2 and were responsible for !heir own 'needs', such as clolhes, school items
or invesbnents, Two students mentioned saving to invest in shares while one mentioned
saving for a specific costly item---a violin. Regular pocket money or an allowance was
available weekly or fortnightly, and this was worth

1
/2.

The students may have had some

fundraising experience 'working with money' also worth 1/i such as giving change or
collecting money, either at school or for a sporting club. Therefore, a student who was
classified as self-managing, received regular pocket money and mentioned having had some
experience with money would get an overall rating ofJ.
Overview of a Rating 2

These students may have worked with money, but had no part-time job nor were lhey self·
managing. Their income was balanced between saving and spending mostly on wants.
Students generally demonstrated 'planned saving' to save-up to spend on 'c,cpensive' items.
Their parents generally encouraged saving. School e,cperiences may have included a class
shop or worksheets.
E,camples of pupil responses rating a 2 included:
I have to work for money and I get $2 every week. I have to cam it all. I save it
up so I can buy something that's really expensive. Probably some clothing. I

would keep on saving it up so I can so on a shopping spree with my friend. I
enjoy when we get tests about money, If you need to add up something like
SO+ 160 or something, you could just add it more quickly. Because ifit sowuls
like money it sounds more funner.

Overview of a Rating 1
In this category, the students' answers appeared vague or unrealistic. Students either saved

everything, with no immediate 'real' pwpose or spent !heir birthday/'tooth-fairy' money.
Mostly, students saved for the sake of foJming the habit. Student:i mentioned low-level
school experiences, for example, "little", "none", ''not enjoyed" or ''not remembered".
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Example.!! of pupil responses rating a 1 included:
I keep it in my purse saving for a dog. If I had a big backyard, I'd buy a horse.
Yes, at home. I'm saving for a dog. No, they won't let me spend it all the time.
WorksMCts, pi~tun:s of money.

Table IS illustrates the mean scores for students on the money experience rating scale by year
level. As ean be seen in Table IS,

a

money experience rating score of 2 was the most

common score for students across all four year levels. All year levels had at least three
students with a minimum score of!, and at least two students with a maximum score of 3,
Table IS: Distribution of Money Experience Ratings by Year Level
Year

Score Rating

Frequency

Percent

3

I
2
3

7
7

44
44

2

Total

16

12
100

,

4

2S

8

50

2S

,

4
16
3
II

3
Total

2
16

12
100

I

,

~

2S

9
3
16

56

3
Tow

'
7

9

I

3
Total
I

100

Mean Rating

Standard
Deviation

1.7

0.70

2.0

0.77

1.9

O.S7

1.9

0.68

19
69

19
100

The highest mean rating of2.0 was achieved by Year Sand this' year level had the greatest
number of students assigned a money rating of3. The fact that Year S received the highest
money rating average of 2.0 may offer some explanation as to why context made a small
difference for Year S, In faet, the biggest improvement for context performance as was
shown previously in Table 12, occurred from Year 3 to Year S with an increase of30pereent,
from 30 ~ent to 60 ~en!. This is consistent with the largest increase in the means from
Year 3 to Year S. Table 15 results may suggest that Year S would be expected to have
performed slightly better than Year 7 and Year 9 because their average money experience
rating was slightly higher. This was not the eas~, however. Neither does the money
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experience statistical mean data explain the instance of Year 9 students achieving lower
scores for identical test items compared to Year 7, when both year levels scored the same
mean. What can be surmised however, is evidence to support one Year 5 class teacher's
claim that students become 'money conscious' at Year 5, and that this may be due to their
increased experiences with money. The overall average money experience rating for students
from Years 5 to Year 9 shows virtually no difference. This suggests that there were no
significant factors of difference for students in these age groups. A significant factor that
may affect performance was considered a part-time job that both earns money and involves
money such as in pizza delivery or work in a shop. Although some students reported these
activities had occurred, only two students reported that they were a regular activity for them.
Figure 9 indicates the relationship between the money experience ratings allocated and
performance for context, non-context, and both. The performance scores were obtained by
using the three-point process performance scale. A comparison between the process and
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Figure 9: Relationship between Money Experience Rating and Performance
basic scoring systems is discussed in the fourth research question. Figure 9 reveals there was
virtually no variance due to money experiences for either context (0.0366 or four percent), or
for non-context (0.0172 or two percent) as indicated by the lines of fit. The line of fit for
both falls in-between with 0.0276 (three percent).
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4.5.3 Factor:, lnfluentlng Money Experience
Some students mentioned a 'significant other' from whom they had requested or received
financial advice; usually this mentor wu a parent or a grandparent.
One of the money instnlment questiollll (No. 7) asked, "How often do you talk to your parents
about money?", and while this was generally answered in the negative, answers to other
questiollll revealed otherwise. For example, "I don't spend my money unless they approve",
or "I bank my money'' (this was particularly the case with the younger children). When
parents or grandparents were reported as discussing money with the students it needed to be
differentiated as to whether it was a fonnal or informal nature of instruction. When a relative
is involved in the instruction process, this is remini!ICfflt of Lave and Wenger's (1991)
midwife apprentices.
One reason ii might be expected to find improved performance for a set of mental
computation items when set in context compared lo non-context presented at the same sitting
might be due to the students' prior experiences with that context. As Saxe (1991) claimed:
"children who participate in different practices develop more sophisticated cognitive forms
and functiollll linked to those specific practices" (p. 131 ). In this cue, improved performance
for context included those specific practices such u working with money, receiving pocket
money, either saving money or spending it. It also included in-school and out-of-school
experiences such u fund-raising activities where the collection of money and giving change
was involved and in a few cases, the serving of customers in a shop. Why would students
perform poorly for both sets of items, or less well for context, or even use identical strategies
for both context and non-context items? This was more likely to occur if the student had had
little money experience compared

lo

having had lots of school standard written methods

experience, in which case the context may be much less important.
According to Jones et al (1994):
Calculations in everyday employment tasks, must of course be peiformed
accurately and cfficiently... Many amall places of business however do not have
these sophisticated facilities and you will have experienced divcrsc computational
methods ... (p. 9).

By sophisticated facilities, the authors are referring to electronic cW1h registers, u older style
registers are unable to calculate the change, only provide a record for the total of the
transaction. Examples of this were noted in this study, when some of the students who
worked in shops explained how they used a calculator to check transactions. One Year S
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student worked at a 5Uff shop and helped at the till, also mentioning he used a calculator to
check. This student used a wide range of 61rategies. These strategies included rounding to
the nearest ten or hundred and then compensating. There were also slit instances of working
from the left (WL), only two instances of working from the right (WR), four instances of
doubling/halving (DH) and four instances of relate to a known fact (RKF). Other students
mentioned working behind a counter, either for fundraising or in a shop, collecting money
and giving change,
A swnmary of this in response to money e:itperience question 3, follows:
•

Purchasing of faction prizes (I).

•

Fundraisingor low-level money activities (I).

•

Sausage sizzle (2), Freddos (2), pig-out-pizza (I), 'smart snacks' (I), raffle tickets (I).

•

Counter, or higher level money experiences, which may include a calculator to check (3).

•

Gift shop (I), Mum's shop (4), Grandmother's shop (I), Tuckshop (I), Swap meet selling
(I) and pizza delivery requiring counting money and giving change (1).

Question 9
How do you think that working with money helps you team moths? This question wu not
used as part of the money rating procedure, as some student answers were somewhat
confused, and many students answered this question the other way around. For e:itample, one
Year 7 commented,you have to add up-ifyou don 'I have a ca.sh register.you'd have to add

up the money; and another, ifyou work 111 a shop you need lo get the money right.
These are more suggestive of eumples to show how mathematics helps with working with

money. Perhaps, for some students, money is mathematics, as mathematics often appears in a
money conte:itt. Students' answers to this question will briefly be discussed in view of the
information given generally.

Year 3 Reaso1111
Table 16 summarises the Year 3 responses to Question 9.

An interesting response

includcd:,.,/each you how to cou11t In hundreds and each $2 is two hundred ce11ts ... This
statement indicates that this student was already aware of the equivalent values ofdol111111 and
cents. Another response was: ... hefp me count by my 3s and ~s and times tables. While
dollar coins could be used to count by threes and two two-dollar coins to count by foUill as
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the student states, it is unlikely that money would be used for this purpose. It is more
probable that the two-times and five-times basic facts are suited to using money by using
two-dollar coins and five-cent pieces.
Table 16: Year 3 Student Responses to Money Experience Question 9,
Categories

v,"'
Counting

--

Examples of Student Reasoned

Number of
Students

I don't know or yes or reference to
class experiences

4

Because you count money

3

Operations

Take away and add-up

2

Real-life
importance

If you had a dollar, you might have to

2

add three dol!l!Ill
Because money is like numbers

s

Equivalence with
non-context

The only operations noted at this year level were addition, subtraction, and one student who
mentioned basic facts as repeated addition. It is rewanling to see that a majority of students
at this year level noted the relationship between non-context numbers and our decimal money
system as being equivalent.
Year 5 Reasons

Interesting respomes at Year S included:
Adding up 50 plUJ 160, you could add it up more quickly. It's more funner. If
You're going to cowit money as an adult in your job... 'Cos fbmiuscJ of the:
numbers and sharing out into piles.
In Year S, reasons given for why working with money might help in the learning of
mathematics included: not sure; job related; improved operations; equivalence; giving
change; going shopping; sharing it out; take-away and coimting.

Of these, the most

significant responses wen; equivalence and giving change, which suggest thinking that is
more sophisticated.
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Year 7 Reaso,rs
Interesting responses at Year 7 included:
Because: it's numbers but in dollars. Adding, subtracting and dividing helps with
the basic skil\a in maths. You switch on I bit mon: because you gel iL Teaches
you IO add dcl:imals. It helps you with decimals because money is decimals.
You're better at working it out in your hl:IIII because: you've got to give them the
right amoW1t.
This year level still had some students who were not SllfC or non-committal (two
respondents). Other reasons given included: decimals (two l"'..iJK1ndent!l); giving or receiving
change in a shop (two respondents); job related; helps with equ!valcnee wilh non-context
numbers; improved operations (addition, subtraction and division); incomes; rounding;
relevance; improved mental mathematics pcrfonnanee; and worksheets.

Year 9 Reaso,rs
Interesting comments included:
You've got IO ~ it (the change] right. You can 5Pfead more out in your
mind ... kcep track of how much you save in your bank, how m11Ch in your wallet.
So you can spread things out in your head- so it helps you with suim. It's got
numbm. It's a differmt way of learning, if it's just on a [work) iibeet its boring,
but a tally is fun. It helps you understand easier.
By Year 9, answers given were more varied and diversified wilh one student mentioning
percentages, The reason the majority of students gave was to check that change given was
correct (five respondents) with one student tenning this activity 'interactive' due to the
immediacy of feedback.

This response however, suggested that students might view

mathematics as limited in relevance to money. The n,.-xt most common reason for worlcing
with money was improved ease ofperfonnance and speed at mathematics generally (three
respondents).

Other responses included adding (two respondents); decimals; infonned

spending decisions; counting; subtracting; equivalence; and as a fun way to learn.
Overall, most students attempted all items. Several of these items were considered doubtful
for how money helped with mathematics concepts, because Ibey seemed to be relating
working with money

lo

understanding money,

Answers indicated that most students

understood money equivalence and valued money as a context for learning about nitional
numbers including decimals and percentages and operating on them.
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How does mental computatian pe,fal'lfltlllce relate lo the leveb and types of mental Jtrategies

wed?
This question sought to find out whether students would use different strategies for different
items when presented differently-in context and without. For example, were students more
likely to use their own strategics for the money context items yet use school-laugh! methods
for nan-context items. Jfso, would their own strategics be more effective, indicating higher
levels ofundentanding and number sense?
Originally, ii was assumed that students would achieve better scores for context items
because it was believed that they would use morc efficient, higher order strategies as
previously categorised in Table 11. It was assumed that the use of better strategies would
result in higher scores. It was considered lhat due to the young age of some of these students,
they may be experiencing 'novice em:,rs' using newly acquired efficient strategies
incorm.:tly.

Dala on the strategies were compiled from the transcripts by identifying

strategics per student and per item. Some students employed more than one strategy per
item, in which case the more sophisticated strategy was chosen to be representative.
Analysis was made on several fronts. A fin;t analysis was for items that stood out as
receiving better perfonnance scores for context. A second analysis examined the strategy use
of the Year 3s in order to see why non-context achieved higher scores. To see whether
strategy use/choice could explain this. A third analysis was made of the strategies for items
found·to have markedly differential scores as previously shown in Table 13. A fourth
analysis was for items that m;ei\•ed identical scores (shown as urn) for differentiation; to
check if strategies used were i'1entical.

Although student scores were identical, no

assumptions were made regarding student use of identical strategies. However, when the
presentation fonnats were different, different strategies could have been in play.
4.6.J Differential }/ems, D!lferentialed Strategies

The most difficult items were found according to their differential scores in Table 12. These
were then examined by strategics, for differences in use, choice, and range. Strategy codes
m,

given in Appendix IX categorised together with their parent code. For example, DH

(used doubling/halving) and P (used pattern), both fit underR (used relational knowledge).
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Improved Perfonnance ltcms-Conlext
Both items including whole numbers and non-whole numbers resulted in some improved

performance for context.

Items identified previously

WI

having either a 'favourable

difference' for context will now be examined as to the strategies ustd, in order to explain
these differences, in the sections below.
6.20 + 4.90 (Years 5 & 7)

The same students who were successful for this item presented in a money context, however,
did not apply their knowledge of money to the non-context item. Instead, lhey, chose to use
the written method or addition mentally. For example, one Year 5 student: who was correct
for context, stated: Six plus/our is ten dollars, then nine (-ty cen/J) plus /en (cents) is another
dollar so lhatS eleven (dollars), and then there'., ten cents left over. In contra!lt, for non-

context, this student was confused with the plaee value: Six plus four is /en, then two plus
nine is eleven, and you can only go up to ten ... l thlnk ... and so you add the ten on. So 20.l,

Both methods were classified as working from the left.
In Year 7, one student stated no/ sure, a guess for this item in non-context and gave an
incorrect answer of 1.11, while being completely colfCCI for context, stating:
I pul 10 (=its) off the silr; twenty to make silr; ten, and added up the ten to the four
dollan ninety to make five dollars, and added them bolh together and then I put
the dollar sigm on.
74 - JO (Year 5)

For non-context, one student stated: ... Becouse 30 take away 70 equals 40. But JOU take
away the 4 from /he 40, that equals 26. This student's explanation showed errors both

conceptually and procedurally by subtracting the four and a basic faet em>r to the value of
ten. By contrast, for context, lhis student explained: Because 30 take 70 equals 40, plus the
four equals 44 dollars.
38x50(Year9)

One Ycar 9 student made no attempt at this item for non-context,

yet

got it com..'CI for

context, stating: 76 dollars, no 76 cards, no 76 doflan ...daubling thaJ ... 19. 19 dollan,
halved tho/. This explanation indicates the student was able to think about the reasonableness

of the answer, lhe unit involved and self-correct confidently. Knowing that 50 centa is half or
one dollar and lhen just halving it shows number sense was uaed here.
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Another student who got this item,,: ,incolleci
for non-context explained: 1700,
,,
l found ... worked out how many JOs were 1'n ten, three times JO, then eight time.r JO and
added, By contrast, for context, the student explained: 1 halved it. Becau.se it'd be $38 ifthey
were one dollar each, but it S half ofa dO/lar. This explanation indicates that the student had

employed munbcr sense for the item in conte!ll by choosi~s a halving strategy, while for noncontext the student had attempted to use the long multiplication algoritlun mentally.
Improved Performance Items-Non-context
Items identified in Table 12 w; having either a 'favourable difference; for non-context were w;
follows.
79 + 26 (Year 3)

One Year J student employed different strategies for the context item giving the incorrect
answer ofSIOO, while for the non-context item the same student gave the correct answer of
105. A choice of different strategies might explai~ the difference in answers. For context,
this student explained: J covered up the 2 and the 7 and just added 6 to 9, and I put the one
up on the tens here, and added the 2 and 7 and one together, and got a hundred dollars.

This strategy resembles the written algorithm by working from the right, and 'carrying'. By
contrast, for the non-context item, the same student explained: J had 79 and counted up by Js
to 2Q-----. ten twice-and then cou111ed six on.

The student was noted to he using fingers, and strategies were classified as counting by tenll
and ones. Although counting strategies

111e

generally considered inefficient, this student's

results show they were more successful for this item than.written algorithms used mentally.
74 - 30 (Year 3)

One Year 3 student made no attempt at this item in context, while for non-context, the same
student used 'mouth-counting' and explained: l'm adding up. I had 74 and stoned counting
until I took ten away, thirty times. I mean, three times.

Confusion regarding the use of money as a context ww; indicated by one Year 3 student who
explained: So It's not 44 dollars, It's 4J dollors ...because you can't get 44 cents, you can
only get 45 cents. The context was problematic only for Year 3 students. This same student

gave the correct answer of 44 for non-context by explaining you toke the three from seven,
which is four.
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150 + 25 (Years j & 7)

One Year 5 student solved this item using mostly known licts, but indicated some confusion
with the money context giving answen of 6 and S60. For non-context this student explained:

I know that ha/fo/50 is 25 and there's two JOs in 100...them are/011r 25'.r In JOO and there's
a 50, so yo11 add the 4 and the 2.

Strategies used in the above quotation included doubling.lhalving (DH), and relate to a known
f11et (RKF). For context however, the same student explained: 25 Into JOO Is 4 and 25 into
50 is 2. So 2 add 4 is six, odd a :era and o dollar sign. While this also seems to employ the

same strategies, it seems that the 'remove zeros' rule (RZ) had b~en applied incorrectly. In
Year 7, one student made no attempt for context commenting: You have to work oul how
many 25s are in 150. /'I/just leave II. Interestingly, one Year7 student explained for context

that,/ made 150, made /hat SJ.JO and /hat 25 centr ... Haw many 25 cents In SJ.50? ... and
that's six. However, for non-context, the same student explained,/ counted up by 25s, 11ntll l
got lo 150. This is an example of using the strategy, and relating the item to known f11ets
(RKF). This student used the same strategy differently for non-context, slating: 4 (25s)

rqua/.r JOO and another 2 equals 6.
4.6.2 Strategy Use in Year J

Year 3 strategics were examined in order to find out why the non-context items achieved
higher scores. Students used mostly counting strategies for both presentations.
Analysis was made of items that had _received identical scores to check if the strategies used
were also identical. Where a difference of zero was recorded, perhaps transfer had occurred
between the two presentations. If so, the direction could indicate which envirorunent, school
or out-of-school, was having the most impact. Zero difference items were sourced from
Table 13, where nine ilelll!:l across all four year levels were identified as shown in Table 17.
It was decided to analyse the nine items systematically, by examining each full successful
student's response, but to only report en any marked differences in the strategies that were
used. Generally, most high scoring students who recorded identical scores on the two tests
used the same strategy for both items. This may indicate that transfer is more likely to take
place once a higher order strategy i, eslabUshed.
The overall range of strategies used per item was found to be a maximum of four, and a

minimwn of one. Bana and Koiboaky (199S) found that ''most of the successful students had
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Table 17: Items with Identical Context and Non-context Perfonnance Scores
It=

Y=3

68+32

•

165 +99

I

6.20+4.90

I

105-26

•

264-99

I

Double26

9

60x 70
3500+35

•

•

v-,14 Iv-,I

14
9

9

•
•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

13

13

12

12

•

6

6

•
•

•
•
•
•

13

16

16

I

2

2

•
•

I

•

•

13

9

v-,I

I

•
•
•
•

•

Note: /indicate• that this item wu not available at this level.
• lndlcal~I that this item bad dilfen:ruia! score,.

only one strategy'' (p, 26). This may be because the one strategy was lhe most efficient one
for them. However, student knowledge of a range of strategies may not be obvious, but may
be implied, if students chose only the most sophisticated ones, The use of only one strategy
should result in improved performance because fewer steps are involved reducing the
'opportunity for error'. This CIIJl be ilhutraled by the item, Half of 16 Is? for Year 3, One
student arrived at the answer of 13, because she had halved the siit and then added to lhe ten
without halving it. A second Year 3 student arrived at an answer of five, because she had
halved lhc ten only. The strategy they were attempting required halving the tens and units
separately then adding these together.

Some Year 3 students were able to do this

SUC(;essfully. The best strategy for this item required the knowledge of basic facts such as
two eight's are 16 along with the understanding of the relatedness of the processes.
McIntosh, Reys and Reys (1997a) suggested that visual presentation might encourage
students to adopt written strategies. It was considered therefore that the oral presentation of
items along with tile visual presentation might have been more encouraging for students to
use mental computation methods rather than mental versions of standard written a\goriUuns.
Although items were presented both orally and visually, the strong tendency for some
students to use school-taught written methods suggests the effects of visual presentation can
not be discounted. Perhaps the visual presentation, just as the pencil, may act as a subconscious cue to think 'school methods', despite the student being advised to choose any
method they wished.

Alternatively, perhaps it was the school setting or the sccial
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environment of being interviewed individually and questioned by an unfamiliar pmon.
Alternatively, perhaps those who ehose to use standard written algorilhms did so because that
is the method most familiar to them. With regard to those students who relied on school·
taught methods, it is of note that Anthony and Walshaw (2003) found that:
while most students appeared quite wnfident with solving the problem with
reference to the context, several of those: who used the formal mathematics ofthc:
classroom rathc:r than their own informal knowledge, appeared confused by
fraction n.iks and procedures-and in so= instances appeared wiconcemcd with
their nonseruica\ answers. {p. ii)
Field notes made of observable body language and non•verbal actions found facial
expressions; finger counting; 'mouth counting' reciting and pencil use to 'air-write'
algorithms as indicators of student strategy choices.
A comparison of strategy use between two Year 9 students revealed that although the
students had achieved identical performance seores for context and non-context items, one
student had used higher order mental computation strategies. He had rushed his work, and
consequently made care!CSll mistakes. The second student used standard written algorithms
mentally and tediously. She was ;:T1eticu!ous and thorough in checking her work, although
used the same method again, and therefore did not demonstrate flexible methods.
Unfortunately, this process meant that she ran out of time and was unable to all!IWer all items
in the time allowed &0 could not achieve full marks, although all of her answers were correct.
The fact that these two students' achieved identical scores for context and non-context may
explain why their teachers had equated thm1 as students of the same ability level. However,
the interview process that required thm1 to explain their methods illnminated the difference
in both their conceptual understanding and their work habits. This illustrated that ability
level and achievement levels are different measures. The information gained at the interview
indicated that the two students required two quite different interventions. The male 5tudent
could be seen as underachieving due to poor work habits-that is not checking his workwhereas the female student was also underachieving due to inappropriate method use. If the
basic scoring system (0, 2) had been applied to the male student's answers, he would have
seored worse because the process scoring system allowed him to get part scores for being
correct in his choice of method. However, if the criteria of speed were removed for the
female student she may have achieved better scores.
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4.6.3 Strategy U:re Summary

Overall, the strategy levels used generally reflected that when studcntl used either lower or
middle level strategics, such as counting and even known l'acts, their arllWffll were often
incorm:1.

Convemly, when students used higher order 1trategie1 such as relational

knowledge and place value related knowledge their answers were more likely to be correct.
Further, when students used higher order strategics, they were generally more definite about
their answers, gave more detailed or better cxplanatiol15, and were able to self-corn:ct an
original incorrect answer upon reflecting on the s!Jatcgics that they had used. The Year 3s
did not display a wide range of mental computation strategics. This was one indicator of a
low level of number sense. The level of strategics used by Ycar 3 students was also
predominantly low level, as evidenced by finger counting and counting aloud or 'mouthing'.
Because the range and sophistication of strategics increased with studcilt age, this shows that
progress towards dlicicnt strategics and increased number sense is developmental.

,U Rnea:rch Quntlon 4

To wlral extent I! year level a factor in mental cornplltatfon peifonnant:e far money-con/ex/
and non-contut ilenu?

4.7. I Items Common across Year Levels
Table Ig includes results for common items for both context and non-context listed and
grouped across the year levels. These results show that student scores improved greatly from
Year 3 to Year 5. The item showing greatest improvement was 74- 30 with a difference of

11 for the context item. In Year 3, only four students were correct for this item for context,
while by Year 5, fifteen students were correct for context. Generally, it can be seen that
Year 9 students perfonncd better than Year S students did. However, for the context item
6.20 + 4.90, exactly the same number of Year 5 students as Year 9 students were comet,

with the best score with all students correct being achieved at Year 7.

Table 18 also shows that there was great improvement from Year S to Year 7. The items
with the most improvement were 3500 + 35 and 60 :f 70. Errors for thet1e items were found to
be errors of place value and therefore conceptual errors. In some cases, students had
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incorrectly applied rules relating to 'adding zeroes'. This suggests that place value may be
better understood by Year 7, along with a growing sense of the magnitude of numbers which
is a component of number sense.

Table 18: Number of Correct Responses to Items Common across Year Levels
Item By
Operation
Four Year Levels
(3, 5, 7, 9)
79+26
105-26
Three Year
Levels (5, 7, 9)
165 +99
60x 70
7:ii: 25
150+25
6.20+4.90
3500+ 35
1\vo Year Levels
(3, 5)
60+80
68 +32
74-30
Double26
1\vo Year Levels
(7, 9)
6-4.SO
264-99
38x SO
0.1 X45
25% of48

Year 3 (N=l6) Year 5 (N=l6)

Year7(N=i6)

Ycar9(N,,,16)

C

NC

C

NC

C

NC

C

4

8
3

9

10
8

14
12

16
12

14

IS

6

II

12

9

14
8
12
8
16
13

II
10
14

13
9
12
7
13
9

12
II
8
13

14

II
6
6
8
7

2

'

2

2
7

8
9
8

'

13
6

9

12

6

9
8
9

4
9

s

14
12
13

NC

14

10

14

13
14

14
II
16

IS
16

6
7
6
8

IS
8
8

14
7

6
7

4
8

4

Note: C ~ Context; NC ~ Non-context

Although Year 7 and Year 9 students were presented with identical items, Table 18 shows
that Year 9 performed less well for some items with the greatest difference being for the item
150 + 25 fornon-context. In fact for this item, the Year 9 score of eight students correct Wll!I

less than the Year S score with nine students correct. Items with the greatest decrease in
performance from Year 7 to Year 9 were 3500 + 35 for context and 0./ x 45 for non-context.
Both items had four fewer students cornet. Two items with improved performance from
Year 7 to Year 9 were 165 + 99 and 6- 4.50 where both were presented IIS non-context.
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These results suggest that it may be that Year 9 students are not getting as much classroom
practice in mental computation either in context or straight computation because they are
concentrating on other topics such as algebra. It may also be the case that as the primary
school curriculum is often integrated, mental computation exercises may not be restricted to
mathematics session times.

-

'Figure 10 depicts tre~d lin~s for ea

stud en

year level using the process scoring system.

- Itcan oe ooserved that as expected, Year 3s scored lower than Years 5 7 and 9. However. it
was not expected for Year 7 to have scored better than Year 9. Recent TIMSS study (2003)
findings show that for Year 8 "maths is a boring subject because teachers make it so by
setting repetitive, low level problems and encourage students to solve them by rote"
(The World Today, 7/7/03).

According to Jan Thomas of the Australian Mathematical

Sciences Institute (The World Today 7/7/03), teachers can not give good applications if they
do not understand the material that they are teaching.
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Figure l 0: Context and Non-context Scores by Student and Year
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This problem docs not appear lo he so marked at primary school. It may aceount for tht1
perl'onnance drop•offat Year 9 found in this study. It may also be that at secondary school,
less mathematics class lime is spent on arithmetic as more mathematics class time is spent on
geometry and algebra. Figure 10 indicates a propensity for students to score more highly for
non·context although not significantly. The Year Js scored more highly for non-context
while the other three yelll'll are more balanced overall.
Importantly, some veibal responses did not seem to match written ones. This is where the
interviews proved invaluable for uncovering the students' thinking. Some Year J students
appeared uncertain of written conventiollll such as where to write the dollar sign and placed
decimal points unnecessarily, yet could verbalise the answer in the conventional oral fonn.
These students' answers were then scored as correct. This showed the importance of asking
students to explain processes rather than rely solely on written results.
The researcher expected older students to perfonn better on the same item, but ff standard
written algoritlun strategies were used mentally, older students' performance may decline.
HOwever, i£ money experience has a positive impact on strategy choice by encouraging
students to use their own developed strategics and display more number sense, then students
should perform better with age, since relevant experiences should increase with age.
A high number of Year 9 student responses were noted attempting to do the mental
computations in " ... the school way... " (Jones et al, 1994, p. 11). While for some students in
this study, their visual memory was able to cope with this method, for one Year 9 student,
this proved to be a barrier that she was unable to overcome. At the end of her interview, the
researcher asked her to choose just one question to do in the 'written way'. This, as expected,
was the 'school-way' and she proved to be suc.:essful. This student might be overachieving
at school, especially since most adults w;e mental methods most of the lime (Wandt &
Brown, 1957; Northcote & McIntosh, 1999).

With so much emphasis on written

mathematics, teachers of this Year 9 student may be unaware of her lack of menial methods
ability. While this may reflect a weakness in her working memory or ability to visualise, it
also indicates a lack of flexibility with numbers and therefore a low level of nwnber sense.
An example of the school·way being used for mental methods appears in Jones et al (1994):

... Five: plus five: makes 10, put down the zero and ~any the one, one and two are
three, then three add four is seven, and nine more 11111kcs...Thc procedure was
long, ~omplex and required the person to t:y and hold many pieces of infonnatioo
conc111m1!1y in shorttcnn memory. (p. II)
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Further, Anghileri (2000) stated:
Ginsburg (1977) suggests d!llt mistakes associated with written methods arc often
based on rules that haw been misapplied, for example always subtracling the
&mailer digit ftom the larger in subiraction. (p. 66)

An example of this was evident in the Year 3 results when perfonning multi-digit subtraction,
when several students stated six from five; you can't do, so they subtracted five from six
instead. Carraher et al (198S) stated that, ''when paper and pencil were used in simulated
market place problems, school-t)pe symbols and routines interfered with the solving process"
(p. 22).

A visual presentation in a horizontal format had been selected for both sets of items as is
standard practice for contextualised word items.

However, this is not always standard

practice for non-context items and consequently, several Year 9 students suggested they had
difficulty with the setting out of the items being in a horizontal fonnat. This is consistent
with comments made by Whitbread (1999) "often children taught to do sums vertically
cannot do the same calculations when they are presented horizontally.. ," (p. 21). Tiiis
suggests that the impact of school training through the emphasis on written methods has
resulted in less flexibility for students' mental methods. Even when mental computation
items are presented in word form written in a horizontal format, these same items are often
demonstrated by teachers in a vertical fo1mat on the board, in order to make place value
cotUtections.
In Victoria, Groves and Cheeseman (1993) identified that very young children are capable of
abstract thought; suggesting that experience, rather than the age factor may accelerate the
shift to abstract thought. For the purpose of this study, it was asswned that older students
would choose more sophisticated computation strategies, particularly in Years 7 and 9. This
was because they should have had more experience with money and other real-world contexts
such as sporting scores for both in and out-of-school activities. Actual results from the
money rating scores revealed little difference in money experience levels across the year
levels. Netherless there was a move towards the use of mu~ sophisticated strategies,
particularly for Years Sand 7.
During the money experience interviews, some students reported receiving pocket money
regularly. Most students stated that they needed to earn either all or most of their pocket
money. Several students mentioned amounts ofS2 a week. The amount 0£ students' pocket
money seemed to increase with the students' age, together with
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increase in their

responsibility for managing it.

One student stated; we get half our age so he (Year 5;

aged 10) received $5 a fortnight while his sister (Year 3; aged 8) received $4 a fortnjght.
This is one example of a differentiated experience factor for age.
Figure 11 shows the relationship between student performances using process scoring for
money-as-a-context items and their money experience ratings. The lowest ranked students
for performance were four Year 3 students and one Year 9 student. Two Year 3s scored over
80 percent for their context items tests. The majority of students for all years scored between
50 and 90 percent. There was no correlation for money experience and context performance
at Year 3 and several students with similar perfonnance scores rated across the different
experience levels. For example, three students scored fewer than 20 percent but rated at 1, 2
and 3 respectively for money experience. In addition, two Year 3s who scored over 80
percent for performance were rated at 1 and 3. The sample sizes used in the cun-ent study are
too small to be able to generalize about these statistics. However, they are able to give a
descriptive representation of an actual sample of students at that time.
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3

Year 7 • Year 91
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60%

80%

100%

Money Context Score
Figure 11: Money Experience and Performance by Year
Figure 12 has been included to show the affect or not of using the three-point differentiated
process scoring system (with one point awarded for use of the correct process but incorrect
answer). This enables comparison with the traditional or basic scoring systems. Basic scores
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were only awarded if the answer was totally correct. Theoretically, this difference could give
an otherwise poor-performing student half scores if he/she made one error per mental
computation item.

In Figure 12, the two scoring systems were compared for non-context only. It can be seen
that the one trend line that does not follow the other three year levels is Year 3 with an R 2 of
0.4506, which can be regarded as a moderate correlation.
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Figure 12: Basic and Process Score Comparison for Non-context by Year
Table 19 lists the correlation between the two scoring systems used :in the study. Comparison
between the basic scores from Table 12 and process scores for Year 5, Year 7 and Year 9 are
very close to a perfect fit, with correlations of 0.96, 0.97 and 0.97. These scores show that
there was no marked difference found for non-context performance using either the threepoint process scoring system or the basic two-point scoring system. Therefore, either scoring
system could be used for Years 5, 7 and 9 because they are virtually identical in terms of
differentiating between year levels.
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Table 19: Basic and Process Score Averages for Non-context Items by Year
Process Score

Basic Score

R

12.5

10.0

0.67

16.9

14.4

0.96

19.8

17.7

0.97

18.5

16.6

0.97

Year3
(/20)

Year 5
(/24)

Year7
(/26)

Year9
(/26)

In Figure 13 the results of comparing the two scoring systems for context reveal an almost

----.

identical pattern to the non-context comparison. Again, we find that Year 3 has the weakest

fit for context items. The study reported here found that the Year 3s' measure of goodness of
fit to be the weakest fit is consistent with previous studies by McIntosh et al (1995a). The
strongest fit found in this study was for Year 9 with a correlation of 0.98 shown in Table 20.
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Figure 13: Basic and Process Score Comparison for Context by Year
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From Table 13, the greatest two score dlfl'ermces were both found lo favour context. Firm,
the greatest difference of 4.8-between using either the process or basic scoring systems-

was found to be in Year 3. Secood was Year 5, with a score difference of3.4. All other year
level comparisons for both context and non-context found a difference of around 2 to 2.5
extra points when using the pnx:ess BCoring system. Year 3 and Year 5 for context, therefore,
arc two year levels for which using the pnx:ess scoring system made a difference to the
student 11Core average of more than three points. Thus as expected, it is clear that giving
credit for the correct process will boost the students' final scores.
As Table 19 indicated, process scores for non-context items were higher than basic scores for
non-context items across all year levels. 11tls was also the case for context items as shown in
Table 20. Table 20 also indicates the average money experience rating scores for each level.
In addition, average money experience did not influence context performance when
compared with the slightly higher results for non-context in Table 19.
Table 20: Basic and Process Score Averages for Context Items by Year

Year3

"""''"°"
10.g

Basic Score

R

Money Rating

6.0

0.62

1.7

17.8

14.4

0.92

2.0

19.0

17.4

0.97

18.2

16.6

0.98

,.,

(120)

Y=S

"''>
Y=7
{12fi)

Y=9

,.,

"'
Figure 14 shows all four year level results using the process scoring system lo compare
context with non-context items. Ycars 3, 5 and 9 results follow similar trend lines and show
correlation between eontcxt and non-context pcrfonnancc. One noticeable feature in Ycar 3
was the number of simple errors of basic facts made by students, wh 1 ·1a may be an agerelated phenomenon. For example, one Year 3 student, when finding halfof30, stated: ...and
tried out fourteen buJ Iha/ equalled 29, so I did si:,;,teen which equalled JI and I tried 15
which equalled JO.

Figure 14 shows Year 7 lo have the weakest correlation of0.54 for context and non-context
items. The correlations for Year 9 and Year 3 were both on 0.79, and for which reasonable
conclusions regarding correlations can be drawn. These two year levels were the ones with
the most students using standard written methods..
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Figure 14: Context and Non-context process scoring system by Year
Another feature common to Year 3 was the incorrect language used to describe a correct
mathematical action.(

or example, when explaining 68 + 32, one student stated: if you

--

double the 8 and the 2, it makes ten and if you double the 6 and the 3, it makes 9. So, double
that, I 00. This answer was scored as correct, as the process was correct despite the incorrect
language. The language used should have been added, rather than double. In addition, the
place values were abbreviated and confusing, as the actual process was, 60 and 30 makes 90.
Overall for age, no conclusions could be drawn for improved performance for context items
and non-context items for the four year levels. This may be because the context provided for
items was not relevant or realistic enough to the students. It appears that context can be a
disadvantage for Year 3, but this seems developmental and only temporary.
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4.8

ResHrch Qae1tlon !

Are there differences between genden In mental computalion pe,formance for money.con/ex/
and non-context items?

As illustrated in Table 21, Year 3 context perfonnance by gender indicates a trend of higher

perfonnance for males compared with females using the thfee.point process sooring system.
This was the only year level showing any marked difference for gender. The two lop females
scored 13 each, while the two top performing males scored 17 each. However, and more
significantly, the three lowest scoring females all scored 3 each with the nCXt three lowest
females scoring S, 7 and 9. By comparison, the lowest three males scored 10, 11 and 12
while the next three lowest scoring males scored 14, IS and a 16. However, these results may
well be due to sampling.

Table 21: Year 3 Context Performance Results by Gender

Pro<:ess Scores

Females

Mal~

0-2

3-S

3

6-8

2

9-11

I

2

12-14

2

3

6-8

12-14

15-17
M-

3

As can be seen in Figure 15, average money experience mtings by gender were higher for
females in Years 3, 5 and 7. However, the gender differences for Years 5-9 are very small. In
fact, they appear to be somewhat constant for all students across the year levels. Only Year 9
males rated more highly for money experience than females. It is noteworthy that two Year 9
males bad had exceptional experiences with money. Schools may have be~'ll encouraging
money experiences at Year S, as the highest combined gender scores for money experience
were found lo be in Year S.

One Year 5 teacher commented that she bad noticed
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Figure 15: Average Money Experience Results by Gender
that students became interested in money at this age.

One Year 5 student commented:

counting money is better than sums; while a second student claimed: money is more funner.
Overall there was little difference in performance for gender.
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Figure 16: Percentage Process Score Averages - Females
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Figure 16 shows that females scored slightly better for non-context particularly in Year 3.
However, for all other year levels there was virtually no difference for performance between
context and non-context items. One explanation for there being a difference for females in
Year 3 maybe due to their use of different strategies for context items compared to noncontext items. Nevertheless, this might also apply to the males.
As shown in Figure 17, males also scored better for non-context at Year 3. In addition, at
Year 7 and Year 9, there was virtually no difference for males between process scores for the
two sets of items, consistent with the results for females. However, there appears to be a
gender difference at Year 5, as females exhibited no marked difference in score, while males
exhibited a slightly higher score for context items. This is the only year level for either
gender where context received a higher score. This was not due to the males having a higher
money experience rating, since both genders received identical money rating scores in Year 5
as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 17: Percentage Process Score Averages - Males
Table 22 provides a summary of both Figure 16 and Figure 17. McIntosh et al (1995a) found
that girls were "less inclined to take risks than boys" (p. 14), but that gender differences were
not consistent across the year levels. This may explain why females in this study, were less
likely to use invented mental methods and more likely to use school methods than males
were-even those designed for written algorithms.
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Table 22: Context and Non-context Average Percentage Process Scores by Gender
Year 3

Year 5

Year7

Year9

72

72

80

75

83

66

82

75

Money Conte t

35

77

68

67

Non-context

43

77

70

67

Males
Money Context
on-context
Females

Process scores were used in Figures 18 and 19. Figure 18 shows that mental computation
performance for context did not vary for gender except for seven females who all scored less
than 40 percent. Looking back to Figure 11 it can be seen that these females were all in
Year 3.
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Figure 18: Money Experience and Context Perfonnance for Years 3- 9 by Gender
The spread of process performance scores indicated in Figure 19 suggests that the males were
more homogeneously grouped by ability than the females for non-context. Two males in
Year 9 were actually in a class of their own regarding money experiences. They merited a
very high rating of 3 but they had much more significant experience than a rating of 3
required. Both of these students scored highly for money-context but also used a vaiiety of
efficient mental strategies that demonstrated a high level of number sense.
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Figure 19: Money Experience and Non-context Performance for Years 3- 9 by Gender
Figure 20 shows that being a male student was more an indicator of good performance than
was a money experience rating of three. This might be explained by examining the girls'
choices of strategies, which compared to Boaler's (1997) findings, who found that more girls
than boys used a mental form of standard written algorithm method for mental computation
items.

Figure 20 also shows that more males than females used higher order mental

computation strategies, which are indicative of number sense.

This suggests that males

should score more highly for number sense. This is also consistent with Shuard (1982).
If, as Boal er ( 1997) suggested, girls are less likely to value self-invented strategies and

estimation, they may be more likely to value school-taught methods, along with being
diligent students. This learning style could work against females' development of number
sense. Boaler (1997) further claimed that girls are less likely to value speed as important,
which should work in their favour when the class emphasis is on accuracy, rather than on
both speed and accuracy. With the absence of mental methods being presented and organised
in flexible, reflective, more open and less competitive ways, girls' learning styles may not be
accommodated and consequently their performance may not reflect their potential.
Some females with the top money experience rating score of 3 also scored low for context
items. This, together with the fact that males with a low money experience rating score of 1
were able to score highly for context items suggests two possibilities. Perhaps the money
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Figure 20: Combined Conelation of Money Experience with Context and
Non-context for Years 3-9 by Gender

rating scoring system was not entirely adequate. Or, perhaps student values and beliefs about
the mathematics methods, and therefore strategies that they believe they should be using, may
be more influential in their performance on testing of this sort, than are their out-of-school
expenences.
4.9

Research Question 6

How does a student's preference for context or non-context items affect mental computation
pe,formance?
As the students' preferences for one presentation format (either context or non-context) may
have had an influence on performance, this was examined at the end of the interview.
Students were asked for their preference in relation to the two sets of items. Three sets of
data (context, non-context, and neither) were then recorded . The overall results in Appendix
X and the statements were transcribed from the taped interviews. The number of students

with no preference increased with age from none in Year 3, one in Year 5 and none in
Year 7, to four in Year 9. Results in Table 23 overall reveal that students were divided
equally between preferring either context or non-context. When examined by year level, it
can be seen that the greatest preference for non-context (10) is at Year 3 which is consistent
with their higher performance for non-context items.
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Table 23: Context Preference by Year and Gender

Y=

Gender
Conlext

Non-conte:itt

3

f

2

6

8

m

4

4

8

'
2

8
8

Preference

To"1

None

'

f

3

m

7

r
m

'
'

4

3
4

f

3

3

2

3

3

2

8

29

30

'

64

9

m

Total

8

8
8

Students' personal preferences for a money conte:itt may be for either context itself or money
specifically. For example, students who are intrinsically interested in money generally may
respond positively to money-context items if they are pitched at the right level for them.
With respect to gender, more than SO pm:ent of females preferred non-conte:itt while SO
pm:ent of males preferred conte:itt and three males had no preference. From this data, it WWI
found that 17 females and 13 males preferred non-context; while for context, 13 females and
16 males preferred context and three males and two females preferred none.
Student preferences for either set of items did not match their highest scores for the same set
of items. While this indicates there was no overall correlation between preference and
perfo1mance-the e:itception being for Year 3-most students agreed that items set in context
were more challenging. This was because they needed to think about the nature of the
question and to choose an operation. Th.is may suggest that students are thinking more
deeply about items that are

set

in a context However, it was found that there were greater

differences between the two sets of items regarding the order of presentation, with higher
scores being achieved on whichever set was given first for all four year levels. This may
have been due to a fatigue factor.
Table 24 indicates that Year 3 was the only year level where studenlll who preferred noncontext items also performed better for these items. Average process scores for each year
level indicate the performance. Th.is table also shows that for the five students who indicated
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n0-prefertnee, averap scores wm high for bolh context and non-context, which rnay
suggest that these 1tudents found both sets of items just as straightforward.
Table 24: Context Prefemice and Averap Process Scores by Year Level
Context
Perfonnance

Prefemice

Non-context
Perfonnance

Year 3 (/20)
ContCJ1t (n=6)

9.S

6.0

Non-context (n"'IO)
Year S (/24)

8,7

13.3

Context (n"'8)

18.0

Non-context (n"'7)
None(n=l)

17.1

16.4
17.1

20.0

20.0

Context (n=9)

21.1

Non-context (n"'7)

16.4

20.7
18,6

18.5

17.2

17.0
20.5

21.5

Year 7 (/26)

Year9(/26)
Context (n"'6)
Non-context (n--6)
None(n=4)

17.8

For YeaJS 5-9, the average process scores for students who indicated a preference for context
were higher for context items than the non-context scores of students who indicated a
prefenm.ce for non-context. The differences for context were not as marked as was found for
Year 3 for non-context. It docs indicate that the most marked difference in perfonnance
occurred between Year 3 and Year S where better perfonnance for non-context moved
towards better performance for context.

4.9.J Similarities Noted between Test Items
An individual comparison between two students revealed a dramatic difference. While one

student stated that she thought all the items on the two teats were the same items and scored
100 pcn:ent on both tests, a second student stated she did not notice any similarities. This
student also struggled with both tests, scoring only eight percent for context and IS ~ t
for non-context.
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Generally, the nwnber of students who noted similarities between items increased with age,
and that conelates with an increase in the scores-at least to Year 7. Not only did the
nwnber of students who noted similarities increase but also the nwnber or items they noted as
similar also increased. The inability to notice more than a few items as similar between the
tests was most pronounced in Year 3. It may further be the case that the ability to notice the
connectedness of related items within the tests as well as between them indicates 'flexible
thinking'--a component of number 11C11se. As one student stated on several occasions,
Several ways ... or you could do ...severaf ways ...,[ picked the easiest way for me. Her ability

to make or see the relatedness of the answers and to remember them made getting the correct
answer easier. Although initially this student's mind was flexible enough to mentally change
the horizontal format to a vertical one and compute answers using the standard written
algorithmic method. Thia student was also able to notice the reason why so many items
contained the near-compatible numbers of 9, 99 and 199 by declaring. I've got the hang of
99snow.

One high-scoring student reported that he had noted relationships between items within the
tests. This result demonstrated that some learning occurred during this particular interview
because of the student's mctacognition and although it was an unintentional outcome, it was
not unexpected.
4.10 Research Queslion Review

With respect to the overall research question, Wlrat effect does the context of money have 011
students' me/I/al computatio11 peifomia11ce /11 Yean J, .f, 1 a11d 9? the following poinlll are

made.
It may be incorrect to assume that everyone is equally interested in any one context, as the
level of interest any one individual has in that context, for example money, may be
situationally specific. While one child may enjoy counting (adding) their own coins from
their moneybox as

part

of a love of saving money, they may not care to work out change

(subtracting), which is involved in spending. Another child, who enjoys shopping and is
familiar with complementary addition also known as shopkeeper's addition, may enjoy a
simulated shop activity in the classroom.

However, he or she may not care to solve

theoretical classroom word items that do not belong in their actual world. II should be noted
that the studies by Carraher et al (1985, 1987) and Nunes et al (1993) related to real life
experiences whereas this study's items were contrived imaginary situations.
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Imaginary

conteJtts recommended by Bums (1993) and RME may lhen be or little value ror mental
computation involving money u the range or imagined situations that students are able 10
succcssfull)' lo engage in is small. Indeed Bums' (1993) suggestion oflhe use of children's
lilcfature u a context may be effective; however, rc:w examples involving money exist. II
seems to be more important lo immerse students in real activities in order ror them lo develop
and practise their own devised menial computation strategics.
Another reason why no difference was found in favour or conte:itl items may include
students' prcrcrcnce for non-conte:itt items because this ill the most J'amiliar presentation
format. Results from teacher interviews were varied. One Year 7 class presented all mental
computation items in context, hal£being money items. The majority or classes reported that
half of the mental mathematics program was presen!ed in a money or measurement conte:itl.
This suggests that many classroom mental mathematics items may still be prcsen!ed context
free. Improved pcrfonnance for non-context might also be due lo the student's in- and outof-5':hool mathematics experiences consisting only of traditional computation exereises. This
may oecur if parents were coaching their children in the traditional methods that they
remembered from school.
Although the overall results did not find any marked difference betw~ context items and
non-context items, the researcher noted several individual items for which students gave
dramatically different responses with improved performance for context. One item, 38 x 50
at Year 9 reported a 100 percent improved score for context as students realised that 50 cents
is hair or one dollar. These students were able to use the higher order doubling,lhalving
strategy rather than long multiplication, which is classified as a tower order strategy by using
place value instrumentally to solve this item. This reflected that the students' everyday
knowledge of money helped them choose a more efficient strategy. Two or these items:
6.20 + 4.90 in Year 5 and Year 7; and 6 - 4.50 in Years 7 and 9, involved decimals to two

places which is consistent with students' everyday knowledge orthe context or mor.ey.
While overall, the context or money may not have had an effect on student mental
computation performance, student interviews revealed that money had an effect on other
aspects, such as student development and strategies. This was evident by some students
displaying increased motivation and different strategy choices for the money context items
due lo their knowledge or equivalent monetary values. Overall, gender was not found lo
impact on paid-working experiences, although some evidence of males being paid ror
physical work, while females were paid for lighter duties, was noted.
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4.11 Comparbon• wltll Oilier St.diet
Western Australian students commence their S(:hool yea:r in February. In comparison with
overseas countries, Grade 2 in the United States roughly equates with studcnlll currently in
Western Australia in Year 3, for which the average age is 8 years old. Tho Western
Australian students in the current study in Years 3, S, 7 and 9 should be of the average ages
of 8, 10, 12 and 14 fCSJl«tivcly. This is equivalent in age to Grades 2, 4, 6 and 8 in the USA.
4.11.1 Introduction

Score ranges by age group are discussed here in comparison to Reys, Reys and Hope {1993)
from which some of this study's and McIntosh et al's (I99Sa) items were originally sourced.
Reys et al's (1993) study compared studenlll' mental computation perfonnances for
visual/oral presentation of items and a survey or fifth and seventh-grade students' preferences
for computation methods (written, mental or calculator). However, Reys et al's (1993) study
of application items was not restricted to a money-only context. For example, time and
length measurement applications were also presented.

Reys et al (1993) found that

performance for second graders (n = 261) ranged from one to 98 percent for the application
items, with ''p-values less than 25 percent on eight of the !en items" (p. 309). By contrast, the
study reported here found only four out or ten items with scores or less thUl 25 percent.
Student perf'omiance process scores were also more Cavourable £or Year 3 items which
ranged from IS to 85 percent for contnt and ranged from S to 100 percent for non-context
(see Appendix X).

Reys et al (1993) found that for fifth graders (n =250) performanee levels ranged from one to
64 percent. Pcrfonnance on context items (applied problems} was low, "only about I out of
20 fifth graders conectly mentally computed the cost of four tapes, given the information that
one tape cost SI0.3.0" (p. 310). By comparison, the study reported here found that process
scores for Year 5 context items ranged from 38 to 96 percent, while £or non-context items
process scores ranged from 33 to 96 percent. Reys ct al (1993) found that for seventh graders
(n "' 204) perfonnance on context items was low. They claimed that ''no more than onefourth of the swenth graders answered any of the applications correctly... the performance
level wu close to to pen:ent" (p. 312).
While these results appear to be more ravoumble for the Australian students, the sizes of the
samples being compared need to be taken into consideration. As do other facton such ll!I the
passage of time, improved teacher practices,

ll!I
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well as the likelihood that money may be a

more 5Wtablc context The American study collected data from over 200 students at each
grade level. By comparison, the study reported here had a 51111l))lc size of 16 students per year
level, which is too small lo enable gencralisati011!1, The year differmcc also nccdll to be
considered, as grade 4 in the USA is generally equivalent to Year 5 in Western Australia,
with no age difference.
Rc)'ll cl al (1993) also found that student preference for pencil and paper methods for items
that should be straightforward to calculate mentally revealed student lack of confidence. For
example, 48 percent of seventh graders stated their preference for using paper and pencil lo
calculate 10 percent of 750, and 49 percent preferred. to Wle pencil and paper to calculate
1000 x 0.123. These both represent factors of ten and place values that are clearly not
understood,
One interesting observation from the interviews in this study was lhe small number of
students who gave correct answers while being uncertain of the com:ctness of their answers.
Thia suggested that marking test itcma purely for com:ct or incorrect answers such as with
the basic scoring system, might give a false representation of these students· level of

understanding. These students made a number of guesses, which were correct, but if they had
been simply marked correct, without explanation, it may not be realised that the students had
guessed and lhcrcfon: lacked

run understanding.

Further, lhe teacher may assume that all of

the correct answers are fully understood. While little diffcrcncc between the basic and
process scoring systems was found, suggesting that this was not a widespread problem, it
does highlight the importance of students needing to give explanations for their answcrs.
The study reported here found that context process scores for Year 7 ranged from 46 to JOO
percent, and for non-context scores ranged from 50 to 100 percent. By comparison, Reys ct
al (1993) (n"' 204) found that scores for context items (although these were for mixed
contexts, not only money) ranged from one to 61 percent, for grade 7. This is C1quivalent in
age lo Wcstcm Australian students in Year 8. The study reported here found for Year 9 that
context process scores ranged from eight lo I00 percent and for non.context items, scores
ranged from 15 to 100 percent.
A study by McIntosh (2002) examined error patterns in students' mental mathematics
calculations. He found that then: was a difference in error types for whole numbers, which
were mostly procedural, and for ftactions, decimals and percents which tended to be
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conceptual. Examining the error pat!emli for this study reveals a difference in errors (QI'
conlcJlt for whole numbers; also found by Mc~!tosh (2002), that procedural errors occurred
moie often than conceptual ones.
McIntosh's (2002) conceptual errors relate to a lack of number sense, understanding about
'the nature oflhe numbers', or relational COMcctions. Often students have trouble explaining
their slralegies. A conceptual error would be where student answers indicate place value
confusion, such as being out by multiples of ten.

By contrast, McIntosh categorised

procedural errors as can,lesa counting, mistakes when canying,
execution.

QI'

emirs of strategy

Exwnples of emirs CalcBCJriscd as whole numbers and non-whole numbers

identified in this study, revealed similarexwnples.
4.11.2 Whole Numbers

For Ute Item 74- 30, McIntosh (2002) found that a common answer given was 36. McIntosh

had identified this as a procedural ctror, since the four was subtracted from the :zero when
visualising the school-taught vertical method of subtraction. In this study, this item was
presented to Years 3 and S, In Year S It appeared that money as a context led to an
improvement as only one student made an error, giving an answer of $40. This was also
classed as a procedural emir. For the non-context item, five Year S students gave incorrect
answers or made no attempt. Deeper analysis of the errors revealed the all!IWers of S4 and 36
are examples of procedural errors as was the answer 26, which may indicate a double
procedural error. In these cases, it is poS!lible to infer that procedural errors were not
influenced by the provision of a context. When the process marking guide was applied to
student's answers, one procedural error would still be awarded one point if the answer had

been correct, However, double procedural errors were given a score of:zero.
Examples of conceptual errors that were found for whole numbers included the item 60 x 70.
Many students gave an answer of 420, which is a conceptual error, as it is incorrect by a
power of ten. Comparing context with non-context answers for Uris item revealed less than
2S percent of students got Uris correct at Year S for both modes, with students achieving

higher scores for non-ccntext in Years 7 and 9.
4.11.3 Non-whole Numbers

Overall, examples of conceptual errors for non-whole numbers in Uris study found that errors
occurred more often with non-context items than with context items. With regard to common
fractions, McIntosh (2002) claimed that:
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./I'

••• emmi

in menlll computation of frlctiont, appear to be nnseh leu intricate and,

where their reasoning can be surmised, TlllR concepllllll, Three of the common
emn ••• can be attributed to confusion of opentions. (p. 462)

In the cuttent study, the only common fractions were in the two items, What ir half of 16?
and What ir Haff of JO? for Yw 3. One student gave the answer of 13 for both the context
item' My twin brother and I sp,mt $16 on Mum's birthday prest11t. Ifwe paid half each, how

much did I pay? and the non-context equivalent item, Half of Iii /.J? For both items, the
student followed the s11111e strategy. The student halved the six to mrive at lhrce, bu! omitted
to halve !he ten, This could be seen as a procedural error. However, it could also be argued
that 13 is so close to 16, that this student does not yet understand the nature of how.big half
of 16 would be. Similarly, another student gave tho answer of five. This student had halved
the ten and forgot about the sbt. There were no noticeable differences between answers for
context and non-context at this year level.
McIntosh's (2002) study found that for decimal fraction computation:
CTTOl'll were mostly associated with the common misundentanding noted by Han
(1981) and Stacey and Steinle (1998), namely "thinking that the figures al\er the
decimal point represented a different nwnber which also had tens, units etc"
(Han, 19111,pp. Sl-52). (p. 463)

~

non-whole number items were found to have marked differences in favour of context

due to less conceptual errors being made. These three items were: 6.20 + 4.90; 25% of 48;
and 0.1 x4S.
6.10+4.90
This item was presented across Years 5, 7 and 9. There was a marked improvement for
conteJtt in Year S, with eight errors for non-context, while only twO for context. Upon
eJtamination of the two errors for context, these were found to be procedural, out by ten cents,
one error ten less, the other ten more. Non-context errors were more varied. Three students
gave an answer of 10.11, two of20.l, one of 12, and one of 11.01; which indicate conceptual
errors or confusion over the meaning of decimal place values, which was not the case for
context. The eighth student in the sample made no attempt at all so this was also classified as
a conceptual CITOr.

In Year 7, there were three non-context errors-no attempt, and 2.1 {conceptual), and 10.11
(procedural). However, for context, all 16 students achieved the correct answer resulting in a
perfect score. In Year 9, while there were three errors for context, two errors; $11.30 and
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$10.10 were procedural, white the answer ofS2, was conceptual. For non-context therli were
three crrors---two students who made no attempt and one answer 0£8. l. These were found to
be mostly conceptual problems.

Overall for this item, the provision of contex.t reduced the nwnber of conceptual crroni. The
total number of context emirs was fivc---four pl'Ol:edural and one conceptual-compared
with non-context, which had 14 errors-five were procedural and nine were conceptual. This
item was the most significant item for which contcx.t reduced the conceptual crroni.
0.1 i:45

This item is equivalent to the contextual item, Find ten percent o/ 45 was only presented to
Year 7 and Year 9. There were eight Year 7 errors fornon-oontex.t, and ten for contex.t. This
count included non-attempts. Excluding these, there were only four errors for non-context
and five errors for context. Conceptual enors given were similar for context and noncontext: 90, 0.9, 90 cents, 4S.l, 0.4S, 45 cents, $20.50, $3, and $5.
Discounting non-attempts in Year 9, there were seven non-context errors and five contex.t
e:rnrs, Non-context erroni included five of0.45, three of 45 cents; and one each of45.4S, $5,
and $22.50. The two given money-context answers of $5 were close approximations that,
while guesses, also reflect an understanding of real-world number or money-sense as it is
common for shoppers to pay for $4.50 worth of goods with a five dollar note. The $22.50
amount was found by halving, so that is a conceptual error. The $20.50 answer was a
combination of conceptual (halving) and pl'Ol:edura\ (forgot to add the $2) errors. Overall,
these errors were mostly conceptual and were evenly spread across context and non·context.
25% of48
McIntosh (2002) claims that percentages have not been commonly analysed in the literature,
''many students would appear not to move easily between percents and their fraction
equivalents (75% = %, 30%"' 3/10) as one way ofsimplifying calculations" (p. 463). This was
consistent in this study as a Jack of fraction/percentage equivalence knowledge was noted for
some students. Some students were noted finding 10 percent twice, and finding 5 percent by
halving ten percent, and then adding these facts together rather than finding one quarter of 48.
This item was only presented to Year 7 and Year 9. For Year 7, there were three non-context
errors: 120, 10.2 and 6; two context errors: $12.50, and $23; and six non-attempts. The three
non-context errors were all conceptual. Five students who made errors for either context or
non-context were the same five students who also made no attempts. This suggests that lhis
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item was difficult for the students, conceptually. At Year !l there were fota non-context
mon: 8, 9.2, 10, and 11.2. There were four erron for context: $8, $10.4, $10, and $10.80.
Of these eight errors, the 111me students made four. Five non-attempts were made compared
with only two students who did not attempt the item, 4S x 0.1. This may susgcst that this

item was conceptually more difficult than the other item11.
,U 2 DbnHIOD or au lndMdall Items
A discussion or all the individual items follows, being grouped sc:oording to operation type

using percentages of students with

COITel;I

mponses, which is equivalent to using basic

scores, as in Table 12. The items discuued in this section have all been compared to results

from McIntosh et al's (1995a) study involving students in the Perth metropolitan area.
Generally, students in the cummt study scored higher for non-context than for both context
and the McIntosh test items.

Item 60 + 80 (Yelll'S 3, 5)

lf J spe11t 60 ce11ts on an Icy pole then 80 cents 011 a choca/ate bar, how much did J spend
a/together?

For this item, the in-context wording did not include obvious addition language such as
'plus'. Rather, to be consistent with the context or shopping and money, it includi,d the
wording of 'how much' and 'spend altogether'. Table 25 clearly shows progression for age
Table 2.5: Comparison of Item 60 + 80 for Context and Non-context
Study

Year 3 (% correct)

McIntosh et al (no context)
Paterson (context)
Paterson (non-context)
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Year 5 (% correct)

36

87

(n=l63)

(n=J63)

S6

81

(n=16)

(n=16)

1S

88

(n=16)

(n=16)

across all duee tests. This study proved rtum favourable in Year 3 for mental computation
items presented in >:ontexl, with a two-fold improvement for mental computation items not
presented in context compared to the McIntosh study.
One counting error and also an example of a low level strategy, noted for this cxamplc was
by a Year 3 student who counted 80, 90, JOO, 110, /20, 130, While the student correctly
counted on sili; tens, he clearly stancd ftom the ir.c:orrcct ten. Several students revealed that
they had bct:n taught to count on &om the smallest number to the biggest number as this
involved a smaller number of steps and thcrefbrc was easier to do. This is an example of how
the teaching of efficient strategics can still be problematic if students do not fully understand
what they are doing.

Item 68

+ 32 {YeaJ"S 3, 5)

When Mum brought a dress for $68, she was given $32 change. How much money did Mum
give the shopkeeper?

This item may be straiglJtforwardly added as a two-digit number, as the two numbers add
exactly to one hundred. Although students may not know this fact, they should know both
number facts that two and eight make ten and that sixty and forty make one hundred. Table
26 indicates that improvemen!s for this item from Year 3 to Year 5 are more marked than any
differences between tontext and non-context and that this age related improvement is
consistent between the two studies.
Table 26: Comparison ofltem 68 + 32 for Context and Non-context
Study

Year 3 (% correct) Year S (% correct)

McIntosh et al (no contcxt)

37
(n~163)

19
(n'-163)

Paterson (context)

38
(n'-16)

88
(n,,,16)

Paterson (non-contcxt)
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56

88

(n"'i6)

(n"'16)

Item 79 + 16{Ycars 3, S, 1, 9)
It cost J 79 for

OIU'

puppy'., Injections. It olso cost J26 for puppy food. How much Is this

oltogether7
Bridging tens or using compatible number two-digit addition can be used for this item. Use
of this type or strategy indicates number sense. Ir pcrfonncd as a standard written algoritlim,
this item requires two place-value adjustments. The results are given in Table 27.
This item was presented to all four of the year \CVels. In the currmt study, it was found that
non-context scores were higher across all four year levels. The most disparate results appear
in Year 3, with the Paterson non-context scores well above McIntosh et al's. This can partly
be explained by this study's use of the process scoring system compared to McIntosh et al's
use of basic scoring. Further examination of the answers given by Year 3 students reveal that
most students gained the correct answer of !OS numerica!ly, but assumed the answer was
only one dollar and five cents-SI.OS-a difference oftwn decimal places. This may well be
due to their lack of personal experiences with amounts of money over $100. It may also be
due to confusion over recently acquired knowledge that 100 cents equals one dollar.
Therefore, when students add amounts of dollnrs to equal 100 or more, the dollars bei:ome
cents. It may also be a combination of both of these suggested anomalies.
Table 27: Comparison of Item 79 + 26 for Context and Non-context
Study
McIntosh ct al
{no context)
Paterson
(context)
Paterson
(non-context)

Y=3
(% correct)

Years
(% correct)

Year7
(% correct)

Y=9
(% correct)

17
(n~t63)

66
(n=163)

81
(n=163)

{n=l63)

25
{n=l6)

"

88

88

(no:16)

{n=l6)

so

63

(n=16)

(n=l6)

100
(n=16)

(n=16)
94

89

(n=16)

Of the IS Year 3 students wbo answered this item for context, only four achieved the correct
answer ofSIOS, while three students gave an answer of one dollar and five cents. Half of the
Year 3 students gave incorrect answers ranging from 23c (achieved by adding 6 and 9 to get
15, then adding 2 and 7, which is 9, to get 23), to 100 dollars and 2 cents. This latter answer
was written WI $1002 (achieved by fin;tly applying the incorrect number fact of 9 + 6"' 12
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and secondly by incorrectly writing one hundred and two dollars after adding 12 lo 90
eorrcctly. One student in Year 5 also gave the answer of SI.OS, ~t no Year 7 or Year 9
students were confused by the dollars and cents place values. However, one Year 9 student
did not attempt this question.
This item has been classified in Callingham and McIntosh {2002) at level S of their mental
compulation competence hierarchy that lhey rc.:ommcnd as the appropriate benctunarlr. for
Year S. They claimed National Numeracy Benchmarks currently are set slightly higher with
Year 5 set at level 6. According to their studies only 20 percent of Year 3 students wen, at
level 5, compared to 28 percent of Year 5 students at level 5 and 23 percent of Year S
students at level 6. This suggests that Year 3 students should find this question difficult and
this was substantiated by only20 percent being correct.

Item 165 + 99 (Years 5, 7, 9)
fl

cwt our family $/65 per day for a horef room plus $99 for a day's meals. How much did

one day cost our family on holiday?

This item can be straightforwardly perfonned using compensation (99 + I

= 100

and

165 - I= 164. The results are shown in Table 28, which indicate only modest differences
both between the tests and

for conteitt and non-<:ontext in Years S and 9.

The greatest improvement in performance, with 32 percent, was from Year S to Year 7 for
conteitl. However, by Year 9 perfonnance for non-<:ontexl was slightly better than for
conteitt.
Table 28: Comparison of Item 16S + 99 for Context and Non-context
Study

Years
{% correct)

McIntosh et al (no context)
Paterson (context)
Paterson (non-context)

Ycar7
i%correcQ

Ycar9
(%correcQ

,0

71

84

(n=163)

(n"'163)

{n,,,163)

56
(n,,,16)

88

81

(n=l6)

{n=16)

56

69

88

(n=l6)

(n=J6)

(n=l6)
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Item 74-JO(Yea:rs 3, S)
Amy'.s brother earn/ $74 in his part-time Joh. He gave his Mum $30. How much did he
keep?
This item can be readily perfonned as a two-digit multiple or

ten

subtraction with no

'canying' involved. The data in Table 29 suggests that con~t had a marked positive
difference for Year 5 while it had a negative effect for Year 3 students. One Year 3 student
stated, because you can't have a four, you add one more cent on. This indicated that the
student was using money-related knowledge. However, in this case the student incorre<:tly
applied cents for dollars, which may be due to a factor of age.

Table 29: Comparison of Item 74- 30 for Context and Non-context
Year3
(%correct)

'""'
McIntosh et al (no context)
Paterson (context)

21

ss

(n=l63)

(n"'i63)

"

(n"'i6)

(n=l6)
Paterson (non-context)

Year 5
(%comet)

94

so

69

(n=l6)

(n=l6)

Item 140- 60 (Year 3)
Mum saved $140 then spent $60 on a preJent for Dad. Haw much did she have left?
This item can be pcrfonned by subtracting six from 14 and compensating for the place value,
or by subtracting forty then subtracting twenty, Both of these strategies would reflect nwnbcr
sense. Table 30 reveals low scores for both no context in the Mcln!osh study and for context
in the current study. This shows that for both of these instances, studenl!I only achieved half
of the scores that were achieved for non-context items in the current study.
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table 30: Comparison of Item 140- 60 for Context and Non-context

Study

Year 3 (% COITCCI)

McIntosh ct al (no context)

20

(n-'163)

Paterson (context)

19
(n~l6)

Paterson (non-context)

38
(n~l6)

Item 80- 24 (Year J)
Dad had $80 and brought a shirt/or $14. How much change did he have left?

This item could be computed as 80- 20 =60; and 60- 4., 56. Table JI reveals !hat context
proved to be a disadvantage for this item at Year 3 Jevel. Most students gave an answcrof64
indicating that !hey were unable to decompose the 80. This may be because Ibey viewed lhe
disits as separate entities rather than units of place value. This would be more likely to be
due to experience with school-taught procedures than real experiences. Students made
statemcn\5 such as, Zero take away four, you can't do, so ii must be four, and J put the 24
under the 80. This may suggest that students at this age have not had enough experience

calculating n:al world subtractions as in money exchanges and so rely on sc:hool-taught
melhods. For most Year 3s, money experiences would not include an amount of24 cents, as
in most sllopping experiences 24 cen\5 would be rounded to 25 cents.
Table 31: Comparison ofltem 80- 24 for Context and Non-context

Year 3 (% correct)

Study
McIntosh ct al (no conteKI)

8
(n~163)

Paterson (context)

0

(n=16)

Paterson (non-context)

19

(n=16)
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Jtem/OJ-26(Yean3,5, 7,9)
We took $105 to the Show but relumed wltli 126. How mucli did we spend?

This item can be readily calculated as a lhrce-digit and two-digit ,ubtraction. One method is
to subtract 25 fiom IOS first, then to 1ubtracl one more. Another method is to subtract 25
from I 00 then compell!late for the S by adding and compensate for the one by subtraction
=79).

(100- 2S =75; then 7S + S-1

Table 32: Comparison ofltem JOS-26 for Context and Non-context
Study
McIntosh et al
(no context)

Y=J
Years
Y=7
Year9
(% correct) (% correct) (%correct) (% correct)

s
(n=163)

Paterson (context)
Paterson
(non-context)

42
(n=l63)

"

84

(n,,,163)

(n=IS2)

69
(n,,,16)

13

38

15

(n,,,16)

(n=16)

(n=l6)

19

so

15

15

(n'-'16)

(n=16)

(naoJ6)

(n=16)

This item is the inverse of the item 79 + 26. The subtraction operation proved more difficult
than the addition operation, for all four year levels. Only two students noted the relationship
between the two items 105 - 16 and 79 + 26 within the test. It seems that students arc not
making the connection between addition and subtraction as opposites.
The results in Table 32 arc consistent with trends previously mentioned. The Year 3s
achieved stronger results for the Paterson non-context item than the McIntosh ct al (1995a)
no-context item. However, context did not make a significant difference at any year level.
There was however, improvement across a[] Years 3, Sand 7, with Year 9 showing some
drop-off for context. One Year 9 student stated; J hale subtraction. Can I leave a dash,
becaJJSe l can 'I work ii out In my head?
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Item 164- 99 (Years 7, 9)

Alex and Iris Mum made $164 at their garage sale. Alex then bought a $99 play statian
game. How much money dou Alex and his Mum have left?

This item c1111 be straightforwardly perfonned as a three-digit subtraction by rounding 99 to
JOO lhen, 264 - 100 = 164 and 164 + I

= 165.

Another observation made for Ibis item was

that some students mentally 'decomposed' and 'carried', which is consistent with performing
standard written algorithms mentally. This is an example of what Hope (1986) coined
'calculative monomania' in order to describe the ''tendency to ignore number relationships
useful for calculation and, instead, resort to more cumbersome and inappropriate tethniques"
(pp. S0-51). The most efficient strategy used for this item was 264-100 + I. This use of
written methods mentally could be seen to support the arguments against teaching algorithms.
They are not suited for mental computation especially iflhey "encourage children to give up
lheir own thinking" and ''thereby prevent. .. children from developing number sense"
(Kamii & Dominick, 1998, p. 135).
Table 33: Comparison ofltem 264-99 for Context and Non-context
Study

Year 7 (% correct) Year 9 (%correct)

McIntosh et al (no context)

42

(n=l63)
Paterson (context)
Paterson (non-context)

"

(n,,,163)

38

so

(n"'l6)

(n=l6)

38

44

(Pl6)

(n=J6)

As shown in Table 33, McIntosh el al (199Sa) found 42 percent correct for Year 7. This

compares favourably to this study's results of38 for Year 7 for bolh presentation fonnats and
with SO percent for money-context and 44 percent for non-context for Year 9. The results in
Table 33 indicate a substantial improvement for non-context from Year 7 to Year 9 in the
McIntosh ct al (1995a) results.

This suggests the improvement may be age related.
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Comparisons wilhin Year 9 suggest that the l'aterson Year 9s may have been weaker students
with regard to this item. Context did not mllk:e a difference at either year level as scores for
both the Patmon tests were similar for Year 9 and exactly the same for Year 7.
Item Double 26 is (Yeani 3, 5)
What Is the cos/ oftwo books priced at $26 eacli?

This item can be computed as a two-digit by one-digit multiplication or by using doubles.
Most students doubled the twenty, doubled the six, and then added 40 lo 12 to reach the
correct answer of 52.

This item represents a useful number f11et as 26 represents the number of fortnights in a year
and the number of cards in a pack (52) that arc of one colour (red or black). It can be seen in
Table 34 that context made no difference for this item and that students scored full marks
equally for context and non-context at Year 5, while scoring the same at Year 3. As
previously, the Paterson students scored higher than the McIntosh students for both context
and non-context did. One Year 3 answer given for this item was $412, which indicates
knowledge of doubles, but not of place values or checking for reasomiblcneas of aruwers.

Table 34: Comparison of Item Double 26 is, for Context and Non-context
Study

Year 3 (% correct)

McIntosh et al (no context)

(n"'l63)

80
(n=l63)

56
(n:16)

(n=l6)

56
(n=16)

(n=16)

34

Paterson (context)
Paterson {non-context)

Year 5 (%correct)

100
100

ltem60x70{Years5, 7,9)
If your school is fandrals/ng by selling Grand final tickets for $60 each, rmd 70 llckets are
sold, how much will this raise altogether?
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tbi, item ean be atraighlforwardly pcrfonncd a an e,itcnsion of the ba!lie fact, 6 x 7. While
Reys et al (1993) round 11W only 33 peremt of grade 5 madents-which is equivalent to Year
6 in the current study-got this item correct, only 13 pm:ent or Year 5 were corm:t for boU,
context and non-eonte,it. It is interesting to note that U,e Reya 1tudy also found that 39
pm:ent ofOrade ,, and 47 percent o£0rade 7s-cquivalent to Year 8----prefem:d to do this
calculation mentally. They further found that this was U,e only item where almost halfofU,c
sevenU, gradm indicated this preference.

Table 3S: Comparison ofltcm 60 x 70 for Context and Non-context
Study
McIntosh ct al (no context)
Paterson (context)
Paterson (non-contCllt)

Year5

Y=7

Y=9

{% correct)

(% correct)

(% correct)

30

73

(n=163)

(n=l63)

79
(n=l63)

13

so

(n=16)

(n=l6)

13
(n=16)

(n=16)

"

56
(n,,,16)
75

(n=16)

Table 3S shows U,at U,e biggest improvement for performance was from Year S to Year 7 and
that U,is improvement was much more marked than any difference in scores for context or
non-context. Some comments on strategy choices U,at were made by Year 9 studenls for
context included: Six .seven S i.s 42 and (/)ju.st added the zero on the end. This resulted in an
answer of 420, an example of a conceptual error because of rule-based learning and U,e
in=t application of U,e mle due to a lack of understanding. OU,er comments for noncontext included: I'm nal .sure abau/ it becau.se I can ·t vi.sual/se ft, I tlmesed the 6 and the 7
and It ha.s to be three digit.s; and two zeros because you multiply them out, /1 '.s a short cut.

The first student's answer was 142. This student had multiplied 6 by 7 to get 42, and U,en put
a I in front to make three digits which is evidence of a conceptual error. The second student
gave lhe correct answer of 4200, which indicates mastery oflhe computation.
Some teachers and parents teach children 'shortculs' such as removing and adding zeros to
make lhe question easier. McIntosh et al (1994) suggested U111t lhis might lead to lhe
inoon"CCt application of the mle, while Hcpkins, Gifford and Pepperell (1996) noted thct
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'shortcuts' led to misconcq)tions when working with decimal numbers. Thit 1tudy found
evidence or Ibis rule being mil-applied to multiplication or two-digit whole nwnbcn, so that
60 x 70 was often calculated as 420.

Item 7 X 25 (Years 5, 7, 9)

There are :.even children /hat I want to buy a lollipop for. If lol/ipo,n cos/ 2j cent:; each how
much will/ :.pend In total?
This item can be straightroiwanlly perfonned as follows: 4 x 25 "'100, so 8 x 25 = 200;

therefore 7 x 25 "'200 - 25. In Reys et al's (1993) study or Year 8 equivalent students'
preferences for the item 36 x 25, 70 pcn:ent or204 students stated that they would prerer to
use pencil and paper. A similar finding was made for Year 6 equivalent students, with a
prererence or 71 percent for paper and pencil.

Results from Table 36 reveal that only

students in Ycar 9 scored better for conlext than for non-context, but the difference was
small.

Table 36: Comparison of Item Double 7 x 25 for Context and Non-«111text

SWdy
McIntosh ct al (no context)

Year 5
(% correct)

Year 7
(% correct)

(% correct)

37

72
(n'--163)

(n'-'163)

(n=163)
Paterson (context)
Paterson (non-conteJ!t)

Y=9

89

44

7S

7S

(n,.16)

(11"'16)

(n-'16)

,0

88

69

(n=16)

(n=l6)

(11"'16)

Counting by 25s proved usefol here. As one Year 7 student stated after working through the
item 7 x 25, they mentally 'carried' in the tradition of the school-laugh! algorithm: Oh, I
slrould'vejust counted by ]jsf This suggested that this student knew the multiples 0£25 and

this would have been quicker for him. However, as Swan and Dana (2000) found lhat,
"students make a fairly hasty decision based on a limited set of criteria" (p. 586). Some Year
9 students used their knowledge of 25 as a quarter or JOO and 25 cents as a quarter or one

1S5

dollar. One Year 9 student conuncnted: / used tlie 15J in a hundred, there'.sfalW ... 100 plus
JO, b twa more. For contcitt, one Year 9 commented: T1tere'.sfo1W, 15J In a dollar, so Jjusl
timesed ii by two to maU eight, so It ww twa dol/arJ and (I) took away 15 cen/J.

Item J&x JO(Years 7, 9)

Whal h the total cos/ ofJS Harry Polter earth at 50 cen/J each?

This item can be per(onned by halving 38 and doubling 50 to achieve the same as 19
multiplied by 100. This strategy was more obvious to students when the item was set in
context as they appeared to be more aware o£the fact that 50 cents is halfofone dollar. One
Year 9 student's comment for context included: (I) Halved 38, because 50 Is half of a dollar;
I divided 38 by 1, because {f It's 50 cents, it '.s half of a doflar. This latter comment reflects

that knowledge o£moncywas used as money or number sense to solve tbis item COTffi:tly.

Table 37: Comparison of Item Double 38 x 50 for Context and Non-context
Study

Y=7
(% correct)

McIntosh et al (no C<tl\lext)

31

(n=l63)
Paterson (context)
Paterson (non-context)

Year9
(% correct)

S7
(n~163)

44

,0

(n=16)

(n"'16)

38

25
(n=16)

(n=16)

Although the study reported here did not include this item for Year 3, McIntosh et al's Year
ls scored only 7 percent for no context. This item was subsequently identified as the most
difficult item for Year 3 in their study. Table 37 shows that for Year 9, this study's non•
context item achieved the lowest score, being half that for context. It also shows that for
Year 7, this item achieved the better score in context.
One Year 9 student's comment for non-context included: Because JO is half of a hundred, (I)
divided JS by 1 and then added a zero. This shows that students seem to be Jess aware of

conceptual errors regarding the relative size of numbers as numbers get into thousa'lds,
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perliaps bccau,e this is generally not in their field of experience. For contcxl, the correct
answer ofSI 9.00, which repremits 1900 cents, is much more in their field of experience as it
is the equivalent oflll dollars.

Item Halfof16 i:r? (Year 3)
My twin brollrerand l spent $16 on Mum ':r blrtlrday pll.len/. lfwe paid half each, how muclr

did/pay?

Halving strategies are generally Wied to solve this item. Students could also use their
knowledge of doubling of number facts as the opposite of halving. Most students solved this
item either by halving the ten, then the six, then by adding them together; or they stated that it
was a known fact. Some students counted on their fingers to work out the halving. The
results shown in Table 38 suggest that Year 3 students found the non-context presentation of
this item easier than the contextual presentation.

Table 38: Comparison of Item, Half of 16, for Context and Non-context
Study

Year 3 (% correct)

McIntosh et al (no context)

"

(n=163)

Paterson (context)

68
(n=16)

Paterson (non-context)

81
(n=l6)

Item Half of 30 is (Year 3)
Grandma had 30 cents and gave me halfa/ it. How much did she giwi me?

Table 311 indicates that no Year 3 student wa.~ able to solve this item set in context, Along
with the item 80- 24 it was the scc:ond-Il!ost difii~ult item for Year 3. Otherwise, the two
nD-(:(lnlext test results were similar. In compirison to the previous item, where the students
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were asked to find half of' 16 and generally did so, this item n,ffccted that students were not
used to halving money amounts of this size. More students guessed this item than the
pmvious item, which involved a smaller number.
Table 39: Comparison ofltem, HalfofJO is, for Context and Non-context
Study

Year 3 (% correct)

McIntosh ct al (no context)

"

(n=163)
Paterson (context)

0

(n=16)
Paterson (non-context)

"

{11"'16)

Item 150 -t- 25 (Years 5, 7, 9)
lf,25 people share a $150 win on Lotto, how much money should each person get?

This item could be solved by counting by 25s or using relational knowledge based on the fact
that four 25s make 100. One Yelll' 9 student slated that, this one is a hard one. Table 40
indicates that while context achieved lower scores overall, Year 9 students scored much
lower than Year 7 students did in the current s1udy. Slrategics used by students revealed that
Year 7s used counting by 25s and the fact that four 2Ss make a hundred more CIJ'ten and more
correctly than the Year 9s. This item is similar to the item, 7 x 25, as both involve the
knowledge of counting by 25s. It appeared that the division symbol in the non-context item
proved difficult for some students, while more students seemed u'!able to solve the context
item by sharing.
multiplication.

Few students wem aware of the relationship between division and

Comparing Table 40 (the division by 2Ss item) to Table 36 (which was the multiplication by
25s item), reveals that the McIntosh studies found students improved with age for both items
with simillll' scores for both. However, this study found that Year 9 students had mom
difficulty with the division item than Year 7 students for non-context, while al! three year
levels found the division item to be mom difficult than the multiplication item for context.
This may be due to their lack of past experiences using division in real contexts such as
sharing money amounts equally.
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Table 40: Comparison ofltem 150 + 25 for Context and Non-ronteKI
Study
McIntosh ct al (no context)
Paterson (context)
Paterson (non-context)

Y=S

Y=7

(% correct)

(% correct)

Y=9
(% correct)

34

(n=163)

79
(n.. 163)

(n=l63)

31
(n=16)

so

44

(n=16)

(n"-16)

"

S6

88

so

(n=J6)

(n=16)

(n.. 16)

Item 3500 + 35 (Years 5, 7, 9)
A school fair raised $3500 for new complller programs. How many can be purchased if the
price /:i $35 each?

Table 41: Comparison of Item 3500 + 35 for Context and Non-conteKI
Study
McIntosh et al (no context)
Paterson (context)
Paterson (non-rontcKt)

Y=S
(% corrccl)

Y=7

Y=9

(% correct)

(% correct)

29

29

82

(n,,,163)

(n=163)

38

(n=l6)

81
(n,.16)

ln"'163)
S6

31
(n-'16)

81
(n=l6)

(n=16)

63
(n=16)

Results for this study as shown in Table 41 indicate a big improvement in perfoffl!ance from
Year S to Year 7, and again the Year 7s scored more favourably than the Year 9s. One Year
9 student stated: EaJy! Several ways, 35 goes Into 35 once. I picked the eOJ/eJI way for me.
35 into 35, once and put /WO zeros on the end.

The Year 5 finding of3S percent success for moncy-ronteKI and 31 pen:cnt for non-context is
consistent with the McIntosh ct al studies, not just for the identical item, but also for the
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inverse of this item (100 x JS). It is interesting to note that more than 40 pen:ent o(Mclntosh
et al's (199S) Year Ss could not compute 100 x JS mentally, suggesting a lack ofconceptlllll

understanding rather than a lack of computational skill,

Item $6.20 + $4.90 (Years S, 7, 9)
Mum spent $6.20 In the bakery and then she spent $4.90 al /he newsagent. How much did
she spend a/together?

Most notably, this item was usually answered correctly when presented in a money context
for Years S, 7 and 9, as in Table 42. The greatm improvement in average perfonnance for
context was from Year S to Year 7. Context made a huge difference in Years 5 and 7. There
was no difference between Year Sand Year 9 for context, but Year S performed better for
context while Year 9 scored the same for both modes of presentation. In contrast, there was a
steady progression of improved scores for non-context from Years 5 to 9 that was consistent
with the trend in the McIntosh et al (199Sa) studies, This trend would be an expected
oulcome of schooling. One explanation for the Year 7 improvement could be the result of
school-taught mental mathematics in a money context, as the money experience scores were

not the explanation. This could be further explained by examining student strategics. For
example, several Year 7 students used efficient mental strategies such as rounding, bridging
to a dollar, and working from the left.

Table 42: Comparison of Item 6.20 + 4.90 for Context and Non-context
Study

v-,

(% correct)

Ye111 7
(% correct)

McIntosh et al (no context)

37
(n~16l)

70
(n=l63)

Paterson (context)

81
(n=16)

100

PatcJSon (non-context)

,0

(n=16)

160

v-,

(% com:,ct)
88

(n=l6J)

(n=l6)

81
(n~16)

"

(n~l6)

(n=l6)

81

One Year S student worked from left to right as demonslraled in lhe following comment:
••• because six dollars plus four dollars is ten doflars. 90 plus JO cents would be $11 and ten
cents because you do six plus four is JO and nine plus two is 11.

From Table 42, it can be seen lhat lhc results for non-context were lower than for context in
the Paterson studies except in Year 9. This was because students' answers for non-context
were more often cilhcr incorrect or not attempted than when lhe item was presented in
context. This may be because students arc most familiar wilh decimals to two places when
lhey appear in a money-context. It should be noted that lhe six Paterson items were
consistent for place value wilh both context and non-context presented to two decimal places,
while lhc three McIntosh items were only presented with one decimal place.
The results in Table 42 indicate that this difference may have resulted in an improved
performance for non-context in Year S. There is less ofa variation in Year 7 with the reverse
effect in Year 9. For conteid, the biggest improvement in performance was in Year S, with
optimal rcsulls in Year 7 and a drop-off in performance at Year 9. Overall, for the addition of
decimals lo two decimal places, the provision of context did make a difference. This is one
case where the context of money was found to improve student performance.
According to Irwin (2001), the decimal system is a "multiplicative scientific concept that
does not arise easily fi'om everyday knowledge" and decimal fractions are ''not intuitive or
easy to learn" {p. 416). Stacey and Steinle (1998) and other studies such as Hart (1981) on
students' misconceptions associated with decimal fractions have also made similar claims.
Both fraction and decimal items have been highlighted in previous studies as areas of
weakness for student understanding and lack of confidence (Yang, 199S; McIntosh et al,
199Sa). Cockcroft (1982) also mentioned these areas for Years 7 and 9. The most difficult
concepts to teach in primary school according to Irwin (2000) arc:
multiplicative: processes (which) included understandins multiplicative nature of
the pl•ce value system, lhc divisions necessary for understanding decimal
fraction,, common fractions and ratio. (p. 339)

Mcintosh el al (199Sa) suggested that perhaps students used diff&:rcnt strategies for solving
visually presented items compare!I to orally presented items, especially for fractions. The
visual image seemed to remind the student o~ the written algorithm whereas the student's
intuition was not impeded when the item was merely heard {p. 29).
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ltrni 6- 4.50 (Years 7, 9)
Ifyou 011(), have twcHloflar roilll 011d hond over $6 to pay for your lu11ch, which costs $4.50,

how much change should you get?

This item found similarly to the previous decimal item $6.20 + $4,90, that performance was
improved for the context ilcm. Although,· this item had only one decimal to two places, Table
43 indicates that both the Year 7 and Year 9 students' averages had better performances for
context. Examples ofstudents' answers showed that students were able to demonstrate how
to take four whole dollars from six whole dollars and decompose the remaining two dollars.
This was in order to take the remaining 50 cents away, the same was not true for non-context,

Table 43: Comparison ofltcm 6-4.50 for Context and Non-context
Study

Year7
(% corrcct)

Year9
(% correct)

77

92
(n=163)

McIntosh et al (no context)

(n=163)
8B

Paterson {context)
Paterson (non- context)

94

(0"16)

(n=16)

"

(n=l6)

(n~16)

88

Even some Year 9s did not know how to subtract four-point-five-zero (four and five tenths)
from six because they did not sec six as six and zcio hundredths, subtract four and fifty
hundredths. This may indicate that transfer between money-context and non-context did not
hapPCII, The presenlation order did not result in any difference in performance for that
panicular question.
One Ycar 9 student explained, (I) Added it a/J back on lo make sure, and Several ways. Six
to~ four the,, half off, or you could do 600 - 450. This demonstrates flexibility in thinking.

Perhaps the two Year 9 students who incorrectly answered minus LS and 2.5 lacked a mental
picture of decimals and experience with decimals, outside of the money context. This raises
doubt about their ability with decimals outside of a money context and it might be useful to
explore these particular students' abilities working with decimals in measurement contexts
such as time trials and/or distance or volume topics.
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Both the context item and non-<antext item in the cum:nt study were presented wilh two

decimal plsccs to be consistent with the place value reprcaentcd by the moncy-(:(lnlcxt item.
By contrast, the test item (6 - 4.J) in McIntosh et al (199511) had only one decimal plac:e.
What is noticeable is that in both year levels, scores arc higher for context than for either of
the non-(:(lntext tests. It is interesting Iha! for non-(:(lnlext, bolh year levels perfonned better

for the McIntosh et al (199511) non-context item prcscnted with only one decimal place than
for this study's two decimal places item, which more cl1>1ely represents a money amount.
This may suggest that where decimals arc presented outside of a money context, the greater
the number of decimal places, the more confused students become, even when the 5CCOnd
place is mllJXcd with a zero. Year 7 reported the lowest of all scores, but particularly for non•
context with two decimal places. This suggested that the inclusion of a zero when attached to
decimal numbers outside of a money context might be confusing to students. In particular,
students may not sec 4.50 and 4.5 as identical values.

The !ample size for the study

described here is however too small to claim anything emphatically.
Reys et al (1993) found that a whole number and a mixed numeral item such as 4 - 2 1'2 was
answered correctly by only 27 percent ofscvenlh graders. This score is mll(:h lower than for
either McIntosh et al (199511) or this study's results and may suggest that the Australian
studen!s were better mental calculators than the American students were.

Item O.Jx45(Ye= 1, 9)

IfI ,~anr lo buy 0. I kilo oflobster 1/ral costa $45 a Id/a, /row much do I need to pay?
Table 44 indicates that Year 9s scored pooriv for this item for non-context, compared to the
Year 7s. This item was really asking students to find one-tenth or ten pcn:cnt of 45, which
should have been relatively straightforward.

Most students appeared unaware of this

equivalence. They seemed to be Uying to mncmber some rule about moving the decimal
point rather than understanding the nature of the item. Answers therefore, as discussed
previously revealed that the majority of errors made were conceptual for both context and
oon-context.
Both fraction and decimal items have been highlighted in previous studies as areas of
weakness for student understanding and lack of confidence (Ellerton & Clements' 1994;
Yang, 199S; Mcintosh et al, 199Sa). Cockcroft (1982) makes particular mention of this for
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Years 7 and 9. As slated previously, McIntosh et al (19!J5a) 51lggested that students might

use different strategics for solving visually presented items compared to o"'11y presented
items, espc:i;:ially for fractions. The visual image seemed to remind the ltlldent of the written
algoritlun whereas the student's intuition was not impeded when the item was mm!ly h.:ard
(p. 29).

Table 44: Comparison of Item 0.1 x 45 for Context and Non-context
Study
McIntosh et al (no context)
Paterson (contcllt)
Paterson (non-context)

Ycar7
(%correct)

Ycar9
(%correct)

47
(n=l63)

(n-'163)

38
(n,,,16)

38
(n-16)

so

25
(n,,.16)

(n=16)

66

Item 25%of 48 (Years 7, 9)
My Dad had $48 and spent 25 percent afit. How much did he spend?

Table 45 indicates that context achieved a better pcrfomiancc in Year 7 than in Year 9.
However, compared to the McIntosh study, overall this study's students found this item more
difficult for both contc1tl and non-context.
Table 45: Comparison ofltem 25% of48 for Contc!lt and Non-<:ontcxt
S1udy
McIntosh ct al (no context)
Paterson (context)
Paterson (non-context)
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Y=7

Y=9

(% corrcet)

(% correct)

81
(n.. 163)

(n=163)

"

so

44

(n-'16)

(n.. 16)

44

so

(n=l6)

(n=l6)

In compari50n lo lhc McIntosh et al (1995a) results, student answm from this study for both
Year 7 and Year 9 do not compare favourably. II is impossible lo compare the 6lralegies used

between the two tests. However, an examination of strategics used in the cunent study
between successful and unsuccessful students revealed that successful students were aware of
the relationship bctwccn pmcntages and fractions and understood the meaning or 25 pcrr.ent
u one quarter of the whole, They were then able to use this infonnation to solve the itun in

various ways depending on their knowledge ofbasie facts. For ex.ample, one Year 9 ftudcnt
commented, 25 percent U a quarter and four times 121., ,f8 (I knew Iha/) so, 12 ts a quarter

of ,t8.

Haylock (2001) described this method as ad hoc. An examph: ora generally efficient

strategy used unsuccessfully by a Ycar 9 student for contc,i;t was, I cafcufared 20 percent of
48 and 1he11 5 percen//o arrive al SJ0.80. As Haylock (2001) states, "one or the easiest

percentages to find is 10 percent, and most people intuitively start with this" (p. 171).
However, he also warned that ten percent is a special case being the only percentage equal to
its fraction of one tenth.
4.tl Summary

This study was designed to investigate the effect or money as a context on students' mental
computational strategy choices across a range of ages of development. The results indicate
no difference for context and non-contex.t except at Year 3, which found improved
pcrfonnance for non-context. Results showed no overall difference between genders apart
from Ycar 3 in which females scored lower than males. Further inspection of the item types
revealed Year 3 student weaknesses lay with the 5Ubtraction items. Interestingly, while
students' perfonnance did improve with age, it was found that for the two year levels with
identical items, Year 7 out-performed Year 9.
After students in Ycar!I 3, 5, 7 and 9 were individually interviewed and asked a set of

questions to establish their background through previous experiences with money, results
from rating these questions revealed little difference across the year levels. As expected,
Year 3 had the lowest mean, but Year S h.ad the highest. Results also show that money
c,i;pcrience rating made lillle difference to student perfonnance for contex.t. During these
interviews, it was also noted that several of the females had recently arrived from other
countries, two from Afiica and one from England. It is not assumed therefore that all
students involved in the current study h.ad rc,ccived the same amount of schooling in Western
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Auslralia as olher sludents in !heir panicular ~ level. It is noted however, th.at the students
who were schooled in Africa did not possess the 5ame range of strategies as the other
students.
After 51udcnts were presented with two sets of mental computation items and observed
50lving them, the students were asked to explain their method and or choice of mental
computalion strategics. Rcsulls indicated that .evcral students, especially in Yem 3 and 9
reported using school-type written methods, mentally. Overall, students who used higher
order strategies generally scored higher on the items for both non-context and context. An
examination of individual items revealed that student performance was improved for context
for the decimal addition. Overall, comparisons with the McIntosh test results found that
generally students in the current study scored higher for non-context items. It should also be
noted that the number of students in the McIntosh tests was 163 compan:d to the 16 per age
level used in the current study.
Finally, students were asked whether they had noted any similarities between the tests and
asked to state whether they preferred one set of items or the other. Preference was found to
bear no relationship to improved performance for one set of items or the other.
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Chapter 5: Summary, Conclusions and Implications
5.1

S11mmary ollbe Effect of Coatut OIi Mntal Compwtlldoa Perlormawee

This study investigated lhe effect of money as a context on students' mental compulational
performance and compulational strategy choices across a range of ages from 8 to 14 years.
Volunteers of equal numbers of studenls of each gender in Years 3, ~. 7 and 9 were
inten'icwed. First, lhe students were questioned about their previous experiences with, and
general interest in, money, Second, student answers and explanations for two lillla of mental
computation items-one set in context and one without-were observed, tape-recorded,
scored and analysed. For comparison, the non-context items were identical to a selection of
those used in a previous study, and the context items were developed from them.
Results from this study found that overall, money as a context did not make a significant
difference to student perfonnance for mental computation items when lhe items were
presented in a word problem fonnat compared to a non-context presentation. In fact for
Year 3, context had a marked negative effect on performance. A few individual items were
found however, for which perfonnance was improved for context, but the difference was not
collllistent l!CfOSS all year levels or genders. The item of greatest improvement involved the
addition of decimals. This result was not expected given Nunes et al's (1993) findings that
students scored better for word applicatioll!I than straight computation. Other influences need
to be considered. The resul15 from lhis study may suggest that the school environment may
have had a stronger influence than first expected. Perhaps, the influence of 'school cues',
wilh the tests being semi-Connally conducted at school, may have led students to regard the
items as 5Cl in a school task contut. Results may have been diff~rent, had the context items
been presented in a simulated shop situation compared wilh straight computation. Nunes et

al (1993) reported improved student perfomiance for context items presented in a simulated
shop situation when compared to word applications. Therefore, results may have been even
better for actual shopping activities in a real shop compared to simulated ones at school.
Interviews were revealiog. Firstly, they revealed that performance levels were more likely to
vary because of the studeots' iodividual strength.s and weaknesses with computational
slrategy knowledge, rather than their pa!t experiences with money. This is not to discount
the effect that substantial real money uperiences might have oo a student's development of
strategies, although it remains unclear why some students po!16CSSed better strategy
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knowledge lhan othen. Se«1ndly, intffi'i~ revealed that thm, wm, a number ohtudents.
who gave com:ct wmwm while being imeertain about the correctness or lheir answm.
Thirdly, interviews rcvellicd that students at a variety of dcvelopmenlal levels achieved
similar results. In conclusion, interviews were considered vital in assessing a student's real
level of development or number sense.
On cheddng each of the 64 individual students, it was found that the money experience rating

allocatcd to each of them did not make a markcd difference to either perfonnance or strategy
choices. This was except for two cases of students with exceptional experience at Year 9. If
there had been more students with extensive money experiences, pcrliaps a more definitive
conclusion could have been drawn. The only marked differences for gender appeared at
Year 3. When the results were further examined by operation type, it was found that Year 3
fen1ales had pcrfonned poorly on subtraction items. Some items were found to have a
marked positive effect for non-context while some were found to have a marked positive
effect for context. Of these latter items, the one that was found to have the most positive
eff~-ct for context was the decimlli addition, Mum spem $6.W in rhe bakery then she spent $4.90
at the 11ew.r11ge111. How much did she spend altogether?

5.2 Otller Contexts
The fact that money as a context did not make a difference to pcrfonnance in the current
study does not mean that other contexts would not make a difference. Indeed even a money
context presented differently, in a personally meaningful way such as a real shopping
experience, may result in improved perfonnance for student mental computation. The money
experience rating procedure may have been too narrow in focus to gauge student
pcrfonnance, as prior experiences in other contexts were not considered.

Significant

experiences from different contexts such as sport scoring might have affected these results
indirectly from the transfer of skills. For example, some high s«iring students only received
a rating of one for money experience.
What constitutes a meaningful context may vary from one individual to another based on
pcrnonal interests and experiences. Fnr example, one Year 3 became very animated at the
item Amy'., bro/lier... and mnarked, l lia-..t a sister called Amyl Although this student got
this particular item correct for context, he did not get all the other context items com:ct. He
did however, achieve a perfect score for the non-context item test. This shows that while he
was very good at non-context mental computation, the provision of a meaningful context had
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the same effect. Substituting studenls' names in such items is straightfoi:wmd and can ltl2lr.e
such items more relevant to the studcnls. Another example included on11 student's reference
to counting by 251 when swimming laps or a 25-mctrc pool during the school swinuning

program. This could be an e1lample of'scalTolding' enabling transfer to both multiplication
and division.
Simulated shopping experiences with lLSSO(:iated motivational external devices such as play
money and purchase items have found improved pcrf"onnanee for mental computation
(Nunes et al, 1993). This may be because studcnls llll: more able to make Jinks to their outof-:.chool lcamt mental methods, thus improving lransfer,
S.3

Coaclu1lo11

It was belictvlld that a preference for the money context items might result in better
pcrfonnance for conle1lt. However, this was not found to be true. No difference was found
for gender, nor for age overall. However, the expected difference in pcrfonnance for mental
compulation at Years 7 and 9 w1111 suprising, as thct Year 7 studenls outpcrfonnllll the Year 9
students for both items set in context and in non-context.
Possible reasons why contc1lt did not make a difference to pcrfonna.'lce will now be
discussed. A first possible reason may be that the items presented were not personally
relevant or realistic enough (as they might be in an actual shopping transaction) for the
students. Perhaps, pcrfonnance may be improved where the student spends part of their
pocket money on lollies, or small toys ofthcir choice compared to the conlrivlld items u5Cd in
the CllITent study presented in 'what ir scenarios. For some students, even Carraher's (1985)
simulated shopping experiences did not result in improvllll pcrf"onnance. Studcnls may have
been disintercstllll be(:ause the activity was viewed as a school 'task' and not directly relevant
to their world.
A second possiblct reason why context did not make a difference lo pcrfonnance may be that
menial compulation practice in schools is not always presented in context. This was found to
be the case for some of the schools involved in the current study. While recommendations
for the time spent on mental mathematics to be increased appears to be happening, perhaps
there needs to be more mental mathematics lhat is set in context. Perhaps, there still needs to
be more time given to menial mathematics, ill the primary school teachers slatlld that mental

mathematics was generally timetabled for ten minutes a day, while at high school it was only
tinietabled for five minutes. Most schools slated that context was provided for at least half of
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their mental mathematics program, but of course, not all of this context w1111 a money context.
Therefore, students unused to mental mathematics set in a context at school, should perfonn
less well for this presentation fonnat. This would be expected and was found the case at
Year 3.
A third possible reason may be that students in these age groupings have not had enough
recent out-or-school conte1ttualised mathematical experiences in order to practise them. For
C!lample, it was e1tpected that Year 3 students would have rcccivcd Jess money context
C!lpericnces at home, but this e1tpectation was not substantiated by their money C!lpericnce
ratings. Results improved with age to Year 7. However, Year 9 students did not perform as
well as Year 7 despite having the s.ame lest items. Year 7s was the only level that mentioned
recent participation in fundraising activities. Some of the Ycar 9s remembered participating
in such activities when they were in Year 7. Perhaps the better performance results for the
Ycar 7 students can be e1tplained by their selling C!lperiences being more recent or perhaps
there were more of them.

The Ycar 9s also reported less time was spent on mental

mathematics in class. Recency may be important because of its nature as a revision tool for
number facts and effective strategy clloices.
A fourth po.!.llible reason why contc!ll did not make a difference to performll!ICC may have
been that students did not use efficient mental computation strategies, for the items in

conte!ll. This was evident when students used the same written method strategies mentally
for both sets of items. This study found that many students did not use efficient mental
strategies ror either context or non-conte1tt items, especially at Year 3. Perhaps students
lacked knowledge of the strati:gies due to either not having spent enough time working them
out for themselves or a lack of class discussions involving sharing ideas with their teacher
and peers. Many students were unable to use appropriate mental computstion strategics
consistent with highly developed number sense. Neither did these students demonstrate an
understanding of the magnitude or numbers as some students confused place values. and only
a few students were able to self-coITCCt. This lack of strategy knowledge could be related
back to the other three reasons, in particular, that not enough mental mathematical classroom
experiences had heen provided, set in familiar everyday contexts such as actual shopping and
cooking activities or games.
Mental computation strategies used by the most wc<:cssful students generally were or the
highest order, thus indicating that these students possessed a high degree of number sense.
These same students also generally demomtratcd high scores for both no:i.-context and
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context. indicating that tnnsfcr h.! oo:umd. Same top.perfonnlng students also noticed
similarities in ilmns used between the tests.

Further, at least one student noticed the

relationdlip bclWcen the numbers used for items within a tcsL For inst1111Cc, the it(ml&
105 - 26 ~ 79 and 79

+ 26 = 105 arc related facts. Knowledge ofthc relationship between

operations can help students make more connectio~ between number facts and operations
and th11s enable them to choose from a greater range of strategics. This ability to observe
relationships with numbers may indicate number sense as these pllrticular students may,
although few used higher onlcr mentsl comp11tation strategies. The willingness of some
st11dcnts to use more than one strategy to solve items and check answers was observed by
stlldents in Yem 7 and 9 in the current study. Thia may be because these students had~
encouraged to use different mental strategies, or because they wnnted to use their own
methods compared to tsught ones. This could be considered 'flcxibilitr with numbers' and ,
may be a result of classroom communities ofprai,tice using class discussions in an attempt to
increase strategy knowledge. number sense, and transfer.
Some students were found to be capable of remarkable mental agility, as they mentally
rearranged the numben; presented in a horizontal foJmat into a vertical one. These students
were doing this in onler to apply school-taught written methods, which arc not efficient
menial strategies. McIntosh and Dole (2000a) also reported evidence of this mental agility in
their studies. This agility cannot be considered as 'flexibility' with numbers according lo
definitions of number sense. An over-reliance on school-taught methods implies a lack of
C){pcrience with mental methods. Although students were asked to give answers orally, the
fact that students were also required to write their answers may have interfered with their
ability to solve items using only mental methods. Although 110 working out was allowed, the
very act of holding a pencil and being asked to write answers may have provided a cue to
using school-taught methods especially where students hod hod more school mathematics
experiences than out-of-school ones. Carraher ct al (198S} found that for simulated market
place problems, school-type symbols and routines interfered with the solving process.
5.J.J

Limilalions to Generalisability

Due to the small number of students involved in the current study, there is a limited ability to
gcr.cralise these results across the state, country or internationally. The nature of the contc){t
presented as foJmal wonl problems requiring imagination as opposed to actual money
C){Changes, such as during shopping experiences, also provided a limit to generalisability as
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did lhe choice or wordings used. The words selected were chosen to be as consistent as
possible and as common to everyday language as possible. Context may still yet provide
improved performance if presented in a more realistic or interactive fonnat.
The students' money e~periences, the teachCl'II' teaching practices and the students' socioetonomic backgrounds were also limited by being homogenous due to all students residing in
the same catchment area of the same secondary school.
5.3.1 /ssr1es of Reliability and Validity

The issue of reliability is one of consistency, r.nd according to Bell (1999) ..the CJttent to
which a procedure produces similar results under constant conditions on all occasions"
(p. 103). In other words, would it be possible to produce similar results to this study's on a
separate occasion and/or by a different interviewer using the same instruments and
procedures.
According to Bell (1999) Wllidity, "tells us whether an item measures or describes what it is
supposed to measure or describe" (p. 104).

A common problem associated with

questionnaires compared to interviews is that either no response is given to a question or an
inappropriate response is given, possibly due to confusion regarding the nature of the
question (Bell, 1999). Hence, interviews were chosen as the method in order to maximise the
amount of data collected. Bias may be a major threat to validity where interviews arc used as
the main data-gathering instrument (Cohen & Manion, 1980). For this reason, this study's
data was compared with other data that had already been established as valid. This was
straightforward because all of the test items used were similar or identical to those used in
McIntosh ct al (1995a). Bell {1999) claimed that interviews are:
a highly subjective teclmique and therefore there is always the danger of bias.
Analysing responses can present problems and wotding the questions is almost as
demanding for interviews as it is for questionnaires. (p. 135)
Further concerns raised by Bell (1999) regarding bias in interviews claimed 'it is even easier
to 'lead' in an interview than a questionnaire... with different emphasis and in a different tone
of voice" (p. 140). This indicates that two different people may produce different emphases
and therefore elicit different responses to idenlical questions. The dala lhat was gathered for
this sludy consisted of both qualilative and quanlitative data. The first of the qualitative data
instruments was the money experience questions.

However, as the money experience

instrumenl was developed entirely by the researcher, a methanism to dctennine its validity
lllld reliability was required. For this reason the same interviewer and set of questions was
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used to interview all subjects of this study and all interviews wen= tape recorded.

An

independent checker was engaged to assess a sample of the interview answers by using the
money rating guide procedure.
When adapting the Mclnloffl ct al (199Sa) mental computation items, ii was necessary to

reduce the number of them, as the interactiveness of the interviewing process would take
more time than a pencil and paper test. Although data regarding the strategics used was
collected for CVCf)' item, in the case ofKF (known fact) it was not pa:ible to know how this
fact had been oequircd. It is possible that facts may have been learnt by rote, so it may be
misleading to have KF rated as a high number sense strategy. While the interviews covered
less content than other techniques could, they managed to allow more in-depth infonnation lo
be collected than by using questionnaires.

5.4
S.4.1

Jmplic11io111
Implications for Teaching Practice

One of the main criticisms commonly raised regarding the teaching and learning of written
methods, is that the teaching has been reduced to a set ofrotc-leameJ proeedur,:,s. The same
should not happen with the teaching and learning of menial methods. The speed foetor
should not be an issue for any s\udent until that student fully understands how to work ('LI(
number facts for themselves. This could occur by way ofa connectionist Orientation similar
to Plunkett's (1979) term 'relational', which "emphasizes the links between <lifferent aspects
of mathematics" (Askew, 2001, p. 98). It should allow the class to share a wi<ie range of
info1T11al strategics. Anghileri (2000) suggested that teachers should not worry about errors
being perpetuated by children discussing their own methot!s

This is because

"Research... shows that learning is more effective when common misconceptions are
addressed, exposed and discussed in teaching (Askew & Wiliam, 199S, pp. 12-13)" (p. 66).
Anghileri further acknowledged that 'faultless communication' is not possible and that the
teacher must make specific efforts to uncover misconceptions. This is where tbe researcher
saw the value of indivic!ual interviews in mathematics elasscs. Anghileri suggested that
"addressing misconceptions during teaching docs actually improve achievement and long•
term retention of mathematical skills and eoneepts" (p. 66).
This could be achieved by providing, as McIntosh et al (1997b) suggested, "regular
opportunities to develop, diSfuss, and apply mental computation strategics" (p. 56), which
they claimed, contribute towards developing number sense. From this •haring expericnee,
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students would thm be able to ehoose their own preferred strategy, which may involve a
mental, a written, or a calculator method. Swan (2002) fowid that student choices of
computational method-that is written, calculator or mental-for students in Years S to 7, are
made very quickly based on few, if sometimes superficial criteria. Swan (2002) claimod that

"mental computation was favollfCd as the first computation choice for most items
and •.• overall" (p. 42).
Reys et al (1993) recommended that "mental computation must be developed in a regular and
systematic manner ifperfom1ance.. .is to be improved" (p. 314). Primary school teachers in
the current study revealed that mental mathematics was timetabled daily, for at least ten
minutes, usually as a wmm-up activity. Regularity was further recommended by McIntosh et
al (1994) as IS minutes of mental computation activities to be timetabled every day. These
activities might include games and be OJIC1l-cnded to encourage students to participate at their
own level. One activity suggested by Swan (2000) that could be used as a game, involved
students aiming to beat the calculator with place value calculations involving larger numbers.
Therefore, one recommendation may be to increase the time spent on mental mathematics to
a minimum of fifteen minutes by including some open-ended and inclusive games.
Acconling to Anghileri (2000), games ''remain a wonderfully motivating avenue to reenforce number facts and mental strategics" (p. 13).

Games were recommended for

individu~ls who stated that they did not like or understand mathematics, because games can
put the fun back in. Parr (1994) wrot~ that games: "stimulate people to do willingly some
quite demanding and not very attractive arithmetic" and furthennore that: "people... give
repeated practice to ... mcntal arilhmetic ... because they want to do better the second time
around (p. 29)".

Hatch (1998), claimed that games ''improve mental skills through

repetition" (p. 32). In the current study, one Year 5 student stated when answering the
practice item (9 + JS"') for non-context, "I say, nine plus what makes fifteen ... beeause I
play cribbage with Grandma." This quote represented evidence of a student learning and
practising menial strategies in a game in an out-of-school environment. It also indicates that
transfer was able to take place between the two non-context IJCtlings. Booker et al (1998)
further recommend that money-based activities, games and frequent use of money
transactions in real-world problems can develop number competence.
Bums' fifth suggestion: 'Embed math activities in contexts' has previously been discussed.
While, Bums' tenth suggestion: "keep an eye out for instructional iu:tivitics that are
accessible to students with different levels ofinteresl and experience" notes the importance of
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assessing prior knowledge. It also realises that no! all students will have the 93IllC interest a
particular mathematical activity. With regard to this study's results, different levels of
interest in money were indirectly noted. This study considered individual differences by
uking students to nominate their preference for item presenlation fonnat. Students' prior
knowledge, interest in the context and preference for context made linle difference to the
overall results.
Context is used in various areas of the mathematics curriculum today. Traditionally context
wu not used for the twenty rapid response mental computation cxen::ises often presented in
shon, general and abstract nolation when: the emphasis was on speed. More recently, context
hu been provided in mental mathematics commercial texts usually

IIS

money or

measurcment. However, these exercises appear to be designed for individual seatwork and
without the need to show working. As such, it may he difficult to distinguish which methods
or strategy students had used without class oral discussions or interviews.
Because imaginary aspects have little or no effect when it comes to context, th~re is therefore
a need to embed mathematics in real contexts. Suggestions for these include a school
tuckshop or practical measuring, such as calculating the quantity of brick pavers required for
a school courtyard. Cooking a cake provides multiple measuring, estimating and calculating
experiences with money, mass and capacity when buying ingredients. Following the recipe
involves accurate measuring of each ingredient's mass or capacity; and timing of the cooking,
which involves temperature and finally, the mass or volume of the finished product could be
measured. Generations ago, many students had apprenticeship style experiences with family
members by cooking, sewing or making furniture items. For many of today's studcn!s, these
at-home experiences are not possible, Generally families today have less time and this is
reflected in the fact that much of today's food sold in supermarkets is pre-prepared ready to
cat.
Roth ( 1976) suggested that in order for context to be of benefit to student mathematical
practices, three school-based aspects are needed. These aspects are: a) resources; b) teacher
experience; and c) classroom peer interactions; and each will be discussed in tum.
Resources

Reys et al (1993) reported that while then: are appropriate resources such as the 1986 NCTM
Ycarl,ook, Estimation and Mental Computation that include practical instructional ideas,
most teachers were unaware of the existence of such resources. Reys et al {1993) further
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stated that, in response to the low mental computation perfonnance reported in lheir atudy,
rew teachers spent time developing or teaching mental eomputation. Further that there was
great variation among i:Jassrooms regarding the attention given to mental computation. By
oomparison, the study reported here round that mental computation was timetabled daily
although the nature of the activities varied. It seems reasonable then to recommend that
teachers be rammar with appropriate resoun:cs. It may be that in-servicing of teachers is
required in order to familiarise staff with appropriate and current resourees. ln-sei:vicing
should include demonstrations of how to ''value flexible thinking and allow for leamereonstructed mental computation teclmiqucs" in order to improve rcsulta as Reys et al (1993)
suggested (p. 314).

Teacher Experience
As mentioned previously with Vygotsky's (1978) 'zone of proximal development',
'Scaffolding' is a metaphor originated by Wood et al (1976) to describe ideally what the
teacher does, to extend (scaffold) the i:hild to build on from where they already are. The
teacher/adult needs to know the student well enough to eomprchend the extent of their prior
knowledge. This knowledge can make family members good teachers. Both the adult and
the child appear to be on the same 'wave length' as the adult use of language familiar to the
child and can act as a 'scaffold' by utilising shared money and other relevant real-life
experiences. Responses to question 7 revealed that some children were found to talk to their
'adult{s)/scaffo[d{s)' on a regular basis and this talk may he an important factor. Student
responses support this, such as when one student stated that: "My Dad's an accountant and
(he is) my financial advisor'' and when a second student stated that "My Grandma and I have
how are your shares gaing? thats".
It had been assumed that traditional teaching approaches might be more likely to be taught by

older teachera who had trained when such approaches were standard practii:e. However, this
was not found the case for the teachers involved in the current study. The older teachers were
also more senior and were up-to date with current mathematks pedagogy. Keeping up-Iodate seemed to have occurred through professional development, professional reading, or
in-servicing of individual teachera or whole-school staffs. Therefore the in-servicing of
teachers or whole-school staffs, in the use of context, in relevant, meaningful and challenging
mental mathematics ai:tivities, may be an efficient and appropriate strategy for staff to
develop students' mental strategies further.
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Hughes cl al (1999) claimed that an implication for teaching is that "children need to be
taught from an early age how to apply their mathcmalical knowledge in a range or contexts
and settings" (p. 76). With regard ID mental computation slrategies, this means encouraging

the disctlS!iion or ideas to solve mental items set in a context. Numbers are rarely found in
the real world devoid of context, except by a few individuals for which mlllhcmatics is their
passion. As to the legitimacy of th: contexts, it is up to the classroom teachers who,
especially at primary school, know their students' interests. Students in the current study
were found to vary for interest shown towanls the use of money as a context. This may be
explained either as a developmental stage, especially at Year 3, or perhaps a variation in
personalities indicating possible future careers.
Classroom Peer Interactions

The resean:h literature generally points to child-<:entered learning with teachers as facilitators
as opposed ID 'lransmission' teachers, constructivist learning in groups, lots of discussion
(Yang, 2001) and a building up of confidence in mathematics in order to develop number
sense.
Three of Bums' (1993) suggestions from her 12 most impcrtan/ things you can do to be a

belter malh teacher included: 'Encourage children to talk with one another during

mathematics class': 'Have your students explain their reasoning in all instances'; and 'Take
delight in students' thinking'. All of ·'Jese suggestions support whole group and small group
discussions, as well as individual student interviews.

Asking students to explain their

thinking is a recommendation of this study as a number of students asked to change their
original answers, while explaining their s:rategy choices. This process allowed students to
spot their own errors and self-correct. Another insight that resulted lrom asking students ID
explain their thinking was that students also revealed how certain or not they were of their
answers.
Summary

Good pedagogy should aim to encourage (through carefully constrocted learning
environments) the developmeot or students' mental computation skills that allow students to
construct strategies for themselves. These should be appropriate to their level and at their
own pace, as they work towards achieving the more efficient strategies. Teaching approaches
that suit this pedagogy include estimalioo, open questions, looking for number pattems, the
use of models and visual aids as well as including students prior out-of-school experiences in
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the provision of different contexls. A relevant and realistic money-conte1t might be a
shopping activity for a cla,s party. This could include vi~ual aids in the fonn of the objects
(notes, coins and purchase item) as well as peer interaction between the subjects themselves
(as buyell.l or sellers).

Associationist theor) has been discussed in relation to explaining students' poor results while
constructionist theory has been used lo explain students' good performances.
Recommendations for teaching practice include providing real money ellperiences at school,
by linking students' out-of-school experiences to classroom learning, such as eA:ploring
students' pocket-money pun:hasing power or promoting mental computation for many
contellt tasks. Beat the calculator activities (Swan, 2000) could be used to promote the power
of mental mathematics for simple place value operations.
5.4.] lmp/icat/orisfor Teaching Mental Computation Strategies
McIntosh el al ( 1994) reported that the one eA:ample of teaching mental strategies often taught
by adults is the 'remove the zero' rule. Unfortunately, students who do not fully understand

it oRen misapply this rule. Anghileri (2000) described the ll'adition in mental recall based on
memoriration and fonnulae have meant that mental strategies have not been explicitly in the
classroom.
Anghileri (2000) recommended that ''watching and listening to children is important for
detecting errors and misconceptions" (pp. 132-133). One counting error noted by doing that,
in the current study was for the non-conleKI item 60 + 80, One Year 3 student counted
"80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130". While this student had eorre<:tly counted out six tens, they had
clearly started from the incorrect ten, the 80 instead or from 90. Anghileri (2000) noted a
similar instance when she stated that: "In the ellwnple 'II - 3' ... lhe nwnber eleven is
sometimes included within the three to be counted (11, 10, 9) and the incorrect answer '9' is
given"(pp.132-133).
One remedy for \his may be as Thompson (1997) proposed to "legitimate and encourage the
use of fingers and counting procedures particularly for simple addition and subtraction"
(p. I S7), Another remedy for common counting errors recommended has been the use or the
'empty number line' as a model (Bramald, 1998; Bei mizen, 1999). Other e)(tema\ devices
should be encouraged when engaging students in mental computation activities, such as
jotting things down, and the 100-cltart (Beishuizen, !99S). Concrete pedagogical materials
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were discussed by Dtlhaene's {1997) outlinl? of the 'Right Slart' program which used
concrete materials or external devices such as thennometers, board giunes, number Jines and
interaclive arithmetic giunes sueh as snakes and ladders,
E1111ley and Easley (1992) found that ''when teachers tum to discuuion rather than readymade programs, they seem mystified by the strange mathematical ideas children often have"
(p. 8). Angbilcri (2000) described the Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) approach to

"fir:st engage with the children's infonnal strategies, elaborating on lhem later, and move
toward!! more fonnal standard pnx:edures" as lhe better way to teach meiui strategies
(p, 135). Holloway (1997) noted positive responses in UK cl1185rooms towards lhe change of

l'ocus from fonnal written to infonnal mental strategies. He described the findings of a group
of primary teachers who explored the iuues surrounding mental strategies in school. These
teacher:s had found that written versions of children's mental stratecies showed little
similarity to standard algoritllms and that they were based on a different understanding of
number (lo Anghileri, 2000). $111(e (1991) had earlier found the difference between the
nature of informal mental strategies and fonnal written strategies, while Holloway (1997)
reported on debates that had occurred regarding these differences.

Anghileri and Beishuizen (1998) outlined how counting and 'chunking' can be used to
develop students' own written division algorithms.

The authon called for "further

identification of values wilh numbers through 'chunking'," and lo ''reflect pupil's naIVe
meanings for division" which will ''build on their understanding of the numbers involved"
(p. 4), Anghileri (2000) recommended that standard approaches to recording when teaching
mental strategies for mullip!ying larger numbers should be delayed and illustrated the use of
'chunks' and the distributive rule with the example24 x 16. Anghileri (2000) explained that:
multiplication by a two-digit number can be avoided altogether if this problem is
transfonned by doubling and halving ... thc most elegant solution to this particular
problem would be using the 'fact' that 25 x 16 = 400 and then subtracting 16 from
400.(p.83)

This study found evidence of students in Years 7 and 9 using this chunking method to solve
similar items. For example, two items involving chunking of2Ss for Years S, 7 and 9 were
the items, 150 + 15 and 7 x 1S. Students in Year 7 scored better on both items than Year 9s
except for the multiplication in context which achieved identical scores at both year levels.
The Year 7s demonstrated that they had a better understanding of the fact that four 25s made
I 00, by referring to this fact before they calculated. One Year 9 student calculated seven 25s
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first by working out two lots of four 2Ss 1111 two hundred, lhen by subtracting 25. While the
conte1tt or money did not make a difference to paformanc:e, one Year 7 atudcnt mentioned a
connection wilh the contcxt of swimming 25-mctrc laps.
In the Nelherlands, van den Hcuvel Panhuizcn (2001) identified lhe main 11SpCCts of the
Dutch approach. She explained how the euniculum has been developed to support mental
strategics: ''One must slart with rich contexts demanding mathematical organisation or, in
other words, 'contexts that can be mathematiscd' "(p. 51).
5.4.J lmpflra1/onsfar Cu"iculum

The results of this study, indicated lhat Year 3 atudents had difficulty with items in context.
Therefore, Year 3 students could be given a differentiated money context cuniculum
involving smaller monelafy values that would be more in keeping with their field of
experience. Nunes (1993) e1tplained that the usefulness of a context depends upon the
student's experience with the social and empirical constraints associated with that situational
contellt. Year 3 students would be expected to have the lea.st amount of this experience and
lesser-developed cognitive frameworks. Students could also receive practice in class shops
with prices realistically marked to the cent for rounding upor down at the rcgister.
For the later years, when teaching decimals, fractions and percentages, Anghilcri has (2000)
recommended against using the traditional leaching approach of starting with fractions then
moving to introducing equivalent decimals and percentages. As Moss and Case (1999)
stated, "the sort of confidence, flexibility, and inventiveness...called for...in number sense"
(p. 143) was achieved in their teaching experiment begiMing with percentages rather than

fractions and decimals. This was claimed to be because "children's everyday experiences
provide contexts in which percentages appear'' (p. I I I). With reg!ll'd to a money context, this
may include shopping discounts during i;a\es promotions such as 20% off or JO"A, off.
Anghileri (2000) further added, "Complexities also arise because two-digit decimals are
commonly used for money and measures with 1.25 read as 'one twenty-five' when: the live
may also be considered as 'units'" (p. 112).
McIntosh and Dole (2000) asked, ''where, if at all, does the assessment of mental
computation occur within assessment practices at school, system or national level?" (p. 402),
and recommended that ''mental computation and number' sense need to become integral
components of curriculum and assessment procedures, at class, school, and system levels"
(p. 407).
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Clarke and Stephens (1998) claimed that, ''what is assessed defines what is taught.. (p. 77).
'I'hcnlfore, pencil and paper tests test only for a student's ability with pencil and paper
melhods. Pencil and paper mental computation tests are straight(orward to administer, aave
lime, and allow for a large amount of data to be collected in one sitting. However, they only
reHcct answers, rather lhan the methods used or how certain students were of their answers.
Therefore, mental computation should not be primarily assessed by pencil and paper
methods, but orally either by interview or as part o(class discussions. Yang's (1995) results
support Sowder (1988) who claimed that "teachers must examine more than answers and
must demand from students more than answers", as "correct answers are not a aafc indicator
of good thinking" (p. 227),

Yang's (1995) study found that good pencil and paper

performance did not com:late with high scores for number scruie or understanding. In the
absence of mental strategies being taught, mental computation strategics occur naturally and
infomially, either self-devised or borrowed. In the current study, oral explanations for these
sorts of strategies were readily given. When students had obviously borrowed written
methods and applied them mentally, oral explanations were harder to give.
Easley and Easley (1992) detail four basic changes for the US primary mathematics
curriculum based on II Japanese alternative (Kitamaeno School, Tokyo) that avoided
mathematics anxiety while catering for girls and minority groups. This was achieved by
''replacing...counting by oncs ... with partitioning and re-grouping ...directly to place value ... a
basis for algorithms; mental regrouping might play a stronger role in Japanese calculation
than counting does (p. 25)".

Regrouping is similar to the 'chunking' of numbeni

recommended by Anghileri and Beishuizcn (1998) which could use the 'chunking' of
monetary values in order to provide a mathematised context (van den Heuvel Panhuizen,
2001).
The Kitamaeno schoolteachers' rationale Wied more challenging story problems in different
ways, not as 'applications'... rather groups that cut across ability levels to provide more
opportunity... to discuss ... with peers. The use of groups was based on the proverb that a group
can achieve what 1111 individual cannot. Students were also required to write out number
sentences, give complete answers, and verbal explanations and teachers "avoid directing
Gtudents in computation skills" (p. 82).

Easley and Easley (1992) also found "the

teachers ... p!acing highest priority on the development of children's personal confidence and
overcoming rears of being wrong" (p. SB). Angbileri (2000) has claimed that children need
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opportunities to talk about their own strategies and to discuss those used by others. She
further claimed that teachers were more likely to pose problems that directly address
misconceptions and lo encourage children to think divC?Bently using open questions.
Plunkctt's (1979) suggested that a speclnun orred, OJmlgt and yellow bands of calculations
recommended for average 11 year-olds be given in a practical, motivational context.
Examples or the levels or difficulty for yellow band arc: 139 + 28, 83 - 26, 17 x 3, 17 + 4.
Askew and Wiliam (199.S) reported that ''research results show that 'knowing by heart' and
'figuring out' support each other in children's learning about numbers" {In Anghileri, 2000,
p. 129).
If all mental computation items were presented in a realistic setting. then a large proportion of
number operations could be set in contexts of time, measurement and money. Activities that
encourage the use or money as a context in real and meaningful contexts include: buying
school lunches, drinks and icecreams, banking, school camp costing, estimating individual
spending needs and budgeting. Students could also organise stalls to raise money for a
chosen cause such as a sponsored child overseas or current community need such as bush fire
relief. Older students could simulate the stock market as in investments, or Lotto for chance
and data studies. School-based money activities could include supervised stall shopping,
such as for Mother's Day, ice-cream days and a class shop. ExcUfllions could include the
local markets or shopping centres such as the Queen Victoria market in Victoria for 'fruit and
vegie week' or the local bakery. Students would be supervised in small groups, counting-out
money to buy specific items in single transactions. This study suggests that it is likely to be
real-life contexts such as this, rather than contrived ones that make a difference.
The presentation of money context items in a game setting may have provided more incentive
or fun as then students often wish to continue playing games in their free time. A money
tally ~ystem is whim, students earn or loose money instead of points and keeps a record of
this in a 'pa.ssbook' and maybe part of the 'Earn 'n learn' program. Some Year 7 students
mentioned collecting school fundraising donations, giving change and counting the total
proceeds. While it has been common practice for some teachers to begin their mathematics
sessions with a game such a.s 'Sherifr, as discussed previously, the value of this playful
aspect is more questionable as context and number sense gain more value. Dehaene (1997)
sugge:;ted that children should be shown the playful aspects of mathematics before they arc
introduced to abstract symbolism. This is consistent with playing shops with five-cent and
ten-cent coins that could provide the basis for informally learning the more fonnal
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'five times' and 'ten limes' number facts. In tum, this suggests that not only ahould teachers
assess students' prior knowledge and attitudes but also ideally, they should incorporate some
pre-play Cllpcriences that arc by their nature, embedded in conlCllt.
Professor Gaudty lias reeonuncnded that all students be able to opemc c,n fractions, elccpt
for division by the end of primary i;<:hool. This is due to the equivalence of fractions being
crucial knowledge for high school algebra {The World Today, 7/7/03). The equivalence of
decimal fractions could he presented in a money contclt. The study reported here found
improved pe:rformance for two money context items, the addition of two decimals and a
multiplication of a decimal that revealed student knowledge regarding the equivalence of
monetary fractions.
Whole/part/whole teaching experiences are currently being introduced in numeracy blocks in
the slate of Victoria. A suggested leaching sequence may include the whole class teaching of
a playful aspect, conunonly known as free and undirected play when introducing new
materials, such as play money. 'Part teaching' caters for small ability groups, and could then
focus on the more abstract and fonnal components such as task cards, which encourage
students to explore different ways to pay for their items. An example task might be: You
have $6 and need to pay $.f for your lunch. List how many differem ways you could perform
this transaction and note the most efficient way.

Answern should include different

possibilities, such as three $2-coins or sil SJ-coins.

One group of students might

systematically list eve,j'- possibility, while another group may just compare two different
alternatives. The students then return to a whole clllSS diseussion.
J,,t,,t lmplicatiorufor Research

Recommendations for further research on the provision of money as a context, include mental
computation items presented as real shopping activities. For elample, students could be
given a task to buy and sell items (addition, multiplication and subtraction) and then split lhe
profits equally (division). Assessment of the students could include observation, anecdotal
notes and oraVwritten self-reporting. Class shops should not be only pretend ones for the
junior grades, as older grades can organise real stalls and integrate them with other
cuniculum areas for charitable causes.
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Further study could involve comparing a control group at Year 7 or 9 wilh a similar aged
teaching group who arc given lots of mental eomputation experiences set in context in a unit
of work. Such a study could examine lhe results from lhis study where Year 7 students
scored better lhan lhe Ycar 9 students, poa.ibly bctausc lhcy were p~ted with many more
recent, real money experiences at school.
Further research on the effect or context on student's mental eomputational performance
needs to address the relevance of a particular context to the individual learner. As, what
constitutes a meaningful context or presentation of a context for students' may vary from
individual to individual. Contexts may be obviously mathematical in nature or embedded in
a realistic situation, such as found in children's literature, in which the mathematics is not at
first obvious. In addition, other common mathematical contexts such as measurement, time
or food could be studied to find whether the findings of this study are applicable crosscontextually. Research on the effect of other common contexts should be embedded in real
activities. Examples of such contexts can be found regularly in the media such as: litres of
fuel; and quantities of materials, for measurement; and: television guides; transport timetables; and sport scores and time trials; for time. The provision of eontexts other than money
i~ important for students to understand that numbers have meaning beyond two decimal
places.
Certainly, it is important to check for the effect of context when lhe experiences arc real
rather lhan imaginary,
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provided in the current study. The imaginary play generated by

junior grade students involved in class shops revolves around their imagination, not that of
adults. The fact that lhe context items w;ed in lhe c=t study were adult rather student
generated may account for the lack of student improved performance, but equally, one
student's generated idea may not be eonsidered as relevant by other students.
5.5

Rttommend1tlon1 for Further Study

Possible reasons as to why context did not make a difference tr ltudent performance were
previously discussed. They include; relevance for maximized engagement, problems with
transfer, quality and quantity of prior context experiences, as well as opportunities for
discussion and school practice. Suggestions for further study reflecting these identified areas
are giwn below.
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•

Would presenting items only orally-thus removing a possible cue for the use of
written methods---.make a diffemice to student perfonnance or the choice of
strategies that students use?

•

What diffemice would schoolwork involving real and practical money itellllil,
instead of contrived ones, make to student performance?

•

To what extent are students able to demonstrate transfer of money knowledge, and
thus their number sense? A comparison study could extend the context items used
in the current study to related decimal and higher place values in diffemit contexts.
Tht situational meaning could be kept-by reducing or increasing the magnitude of
the numbers by powers often.

•

What improvement might there be for subtraction and multiplication of similar
decimal items, given that the greatest improvement in student perfonnance for
context Wall for the addition of decimals?

•

How much context experience either at school or at home, is needed to make a
marked difference to student mental computation pcrfonnance for items set in a

context?
•

Which are the most effective classroom resollr(:es for improving student mental
computation perfonnance for items set in a context?

•

Which teacher strategies are the most effective for improving student mental
computation performance for items set in a context?

•

Which types of classroom peer interactions are the most effective for improving
student mental computation performance for items set in a context?

•

Would an increase or say five minutes per day in mental computation make a
difference to student performance?

•

To what extent does a student's ability to use efficient mental strategies and thus
number sense, have on that student's choice to continue with mathematics beyond
the compulsory years and on their future career choices?
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5.6 Conelodl111 Rem1rb
If students' performance with money context items is to be improved, then much more
experience with in-context mental computetion needs to occur in the classroom.
Four reasons have been suggested as to why the main finding that context did not make any
difference to student mental computation performance was found by this study. II may have
been a problem regarding the nature or the items being contrived and presented in a school
test, rather than the choice oh money context. The context items were contrived in the same
way that commercial text word applications are, and therefore may not have been relevant or
real enough for the students. However, as it was also found that at Year 3, context had a
negative impact for student perfom1ance, and this was probably due to an overall lack or
experience with mental computation in context, both at school and elsewhere.
Money experience was found to make little difference to the results and this could have been
due to the design 0£ the instrument not allowing for how recent the experiences were. Only
two students were reported to have had paid part-time jobs where they also worked with
money. While both students scored better for context, only one wu cum:ntly employed.
This student wu also found to have a significantly better score £or context with a difference
0£ 23 percent, and used higher order strategics. This may support the theory that for context
to make a difference to student performance, the experience needs to be meaningful and
recent.
The provision of real money experiences such as worlcing in real shops, running real stalls
either at school or for clubs, should also muimise student engagement and the transfer or
strategies for use in other contexts. The use of money to develop more efficient menial
computation strategies through the equivalence 0£ money values was suggested for
developing number sense.
While it was also believed that students might benefit from receiving more mental
mathematics experiences generally, more examples should be set in real contexts at school, u
some teachers reported using traditional word applications. This study found no differen<:e
for gender; but that for age, the Year 7s out-perfonned the Year 9s. Reasons given suggested
that the primary school students had received more hands-on money experiences and spent
more class time on mental computation. McIntosh (1994) has recommended IS minutes of
mental computation per day. Therefore, the increase need only be a matter or some ten
minutes per day at the secondary school level.
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Another finding was that som~ atudents were using written methods mentally. Rem1wing
.· school cues for the use of written methods should encourage the use of menial methods.
Presenting a pl81Ulcd unit of work involving real and practical monC)• experiences, where
only mental computation is allowed, should result in removing school cuea and lead to
students using mental methods, thus improving student mental computation performance.
Extension activities that begin with real context mental computation and extend to related
decimal and larger place values could help determine to what extent students arc able to
demonstrate lmnsfcr of money knowledge. This activity could be suited to class discussions
during the conclusion of the lesson. Several suggestions Ii.ave been made for better teaching
for transfer, including the use of external devices such as the use of real money or play coins
and notes. These materials could be used in a class shopping game as a representation of
simulated shopping tasks for younger students.
While money is a signifiCant context in all students' lives, other contcxts should also be used
in the classroom. They could provide a variety of situational learning cxpcricnccs and cater
for individual differences in the range of prior knowledge that students bring to the
mathematics lessons.
Improvements to teaching and curricula require an increase to both the quality and quantity of
time that students spend doing menial mathcmatica in context. Context experiences need to
be recC!lt, real, and relevant to the individual and be part of class discus.sions

well as being integrated with other learning areas as appropriate.
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Appendl1 I:

Ethics Protocols for Permission Notices

Letter to Secondary Sckool
Heid of the Mathematics Dcpar1m<n1
_ _ _ _Secolldary School

"~------Re: Reqllffl for volunlHr studenll to p1rtlclp1lt In PhD ,tllllln
I am a Ph.D, 1tudent 1t Edith Cowan Univcnity rcseorching mathematics education. I om cum:ntly ... king
eight vo!UMeer 1tudrnls ovn a range ofab!Hty, In Year 9 to help with 11tudy I am colldllc:ting on 1tuden11'
mental computation performance. My thc,i, i, titled: 'The effect of rmney u a CO?lkxl on 1tudcnts' mental

compu111ionperfomiarn:e for Yem 3, 5, 1, and9.'
I plllll to conduct these interview seuioos in accond lenn. E1<h 1hld:111 will be lndlvldual!y Involved in m~.
llpMeconlcd sc"ioo ~t talu:1 appro\ilnately 30 omwte,. I wi!l be uking 1tudeots about their b1ckgr01Uld
knowledge about money and will uk them menial computalioo que1tions lhVOMng mcniey. Wlth your approval
and assistance, a quiet working area Is Rq\lCited. Rnu.111 of thc 1tudy may be published, u they will form put
of my doctoml !hcsis, lo 01dc to protect 1tudeots' privacy, neither the 1tudonts oor the 1<hoo!e wi!I be dlrecay
identified ~ 1J1Y publication. P1oudon)lllll will be used to prot"1 ea<:h •tuden1'1 idetni!y. P•rents may
withdraw their child fmm participation, 1t any 1tage in the prooen if they wWi to do so. I would like to call you
next week, to,.., if your 1<:hool would be intcrcs!Cd in l'l'!icipation in thi1 ,twiy.

P!cue do not be,iuue to call my 1uperviwr, Dr. Ja<:k Dana, Director, M1thematlc., S~!m:e and Tedmology
Ceoin: at Edith Cowan Univnsity on 9370 6468, nr m)'f"lf, ff you hove 1ny qucrie1. Either ofus would be
happy 10 discus, with you any issue1 lbat you may hovc, before, during and/or after the ,c.,!on. I hllvc o:netoscd
copie1 of the pareolll and slUdenl permis1im1 forms fnr your use.
Youn, faithfully

AnnoPotcmm

a.pater1111i@ecu.edu.&u
Cc. Dr. Jack Ilana
j.bam.@"u.edu.&u
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Lnttr to Primary Sdlool

---~Primlry S<:bool

""'-----Rei Reqllnl ror volualNr 111111t11110 parlldplte II r•o 11..un
I am I Ph.D. 1tuclml al Edith Cowan Univa1ily Man:hing matbrnuotics education. I am cunmtly secking 12
volunteer 11Uden11 ovtr I nap ofab!Lily In Yem l, j and 7 IO help wilh I ltlldy I 1!11 cOllducti!lg on SNdtrllS'
menlll COl!l'Ullllon perfonnanec. My lbnUI ii titled: ''The effect of money u I conlcxl on 11udcnta' mental
CGf111Utltion performlDCe for Years 3, 5, 7, and 9'.
I plan to ronduel tbnc llllervlew Rnio111 in sccond tenn. ~h 11Udctit will be individually involved in one,
tape-recorded RUioo that toke, appn,!Umately 30 mlnuw. I wlU be ukin& 1tudcnt1 100\lt their ha<:k,round
knowkdjic ahout money and will uk them m.mlll computatiOII queotio111 lnvolvin& money. With your opproval
and uoUltancc, 1 quiet working on:1 ii RQUfttcd. Rmllll or the study may be publllbcd, u they will fOffll pan
ofmy doclonl tbcall. lo order to prolffl ltlldcnlt' priv.. y, PCitbcr ~ 1tl>dcnll 1X11" the ,chool, will be directly
idmtillod in any pub!icatio:n. PRUdonyml will be uted IO pro!CCI each 1tlldmt'1 identity. Pamru. may
withdraw thcir child from panicipltioa, It any ,rqo in the pmceu iftbcy wilb IO do IO. I would like IO cal] you
11nt week, 10 Re if your ..1ioo1 would be iotcmtcd In partlclpltlon in tbll 11Udy.

Pleuc dD DD! be1illte to call my oupervl1ot, Dr. 1.. t Bina, Director, Matbcmalici, Sdencc llld Techooloar
Cmtre It Edith Cowan Unil'fflily on 9)70 64611, or myaclr, If you haw Ill)' querin. Either of us -1d be
happy to discuu witb )'OIi iiiy luun that you 11111y hav~. bcfon,, duriDjj and/or after lhe RHion. I have enclosed
copies oflhe pmnlll pmni.uion fmm for your use.

Yours faltbfully

AllIIC Patersoll

1.patcnon@ccu..cc!u.111
Cc. Dr. Jack B1111
j.b1M@ecu.cd11.11u
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Letter to Parents/Gu1rdl1a1
Dear Pmnt/Cluardianl•
1 am• Ph.D. 11Udcnt at Edith Cowan Ulllvmity resun:blng mathemalios edu<:ation. I 1m oeclring vol!lllleer
students !n Years J, S, 7 wul 9 la help with a study I am conducting oa ,tudcnts' - I cn~tation
pc:rfonnancc. Computation will involve CX11mple, invoMng money, ao I w!ll allo be uking each otudcnt about
their expcric,u:c in using money. Your ctti!d hu lndka!cd inlcre,t in becoming ,uch a volunlm'.
Each 11Udem will be involved in ooe, tapc:-mordcd illlcrvicw tha! 1UC1 approxima!cly 40 minutes, during
school Ii~. These Interviews will take place in a 1pc:<ia! room designated by !he school. Al the interviews m
otlC·On-one, I m=ed to lnfonn you of prccantiolli I need la implcrnmt for elhkal clearanoe, The room i, in a
busy, open accm ,rea, the door will be Xcpt ajar, ll!d. window coverings will be opffled. If you wau!d li" co
see the room before ham!, this can al$<> be armigcd. Please abo be asswcd that I have obtained police
clearance.
I plan la conduct these interview 1cssio111 dwing second and third tcnns. Rosul!> of the srudy will fonn put of
my doctoral thc,i,. In order to protei:t your child', privacy, neither !be 1tudcnt.1 nor the aohools will be
ldffltified in any pnblicarion. PIClldonyms wiU be used to pro1ect each 1rudcn1'1 identity. You may w!thdaw
your child fiom participation, II any ltage in lhc prooes., if you wish to do so .. If you have any concemsabout
the project or would prefer la speak to an lndepc:ndfflt person please call Marilyn Beresford, ECU Research
Ethic, Officer on 9273 8170, or my rupm,iwr, Dr. Jack Ilana on 9370 6468. Naturally, I would be happy to
discu,s wilh you and/or your child any is.sues that arise before, during and/or after tbc oeuion. If you agree to
your child's participation iQ a 1oss!on, please ,!gn the coo,cnt fonn below ind rcrum ii la yDUr school office.
Ym.in failhfully

Anne Palcrson

a.paterson@ccu.cdu.au
Cc. Dr. Jack Bani
9370 6468 (Work)

____

j.bana@ecu.edu.au

,.

;/'
To: theSi:hoo!Office, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'.~1,
cria,ne .it I'amit), bcrcby give conscm for my ,on/ daughtcrl
iD Year 3 I 51719 • 10 participate in a study ofmenlll computation
by Anno Palcrson as pan oflm' 1tud/ca at Edith Cowan University, I agree that the rescari:h data gathered for
thu srudy may be published if J>Cithcr tho srudents nor !he schools are identified, I W1dc11!1nd that I may
withdraw my child at any 111~ If I wish to. My child is in class
, Room

I,
dependant•

•oclctc., applicabk
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S111cmca1 or DI.closure 1ad Informed Coase111 for Studeab Lttter
Dear Student,
1 am I Ph.D. •tudent 11 Edith Cowan UniVC11ity =hills n..lhemat!cs educatio11. I am 1eekilla volwum
•ludcnl!I in Yem 3, 5, 7 111d 9 to help with a study I am cooductins on 11udcnu' menial co~talion
performaDCe. Coqnnation will Involve curq,los Involving money, so I will also be uking each 1llldcnt about
their experience In using money. Ynur school Informs me that you haver indi~1ed interelt In becoming ouch a
volunteer.

Each 1ludent will be lnvclved in one, ta~recorded Interview that llko:1 approxin..tely 40 minutes, during
school time. I plan to conduct these Interview session, dwing second term. Results or the study will form pan
of my doctoral the,;,,. In order to protect your privacy, neither !he 1tudents IIOl lhc schools will be dir«ily
iden!ified in any pubUcarioo. P,eudonyms will be used to protect each 1tudc:nt'1 identity. You may withdraw
fiom participation, II any 111ge In the process iryou wi,h to do 10. If you hive any com:ems about lhc project
or would prefer to 1pe1k to 10 independent person plcuc call Muilyo Berc,ford, ECU Research Ethics Officer
on9273 8170.
I would be happy to discuss with you any issues that arioe before, during and/or aftcr lhc !ffllo11. If you agree
ta participation in a &e&Slon, pleue sign the consent form below ancl rcrum lt to your school office.
Yours faithfully

Anne Paterson

1.p11mon@ecu.cdu.au
Cc. Dr. 1ack B1111
9370 6468 (WO?k)
j .baoa@ecu.,:du.au,

V-To:lheScboolOff!CC!, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~hooC
I,
(oameofatudc:nt), In Year7 I 9 • bmbyglve my informed
consen.t to panicipate in a stlldy ofmmtal compulltloo by ,\Mc, Paterson 15 put ofbcr Jtudie, at Edith Co11110
Univmlty. I agree that the rcaearcb data gatbmd for this otudy ""Y be publi,,hed if neither lhc students nor the
schooh arc identified. I imdmtand that I rm.y withdraw at any ,tog,, if I wish to. I am io cla!s

--------~----(Signature ohtudcnt)
•Delete 15 applicable

(Date)
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Appendix II:

Protocol for Money Experience Instrument

Interviewer says:
Hello, my name is Anne Paterson from Edith Cowan University. Perhaps you know of it?
Thank you for volunteering for this study. I am trying to find out how students at your year
level do calculations mentally; therefore I need your help and appreciate your co-operation
today. I shall be giving you two different sets ofitems to answer. The results will be kept
confidential and I know you will do yourbellt in this effort. Thank you.
As you know, this session will be tape-recorded, You will not need to write anything. All
working should be done In your head. l will read each question aloud and would like you to
read o/ong silently with me. You will be given //me to work out your answer, and as soon as
you have worked out your answer, tell me that answer, then 1 will ask, 'can you tell me how
you worked that answer out?' Then you need to explain how you worked It out. ls this okay?
For privacy reasons, [ shall Identify you byo code-number rather than your real name. Your
cade number is ----. Before we begin the items, l need lo ask you a few questions
regarding your experience with money.
Some of the maths we will be doing todoy Is obout money. [wont to find out who/ you know
about money w that if you hove any problems with money calculotlons this will help me
understand why. Therefore, l need to ask you some questions. ls this okay?
How of/en do you get pocket money or an allowance?
Do you need lo:
a) earn It all or part of /I: orb) do you get mm1ey in otherwa)'S such as apart-lime job?
Have you had any jobs at home or in other places where you have had to work with money?
(If yes) Tell me about It.

Tell me how you use your money?
Let's pretend you won $50 in Lotto. What would you do with it?
Do you ever save money? (If yes) Tell me about it.
How often do you talk to your parents about what to do with your money?
What sorts ofschool activities Involving money do you enjoy?
How do you think that working with moneyhelps)'OU learn maths?

,·
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Appendix III: Flow Chart for Rating Money Experience

<·-··• •••• .•••••
Qn 7

Demonstrates
specific knowledge
and goal (eg exact
pricing)
Self Managing
invests, specific
plans i.e. needs,
bank account.

Either extremes
of spends or
saves all, or els
unrealistic or
vague

Balanced
saving and
spending.

-

··•·····...

Mentions general
category of vague
plans

/

•
1
/

,

f

.
I
.i

.i
.

i/

.i

;

:
I.

:;I.
:;
1.

l
i

.i

•

!• .I

I

/

!• •; I,'
I ••
:!i
,; :
:./

J./

None or ve
little

Real selling, I. e.
Charity stall

I

I

-·.,,'

./·

·"'

..

Demonstrates
planned saving

No or yes but only
or vague plans.

I

I

End questions
Score =3

End questions
Score =1

End questions

Score =2

1.

How often do you get pocket money or an allowance?

2.

Do you need to: a) earn it all or part of it; orb) do you get money in other ways
such as a part-time job?

3.

Have you had any jobs at home or in other places where you have had to work
with money? (If yes) Tell me about it.

4.

Tell me how you use your money?

5.

Let's pretend you won $50 in Lotto. What would you do with it?

6.

Do you ever save money? (If yes) Tell me about it.

7.

How often do you talk to your parents about what to do with your money?

8.

What sorts of school activities involving money do you enjoy?

9.

How do you think that working with money helps you learn maths?
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Connectors

Demonstrates lack o
realism in relation to
money

··-.,-1-: .

..,, ..

Yes
No

Money E1ptrlence In1trument Radng Proctdun
For 11core of3
[Autonomy: High exposure/High needs]
Procedure
First, check Qn 3.
lfyes, the student had worked with money (worth 1/2), go to Qn2b.
If yea, the student bud a regular, paid, part-time job (worth 2 1'2) this now totals 3,
allocate a 3.
If yes at Qo 3 (worth 1/i), but no at 2b, F,i_ lo Qns I & 2a.
If yes to regular pocket money (worth Ii), go to Qn 4. If the student was self-managing
(worth 2) this now totals 3, allocate a 3.
If no to regular pocket money go to Qn 7, If yes, to parental advice (worth 1/2), go to
Qn 4. If the student was self-managing (worth 2), the total is 2 1'2, round up to allocate

,,.

Note: ihtudent answered no to Qn 7, 4b or4c, a rating 3 was not given.
Ifat Qn 3 the student had not worked with money, go to Qns I and 2a.
If no to regular pocket money, go to Qn 2b. If yes to a part-time job (2 1/1), round this
up lo allocate a 3.
IfyeJ to regular pocket money (11(), but no to Qn 2b, go to Qn 4. IC the student was self·
managing, worth (2), round the 2 '2 up to allocate a 3.
Ifno lo Qns 3, l, 2a and 2b, go to Qn 7. Ifyes to f,arental advice (worth 1'2), go to Qn 4.
If the student was self-managing (2), round the 2 '2 up to allocate a 3.
!fat this stage, a rating of3 has not been allocated, progress lo rating 2: Novelty.
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For • 1core oU
[Novelty: Medium exposure/1.ow needs]

[Note: Qn 2b is now eliminated]
CheckQn 3.
If yes, student had worked wilh money (worth 1/i), go to Qns I and 2a. If yes to earns pocket
money (worth 11)), go to Qn 4.
Ir balanced between saving and spending (I), this now totals 2, so allocate a 2.
Jfeilher extreme or vague (0) go to Qn 8. If either real selling (I) or class money experiences
c1Ii), allocate a 2.
lfno to earns pocket money at Qns 1 and 2a, go to Qn 7. If yes (worth 1/2), go to Qn 4.
Ir balanced between saving and spending (worth 1), allocate a 2.
If extreme or vague (0), go to Qn 8. If real selling experiences were evident (I) allocate a 2,
or class experiences (1Ii), round up to allocate a 2.
If no at Qn 7, go to Qn S. If specific pricing knowledge, exact prices or budgeting
(I 1/2) were reported, round up to allocate a 2.
If extreme or vague (0), go to Qn g_ If real selling experiences were evident (I) allocate a 2.
If the student reported class money experiences (1'2), go to Qn 6. If Iha student reported
planned saving here (1), round up to allocate a2.
Ifno at Qn 3, but yes to earns pocket money at Qns 1 and 2a (1ti), go to Qn 4.
If balanced between saving and spending (1 ), round this up to allocate a 2,
Jfeittreme or vague (0), go to Qn 8. If real selling (I) eitperienccs, round up to allocate a 2.
If class money experiences (1'2) go to Qn 6. If planned saving (1), allocate a 2.
lfno to earns pocket money at Qns I and 2a, go to Qn 7. Ifye.r to parental advice (112), go to
Q,4.
If balanced between saving and spending (I), round up to allocate a2.
If eittreme or vague, go to Qn 8. I£ class money eitperiences (1'2) were reported, go to Qn 6.
If planned saving was evident, allocate a 2.

If no to P,arental advice at Qn 7, go to Qn 5. If specific pricing knowledge was noted
(worth I '2), round up to allocate a 2.
If general or vague (O) go to Qn 8 and rate as before.
If unrealistic pricing was identified (0), go to Qn 8. If real selling eitperiences were reported
(I), round up to allocate a 2.
If class money experiences ('h) and planned saving (I) were reported, allocate a 2.
Jfpt this stage a rating of2 has not been allocated, progress to rating 1: Play.
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For • KOH ofl

[Play: Low exposure/Low needs]
Procedure
[Note: This pathway is only accessed through Qn 4 or Qn 5.]
To get here from Qn 4, students may already have a minimum rating of(1/2), or a maximum
of (1), for either pocket money, working with money or parent advice. While, from Qn S,
students may already have a minimum rating of(O), or a maximum of(1'2), for working with
money.
First, llSl;ertain this score from the student's answers to Qns 3, I, 2aand 7.
At Qn 4, if the student appeared to either be a spl.'lld-all, a save-all or was vague (0), go to Qn
8. These were considered immature experiences with limited or simplistic ealculations
involved.
If the student reported little or no school money experiences (0), round up if nccesspry, to
allocate a I.
If, class money experiences were mentioned, <1 '2), allocate a I.
[Note: The possibility of getting a {I

1
/ 1)

here was eliminated earlier].

If at Qn S, the student demonstrated II Jack of realism, for example to spend $SO to buy a
horse or car (0) round up if necessary, to allocate a I.

If the student mentioned general categories or was vague (0), go to Qn 8.
Iflittle or no school money experiences (O), were identified, round up if necessary, to allocate
,1.
If class money experiences were mentioned (1/2), go to Qn 6. The student could have
answered no or yes here-but followed this answer with a general or vague comment (0),
allocate a I.
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Ap'1endls: IV:
Sample Transcripts from Money Experience Interviews
E11mple or a Ratla1 or 3
Student 20:
No pocket ,,umey.
•)NIA

b)C\mlngupboxu.

At the su,fshop, I help al the till and rue the calc,,lator la check.
I t,,,y bigger tl,/ngs. I'm Imo /nvestlMntJ.
Unle,is thtre IWIJ something I wamed, I'd sow, It In the bank towards h111eSffllent.

Student bad pm-iowdy mentioned saving in the bank 1hort 1mu towards longer term irrleitmen11.
My Dad'1 an accauniant 1111d my finonc/,z/ advisor.
O>wttlng money Is betra thon sw,u,
The cn/ns ore worth the a11WuntJ and the note.r ...help with sunu,

E11mple oh Ratin1 of2
Student 32:

I h= ta work for 11Wney and I gt/ $2 ew,ry wed.
P)lh/11/eloeamlloll.

b)No.

No.

I saw, II Up so Joan buy samethlng tluit's really upt1U/w,. Probably some dothlng.
J would l:up on 1110/ng II up so J can go on a ,hopph,g sprN with my friend.

Studmt answered Yu, n:fcr back to answcn given previ01J1ly for Qm: 4 and S.
Probably, twice o week,
I enjoy when we get /ms about mo.,ey,

/fyou need lo add up somethh,g like SO+
soundt 1/U money II sormdt morefa, ner.

f(i()

or something.you couldJou/ add It more qukkly. Becaure If//

E11mple or II Rating or I
Studrnt6:

'"·

a)No.

b)No.

No.

I hep II In my pul'$e J011fngfor a dog.
If I had a big backyard, I'd buy a Mrse.

Yu, at home. I'm saving/or a dog.
No, they won '1 Id me spend It 0/l 1/w lllfle.
Worbheeu, pk/Um ofmoney.
There'l 1'10ney and you haw, to add It up a/1 Hght.
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AppendlxV:

Protocol for Mental Computation Instrument

Dircetions to student:
Now we ore ready to start /he items. Student is given the first sheet of items. First, we will
do a proctice example. The practice examples are identical across all four year levels: First,
we will be doing men/a/ computations with (without) money.

Read the practice example

(in context: James had 20 cents then was given 70 cents, haw much does he have now? Non•

contett: Fifteen lake away nine equals?) You may write or say the answers but do not do any
wrl//en working out. Are there any quest/ans? Let us begin. Researcher starts the tape
recording. Administer first test. Please read Number one along with me. Resean::her reads
question 1 aloud, waits for the student's llllSWer (a maximum of JO seconds), then when the
answer is given, asks: Could you tell me how you gal that answer? Make notes of any nonaudible observations such 1111 body language, or use of fingers while the student explains. If
no answer is given in the maximum time allowed, say time's up and move on to the next
item.

At the conclllllion of the first test, collect the paper and allow a few minutes'

opportunity to relax for a short time before proceeding with the second half of tho items.

Now we are going lo do some mental compulatioM without (with) money. Give student the
second sheet. Administer the practice example. Practice example (non-context: Fifteen take

away nine equals? In context: James had 20 cents then was given 70 centJ. How much doe,
he have now?)
Administer the second test and say Please read Number one a/o,ig with me. Researcher reads
question I .1loud, waits for the student's answer (a maximum of 30 6CCOnds), then when the
answer is given, asks: Could you tell me how you got that a,uwer? Make notes of any nonaudible observations. Ifno answer is given in the 30 se<:onds allowed, aay lime's up and
move on.
Finally, ask the student: Did you like one tesl more than the other teJt? Why l.s that? Did you

notice anything similar about /he tests?
The test is now finished. Thank you vt:ty much for helping.
Collect the student's 6CCODd sheet. For feedback, lhe student is asked irthey want to know of
any items answered incorrectly and were then allowed to have another attempt. Altmiate
strategies were then discW1sed to assist the student, but such attempts were nol recorded.
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Appendix VI: Matched Mental Computation Instrument
Items by Year Level
Table Al: Year 3 Mental Computation Items in Matched Fonn
Presentation Format:
No Con/ex/
Practice clW!lplc:
Practice Cl18111J11c:
James had 20 cents then was given 70 cmts. How much does lS-9
he have now'/
Presentation Format:

lnConfext

I. I spent 60 caits on an lcy pole !hen 80 cents on a chocolate 1. 60+80
bar. How much did I spend altogether?
2. It costs $79 for our puppy's injections. It also cost S26 for 2. 79+26
puppy food. How 111111:h is this altogether?
3.

When Mum bought a d~ss for S68, she: was given $32 3. 68+32

change. How much money did Mum give the shopkeeper?
4. Amy's brother carnt S74 in his parl•time job. He gave hi1 4. 74-30
Mum $30. How much did he keep?
5. Mum saved $140 then spent $60 on a present for Dad. How 5. 140-tiO
much did she have left'/
6. Dad had S80 and bought a shirt for $24. How much change 6. 80-24
did he have left?
7. We took SIOS to the Show but tctumcd with S26.
much did we spcrul?

8. What is the total cost of two books priced at $26 each?

H=

7. 105-26

8. What is doubk 26?

9. My twin brother and I s~I $16on Mum's birthday presenL 9. Whatishalfof16?
Hwe paid half each, how much did I pay'/
10. Omidma had 30 cents and gave me half ofit. Howmuc:h 10. What is halfof30?
did she give me?
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Table A2: Year 5 Mental Computation Items in Matched Fonn
Prel!Clltalion Format:

Presentation Format:

!,1COIIIW

N0Co111a1

Practice example:
Jall'le3 had 20 cents then was given 70 cents. How much dOCI he have now?

Practice example:
IS-9

I. 1 spmt 60 cents on an icy po!e then 80 cents on a chocolate bar. How I. 60+80
much did I spend altogether'/
2. It costs $79 for our puppy's inj«tions. II alw cost $26 for puppy food. 2. 79+26
How mw:h is this altogcthcr'I

,.

When Mum bought a dress for $68, she was given $32 change. How 3. 68+32
much money did Mum give the shopkccpct?
4, Arny's brother eamt $74 in his part-time job. He gave his Mum $30. 4. 74-30

How much did he keep?

s. We took $!OS to the Show but r:tumcd with S26. How much did we S. IOS-26
spend?
6. What is the total cost of two boob priced at S26 <!llch?

6. What is double 26?

7. It cost our family $16S pcr,day for a hotel room plus $99 for a day's 7. 165+99
meals. How much did one day cost for our family on holiday?
8. Your school ia fundraising by selling Grand Final tickets for $60 each, 8. 60x70
and 70 tickets arc sold. How much money will this raise altogether?

,.

I w1111t to buy a lollipop for 11tvcn childmi. If lollipops COit 25 cents 9.7X25
each, how mw:h will I spend in lOtill?
10. lf2S people share a $ISO win on Lotto, how much money should each 10. IS0+2S

"""'
"''spent $6.20 in the bakery then she,,spent $4.90 at !he newsagent.
11. Mum

11. 6.20 + 4.90

How mw:h did she spend altogiither?

12. A school fair niscd $3SOO for new computer programs. How many can 12. 3S0073S
be purchased if the price ia $3S each?
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Table A3: Year 7 and Year9 Mental Computation Jtema in Matched Form
Presentation Format:

Prncntation Format;

In Con/ex/

No Co11tex1

Practice CXBlllJlle:
James had 20 cents then was given 70 cents.· How lllllCh does he have now?

Practice cump!e:
IS-9

I. It costs $79 fot our puppy's injections. It also cost $26 for puppy food.
How much is this a!togcthcr'I

I. 79+26

day fot a hotel room plus $99 fot a day's
'·meals.It cos!Howourmuchfamilydid $165
one day cost for our fillllily on holiday?

2. 165+99

per

3, We took $!OS to the Show but returned with $26. How much did we 3.105-26
spend?
4. Alex and his Mum made $264 at !heir garage sale. Alex then bought a 4, 264-99
$99 play station game. How much money do Ale11:and his Mum have left?

,.

Your school is fundrllising by selling Grand Final tickets for $60 each, 5. 60X70
and 70 tickcturc sold. How much money will this raise altogether'/

6. What is the total cost of38 Harry PottcT cards at 50 cents e11Ch?

6. 38XS0

7. I want to buy a lollipop for seven children. If lollipops cost 25 cents 7.7x2S

each, how much will I spend in total?

8, A school fair raised $3500 fot new computer prognum. How many can 8. 3500 + JS
be purchased if the price is $35 each?

9. If 25 people share a $150 win on Lotto, how much money should each 9, 150+25
person get?
10. Mum 8J)C'Ill $6.20 in the bakc?y then she spent $4.90 at the newsagent 10. 6.20+4.90
How much did she spend altoge1hcr'I
11. My Dad had $48 and spent 2S percent of it. How lllllCh did he spend?

11. Whatis25%of48?
12. If you hand over six dollars in two-doUar coins to pay for your lunch, 12. 6-4.50
which costs S4.SO, how much change should you get?
13. I want to buy 0.1 kilo of lobster that costs $45 a kilo, how much do I 13. 0.1 x4S
need to pay?

))
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Appendi1 VII: Mental Computatloil Instrument Items
Distributed by Topic
Operation

Y=3

Ycar!i

Years7&9

3
4

4
2

I

2
2

3

3

2

2

2

Whole

N=""'
+
X

•
Non-whole
N=""'
+
X

•
To"1

,;/i

12

10

ii.
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Appendix VIII: Samples of Matched Item Instrument
Interview Transcripts
Item: 68+32
Student 3, Year J,Contnt
I added the 60 and theJOOJ1d that made 90(tcn13). then the 8, and the 2 to get $1. I think Its
SJ, I'm sure /ts $3, becouse there's 2 more of those do/1111' signs and ifyou add 68 and 32 fl mo41anotherdollor ... lt makes U.
{Note; This student's answer forthis item in non- contcxlwllll correct: 100)

Student S, Year J, Non-ContCllt

Put 32 under the 68, und 6 add 3 Is 9 and because you don't do the ten, )'{'U put the 2ero back on
ago/>1. (lnteivicwer: Why don't you do lhc ten?) You dtm 't do the one otherwise /1 would make 910.
Student 32, Year 5, Non-Context

Because two plus eight equals /(), which makes the 68, 70 and then plus, 30 make.I JOO.

Item: 7 ,c 25
Student 25, Year S, Context
7 times 25, which Is 175, ~use I do swimming /raining. I used ID do It in a 25-me/re pool when I
wa.J

//Ille, sol used to have to count the mtlrl<J. It couldn't be $17 berouse they're only 25 cents

euch, so !}wt plll lhe decimul point in.
Student 34, Year 7, Context

20cents by,even wou/dequul $/,.,0 but then it'.r another 5 X 7 10 lhat'.r JJ cent.r, so /1'.r Sl.75.
Student 51, Year !J, Context
I 1/mestd 25 /im~ .,, would give mt a dollar und then I tlmued It by three ta giw me the 75 cents.
Item: 6.20 + 4.90
Student 32, Year S, Context

Six undfour ttJUah JO and th,n 90 and 20 equals $/.JO and /hen plw the dr,//ar ta the JO and lhol
equals JI dollars JO.
Student 44, Year 7, Non-Omtcxt
(The answer given was incorrect for no context, ,orm:t for money-context.)
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6 plus 4 Is J W.frole and tfren 9 plus 2 Is eleven so J added another whale so that's "P to JO, .so 1fror
wmtld be 2 and l remainder. (12.10)
Student44, Year7,Contcxt

4 plus 6 is JO and /hen 90add 20 Is J /Oso that was over lOOso add another whole dollar to tire JO,
11 and then JOcentscfrange. ($11.10)
Student 60, Year 9, Contelrt

(No attempt was made for non-i:ontc~t, while for the moncy-i:ontext item the student responded
corm:tly, Si 1.10).

6 add 41.r JO add° un rhe 90 cents and the 20 cents Is :SJ. JO ...

Item: 6-4.50
Student 3S, Year 5, Context

Just add $/.SO ta $4.SO ond ft equals up /a $6.
{The written answer given was 4.44, hcnce the importance of students explaining their answm u a
verbal response in cases where writtcr reiponses do not make sense. The student may have rrutde this
mor because SO take away six equals 44. Note that another Year 7 student, 48, gave an identical

answer).
Student 44, Year 7, Non-Context
(Zero), six 1akefaur you can 'I do and lhe =t i.r not a whale number.

Student 44, Year 7, Context

Faur do/Ian from six dollars Is /WO dollars and then take SO cents.
Student 49, Year 9, Context

/used/ram $6,from $4.SO, /t's anal her SOcents.... then, it'sanatherdo/lar.
Student 49, Year 9, Non-Context

Jfyau take offsix from 4.S, you end up In negatives.
Student 64, Year 9, Context
Six takefaurthen halfoff. Several ways or you could do 600 take 4SO (ecnts).
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Appendix IX: McIntosh et al's Classlflcatlon of Mental
Computation Strategies
CD

Cl

C2

Pl

P2

R

K
A

Couldn't do Ille eak11brtlo1
lnldal Stntqy:
DM
Changed division to multiplication
SA
Changed 1ubtraction to addition
CA
Used commutative law or addition
CM
Used commutative law or multiplication
Coa11tla1 elemnl1ry:
COi
Counted on in ones
CBI
Counted back in ones
CBSI
Counted back to the se<:ond number In ones
Cound11 l1 11,p,r ••111:
COl/10
Counted on in twos/tens
CBl/10
Counted back in twos/tens
CBS2/l O
Counted back to the second number in twos/tens
RA
Repeated addition
RS
Repeated subtraction
MU
Multiples
RT
Recited tables
UKd place value lll1tn11ne11C1lly:
RZ
Removed zero
WA
Used mental form orwriucn algorithm
Uled plate value relallonally:
ASP
Added/subtracted parts or second number
B
Bridging tcns.lhundmls
UTH
Uffll ten&lhundrcds
WL
Woikcd from the left
WR
Worked from the right
Uled otller rd1do111l knowledae:
DH
Used doubling.lhalving
P
Used pattern
KIIOl'l'II fact:
Knew (that is recalled) the llll5Wer
K
Uled11d1:

F
MP
G

Used fingers
Used a mental picture

G11nled
Adapted from: Mdn1oth et al (1994, p. 89).
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Appendix X:

Overall Results for all Students

Table A4: Detailed Student Results by School, Year, Gender, Presentation Order, Preference,
Money Experience Rating, Basic and Process Performance Scores
ID

chool

Yr.

Gender

Pr<:scnlation

Pref.

Process Scores
Context%
Non-C%

Basic Scores
Cootexl %
Nou-C%

Order

I
2

3
3

3
4

3
3

5

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

6

7

8
15
9
10
II
12
13
14
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

l
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
I
I
1

I
1
I
I
I
2
2
2
2
2

5

2

2
I
1
1
1
l

I
I
I
I

47
48
49
50
SI

52
53

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

s

5
5

44

43
45
46

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

2

37
38
39
40
41

42

3

2
2
2
2
2
2

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

s

m

C

m
m

n
0

n
n
n

80
85
75

m
f
f

IJ

C

85

0

n

n

C

C

n
n
II

25
15
35
65
65

m
m
m

C

C

60

n

C

C

n

m

n

C

f
f
f

C

n

n

C

n

n

50
70
75
45
15
15
67
83

r
r

f

n
n

m

C

C

m
m
m

n

none

C

D

n

f

C

C
C

r

n

C

f

C

n

r

n

C

92
63
96
67

m
m

C

C

88

n

n

01

C

C

01

II

C

r

C

n
n

75
79
58
96
63

r

n

f

C

II

5

r

n

n

7

m
m
m

C

n

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

7
7
7
7
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

9

D

C

C

n

n

m

n
n

f

C

n

n

C

C

II

n

C

m

r
r
f
m
m

m
(

r
r

3
3

9

II

C

C

C

C

II

C

11
C

m
m
m
m
m
m
m
m

C

C

so

83
77
100
58
65
73
50
77
46
100
69
100
96
85
73
46
58
54

n

C

96

C

II

n

a

77
92

C

n

n

IJOIIC

C

none

n

n

C
C

n
none
n

II

a

C

C

n

C

f

C

f

n

n
none

f
f
f
f
f

9

C

II

C

9

9
9

C

n

r

9

C

f

9
9

38
88

II

73
73
65
73
92
69
73

35
88
62
8
100

90
90
100
100

55
5
65
60
75
75
65
70
75
45
20

10
42
83
33
67

88
15
96
67
96
79
58
54
92
67

54
79
85
100
65
69
50
58
81
58
85
88
96
100
92
65
69
54
54
73

85
85
77

88
62
77
81
81
77
38
85

62
15
100

50
60
50
60
0
0
30
30
40
40
30

10
50
20
10
0
42
75
25
83
75

so
75
33
67
58

58
33
83
42
42
67
77
100
38
54
69

38

77
38
100
54
92
92
77
62
46
46
38
92
69
85
62
69
62
54
92
62

62
31
85
54
0
100

Note: Basic Scores are O or 2. Process Scores are 0, l, or 2
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80
80
100
100
30
0
60
50
60
50
50
50
60
30
0
0
33
75
17

58
75
58
92
50
92
67
50
25
83
58
50
75
85
100
62
62
38
46
77
38
69
77
92
92
85
46

62
46
38
69
77

77
62
85
54
62
69
69
77
38

77
54

Money
Ex erience
2
1

I
3
2
2
2
I
I
2
I
I
2

3
2

I
3
2
3
2

2
3
I
2

2
2

l
I
2
3

2
2
2

2
2
2
2
I
I
3

2
2
I
2
2
3
2
2
3

2
3
I

1
2

2
2
2
2
I
2
2

8

l

100

3

I
Appendix XI: Mental Mathematics Program Questions for
Schools
Meat•I Matbemadcs Quntio11nalre 2002

Dear Teacher,
{Please choose an a115wer !hat wa, the ol=•t to your situation.]

I. How much time did you spend on mental matbem.atlc1?
a) Daily, al least ten minutes
b) Weekly, at least twenty minutes
c) As appropriate to a situation that arises
d) Other, ple11Se explain..••...•••. ,., .. , .................................... ..
2. Did you follow a set program?

a) Yes, ..................................... , . , ...... , .. , .... , ...(please name)
b) My own...........................................(please give examples)
3. Did you allow individual seat work of written el[ercises from texts?
a)Always

b) Fast finishers only(or catering for !lpecial needs)
c) Revision or testing only
d)Never

4. Did you teach a menta:J computation strategy/ies?
a) a) yes ............................. (please state)

b) no.

S. Were students encouraged to use their own invented strategies?
6. WCJC mental computation items set in context? For example, word problems
or applications, such llll I/Jake had 50 cents and spent 30 cents of it ... ?

a) Always
b) Around half

c) None
If yes, to a) orb), How was the context of money used often? .................. ..
Were any other contf.ll(ts used often? ........................ ..
7. Did yciu use class discussions of solutions?
a) Presented in a written context on lhe board (see Qn 6)
b) Only abstract nwnbers
c) Presented as a problem from a story or real-life, such as media news item or students'
personal news item.
d) Presented pictorially
e) No
8. Did you use the game Sheriff/
a) Yes
b) No
c) Other games ..........................................(please name)
Thank-yo~ ,for your time

:: I'
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